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The work from this laboratory for the past three years can be divided into six areas: 1) Dr.
Welch's studies on motion coherence and transparency in plaid patterns; 2) Dr. Bowne's and,
more recently, Dr. Grzywacz's applications of filtering models to the psychophysics of speed
discrimination; 3) the McKee-Welch studies on the precision of the visual constancies; 4) Dr.
Watamaniuk's study on the integration of speed information in globally-defined motion; 5) the
McKee-Watamaniuk studies on local motion trajectories in the midst of random motion; 6) the
Bravo-Watamaniuk studies on motion transparency induced by speed differences in random dot
displays.

A. The Welch Results
The direction and speed of a long moving line or a grating viewed through a circular

aperture is ambiguous because only the motion perpendicular to the orientation of the line or
grating can be detected. In a pattern composed of several oriented contours, this ambiguity may
be resolved either 1) by assigning the unambiguous motion of small local features, such as the
ends of lines, the corners, or the contour intersections, to the pattern as a whole, or 2) by
appropriately combining the motion vectors from each contour to identify their common velocity.
Consider a plaid pattern formed of two superimposed moving gratings. The plaid appears to
move with the velocity of the nodes formed at the positions where the two gratings intersect.. Is
this a case where the whole pattern has been assigned the unambiguous motion of these local
nodal features or has the motion of each grating been assessed separately and then combined?
Several years ago, Adelson and Movshon (1982) proposed a two-stage solution to the aperture
problem, using the motion of a plaid as an example of this two-stage motion processing. They
suggested that initially the moving plaid was decomposed into the one-dimensional motion
components associated with each of the gratings, and then the components were recombined
according to the intersection of the two constraint lines associated with each grating. The motion
of each grating is consistent with a family of possible velocity vectors -- all the velocity vectors
that are constrained to have the same motion component on the axis perpendicular to the
orientation of the grating (See Figure 1). The intersection of the two lines of constraint for the
two gratings corresponds to the velocity of the nodal points. Adelson and Movshon suggested
that the perceived motion of the plaid depended on a neural representation of this intersection of
constraints occurring at a stage that followed the initial processing of the grating components,
and they presented convincing psychophysical data supporting this two-stage model.
Nevertheless, it was still possible that the human observer was really assigning the directly-
perceived velocity of the nodal features to the plaid, without the intervention of two processing
stages. _.

Dr. Welch provided compelling psychophysical evidence for the two-stage model. In a
paper published in Nature, she showed that thresholds for discriminating the speed of the plaid
depend on the speeds of the gratings forming the plaid, not the plaid itself. The plaid necessarily
moves faster than the gratings that form it. In her study, Dr. Welch used a plaid pattern that
moved five times faster than its grating components. Speed discrimination for very slow speeds
(< I deg/sec) is not very precise. Dr. Welch was able to show that the discrimination of the plaid ............
speed was much less precise than for a one-dimensional grating moving at a speed equivalent to
the speed of the plaid (or the nodal points), because speed discrimination for the plaid was,
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in fact, limited by the much slower speed of the gratings forming the plaid. Although speed

discrimination for the plaid is limited by noise at the site where the speed of the gratings is
encoded, Dr. Welch demonstrated that the human observer does not have access to this
information if the two gratings cohere into a single moving pattern. To show the inaccessibility
of the grating speed, she first established that observers could easily judge grating speed even if
the orientation of the grating changed randomly from trial-to-trial. She then superimposed a pair
of gratings, each with random variations in orientation, and found that observers could no longer
discriminate the speed of the resulting plaid pattern, because the perceived speed of the plaid
necesaiy changed randomly from trial-to-trial since the angle between the gratings affects plaid
speed.

When two moving gratings are superimposed, they do not always cohere. They
sometimes slide over one another like two transparent patterns. Simply stated, coherence
depends on the similarity of the two gratings; the more similar the gratings, the more likely they
are to cohere. In a second paper (Preto. 1991) Welch and Bowne demonstrated that
perceived coherence is an indicator of whether the observer has access to the low-level signal
produced by the gratings, or only has access to signals from the second stage of motion
processing after the signals from the gratings have been combined. They found that the speed of
the gratings was inaccessible when the gratings cohered but that observers could easily make
judgments about the speed of the gratings when the gratings appeared transparent. In her
dissertation work, Dr. Welch used the speed discrimination paradigm to explore what is meant
by "similar" in the context of human motion processing. Gratings cohere when their contrast and
spatial frequency are similar. However, it is similarity of speed, not temporal frequency that
determines coherence for these plaid stimuli. The coherence rules also operate to determine
whether thin line targets (and presumably other contours) cohere. For the talk presented at the
Optical Society Meeting in 1991, Dr. Welch brought some demonstrations of these effects for
line targets.



B.The Bowne-Grzywacz Work
Can the precision of speed discrimination be explained by "motion energy" detectors of

the type proposed by Adelson and Bergen to explain direction discrimination? Is speed
discrimination limited by noise in the spatial and temporal filtering that occurs early in the visual
pathways? Dr. Bowne's careful calculations indicate that "motion energy" detectors (or
"Reichardt correlators") cannot account for our speed discrimination results. We used a very
elementary stimulus configuration to examine the discrimination of temporal signals -- speed
discrimination for two-frame apparent motion. The stimulus consisted of a four-frame sequence
of bright points hopping in apparent motion. There was a fixed asynchrony between the outer
pair of points (the firot and last ), but the time between the inner pair of points varied from trial-
to-trial. The task of the observer was to discriminate the time (speed) between the inner pair of
points. In a paper published in the Journal of the Optical Society of America (1989), Bowne,
McKee and Glaser showed that the outer pair of points significantly degraded the ability to judge
the speed of the inner points even when they were separated by distances as large as 1 degree or
by temporal intervals as large as 200 msec. Small-scale (high spatial frequency) "motion energy"
units should have easily detected the local signal arising from the inner pair of points without
detecting the signal produced by the outer interfering pair. Thus, one might conclude that speed
is mediated only by large-scale (low -frequency) motion energy units. However, speed
discrimination for the inner test pair was significantly degraded even when the outer interfering
targets were high spatial-frequency "Difference of Gaussians" targets of low contrast, targets that
would be nearly invisible to the large-scale units. Dr. Bowne concluded that speed
discrimination depends on interactions between signals from many different scales operating over
large distances, a conclusion that would support current velocity models such the one proposed
by Heeger (1987) and also by Grzywacz and Yuille (1990).

In a second study, Bowne made detailed measurements of the sensitivity of human
temporal mechanisms, using the two-pulse subthreshold summation paradigm (Rashbass, 1970;
Watson and Nachmias, 1977) with drifting sinusoidal targets. He also measured the contrast
sens.-tivity and contrast discrimination functions for drifting gratings. Dr. Bowne then attempted
to model the speed discrimination thresholds for these same drifting sinusoidal targets using the
line-element approach (Wilson, 1986) and/or "viewprint" approach (Klein and Levi, 1985) that
have worked in modeling human discrimination in hyperacuity judgments. Surprisingly, speed
discrimination at low contrasts was more precise than could be predicted from any combination
of the temporal mechanisms, although our estimates of human temporal mechanisms did an
excellent job of predicting local temporal discrimination, i.e., the ability to discriminate between
slow and rapid onsets. Again these results suggest that speed discrimination is accomplished by
summing signals over large spatial areas. It is interesting that recent physiological measurements
of the contrast sensitivity of neurons in cortical area MT indicate that some of these large
velocity-tuned units are more sensitive than neurons encountered at earlier stages of visual
processing (Sclar, Maunsell and Lennie, 1990).

In 1989, Grzywacz and Yuille published a model of visual velocity computation that
employed a population of spatio-temporally oriented filters to encode velocity. Dr. Grzywacz
has attempted to reconcile his model with a variety of psychophysical observations that appear to
challenge this approach. By introducing a rectified band-pass filter in front of the motion-energy
filters (Chubb & Sperling, 1988), Dr. Grzywacz was able to explain "non-Fourier" motion,



"beat-pattern" motion and the invariance of speed discrimination with increasing contrast.

C. The McKee-Welch Studies of Constancy
In traditional studies of size constancy, observers were often shown an object at some

faraway distance and were asked to adjust the size of an adjacent object until it matched the distant
object (Holway and Boring, 1941). Sometimes, the aim of these studies was to determine what
was actually seen by the observer -- the objective size or the angular size?. In other cases, the
intent was to explore limitations on size constancy, e.g., over what distances could observers
match objective size before perhaps regressing to match based on angular size. In one of the most
interesting of these studies, Gilinsky (1955) found that observers were able to match either the
retinal or the objective size of the test object, depending on the instructions given by the
experimenter. Gilinsky's results, subsequently verified in other laboratories (Carlson, 1960; 1977;
Leibowitz and Harvey, 1969), indicate that matching is a weak guide to the cognitive (or neural)
operations underlying size constancy. It is not possible to determine whether the observer
perceives retinal size, and then corrects this percept by some measure of depth to estimate objective
size, or vice versa.

There is a psychophysical tool that could reveal the coding sequence. Instead of asking
observers what they perceive, the relative precision of their judgments of angular and objective
size can be determined. What is the smallest detectable change in objective size? What is the
threshold for discriminating differences in angular size? The precision of psychophysical
thresholds is limited either by noise in the stimulus itself, or by noise in the neural pathways
coding the stimulus dimensions -- more noise means less precision. If the calculation of objective
size involves the simple combination of two independent neural measurements (angular size and
depth), objective size judgments should be consistently less precise than angular size judgments,
because the depth measurement will add noise to the calculation. Burbeck (1987) used this
approach to measure spatial frequency discrimination for low spatial frequency targets, and found
surprisingly, that judgments of objective spatial frequency (in cyl/cm) were as precise or perhaps
slightly more precise than judgments of angular spatial frequency (in cyl/deg). Her results indicate
that human observers do not have access to information about angular size. In a variant of
Burbeck's study, subjects were asked to judge small changes in the lateral distance separating a
pair of lines, while target disparity was randomly varied over a ± 40 arc minute range from trial-to-
trial (paper accepted by Vision Research). We confirmed Burbeck's results for line targets
separated by large lateral distances, but for small distances (.S 20 arc minutes), angular size
discrimination (minutes of arc) was superior to objective size discrimination (cm).

Our results also indicate that size constancy may be learned. We asked our subjects to make
judgments of objective size (cm) when the angular size of the target was manipulated so that it
increased with increasing three-dimensional distance (defined by disparity in a stereoscope), rather
than decreased as occurs in natural circumstances. In this "anti-constancy" condition, subjects
were able to make fairly good judgments of objective size after only a small amount of practice
(600 trials). Their judgments were less precise than in the condition simulating natural constancy,
but perhaps with more practice, subjects could become skilled at "anti-constancy" as well.

In an earlier study (Vision Research), McKee and Welch used measures of precision to
compare velocity constancy to size constancy under identical conditions. They found that
observers were unable to use disparity information to transform the angular velocity signal into a



precise object-based code. The Weber fraction for discriminating changes in objective velocity
(cm/sec) was about twice the Weber fraction for discriminating changes in angular velocity
(deg/sec), and was substantially higher than predicted from a combination of the errors in judging
disparity and angular velocity. By comparison, judgments of the distance traversed by the moving
target showed excellent size constancy. The discrimination of changes in objective size (cm) was
as precise as the discrimination of changes in angular size (deg). The angular velocity signal is
useful without transformation into an object-based signal; it guides eye and body movements, and
is the basis of motion parallax judgments. The need to retain this angular signal may explain why
there is no efficient mechanism for velocity constancy.

D. The Watamaniuk Speed Discrimination Study
Williams and Sekuler (1984) demonstrated that a motion stimulus composed of many

spatially-intermingled motion vectors chosen at random from a broad range of directions
(bandwidth 180 degrees or less) produced a percept of global flow, moving in a direction
approximately equal to the mean of the range. In work begun in Dr. Sekuler's laboratory, Dr.
Watamaniuk measured speed discrimination for a stimulus composed of many spatially-
intermingled motion vectors that all moved in the same direction, but with a wide range of different
speeds. He found that subjects could easily discriminate between the mean speeds of these
distributions (for some conditions the velocity Weber fractions were as low as 0.05), but that they
were unable to discriminate the modal speeds of these distributions. Dr. Watamaniuk completed
some additional control experiments at Smith-Kettlewell in which he compared two conditions:
either the dots changed their speeds at random every frame, or having once been assigned a speed,
chosen at random, they maintained the same speed for the duration of the display. Subjects
showed identical precision for these two conditions. He then performed some computer
simulations to show that a detector that responds to a single dot's trajectory in either condition
would be unable to achieve the precision of the human subject; the single-dot strategy was
particularly imprecise for the condition in which each dot maintained its randomly-chosen speed.
He concluded that the human subject must pool the signals from many dots in order to estimate the
mean speed associated with the global percept. A paper describing this work (Watamaniuk and
Duchon) has been accepted by Visionkesarch.

E. The McKee-Watamaniuk Motion Trajectory Study
A single point moving in apparent motion along a linear trajectory is easily detected when

presented against a background of similar points in random apparent motion. Since the motion of
this single point (the "signal") can be detected even when the spatial-temporal characteristics of the
background "noise" is identical from frame-to-frame to that of the signal, the human motion system
must integrate the motion signal for many frames within sensory narrowly runed to particular
directions of motion. We measured the detectability of a point moving for 500 msec straight
through the center of a ten degree field in one of eight directions, spanning 360 degrees, chosen at
random; subjects judged whether the signal point was present or not. Detectability was measured
as a function of the increasing density of the noise, an operation that necessarily increased the
probability of a mis-match between the signal point and the background points. Surprisingly,
subjects could readily detect the signal point (d'; 2.0) when the probability of a mis-match was as
high as 38%, assuming nearest-neighbor matching. Small random perturbations in the straightness
of the trajectory ("wobble") had no effect on detectability provided that the directional range of the



perturbations did not exceed a bandwidth of 30 degrees. When the motion of the point was broken
into small vectors and displayed in random sequence at positions along the trajectory path,
detectability decreased significantly. Thus, the ordered sequence, characteristic of natural motion
trajectories, appears to enhance the signal within directionally-tuned mechanisms.

F The Bravo-Watamaniuk Transparency Studies
If half the dots in a random dot cinematogram move upward at a slow speed, and the other

half move upward at a fast speed, two transparent planes are seen, a result that might be predicted
from the motion parallax produced by objects at different distances from the observer.
Discrimination of small changes in the speed of one set of dots is unaffected by the presence of the
other dots. However, when the dots alternate synchronously between the two speeds so, at any
instant only one speed is present, then only one surface is seen. For all tested alternation rates in
this synchrony condition, discrimination of either speed is greatly impaired. When the dots
alternate asynchronously between the two speeds, so at any instant both speeds are present, then
two transparent surfaces that "twinkle" are seen. With the change in speed, the dots appear to
shift abruptly from one perceptual plane to the other, even though physically each dot is moving
along its initial trajectory but at a different speed; the "twinkling" is the perceptual indicator
associated with the abrupt disappearance from one of the two planes. In this asynchronous
condition, discrimination of one speed is unimpaired by the presence of the other speed at all but
the fastest alternation rates.
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Human speed discrimination can be degraded by additional stimuli in close spatial and temporal proximity to the
designated test target. In these experiments, observers judged the relative asynchrony between a pair Lv '- -*9y
flashed dots: speed discrimination for two-dot apparent motion. The addition of two irrelevant tinterie: ng
flashed dots to the stimulus, which produces accelerating apparent motion, impaired speed discrimination. We call
this impairment motion interference; adjacent stimuli are not processed independently by the motion system.
Motion interference is time selective: interfering dots simultaneous with the target dots do not impair speed
discrimination, nor do interfering dots that precede or follow the target by 200 msec or more. Motion interference
was observed even when the interfering dots were as far away as I deg from the test pair. Similar effects were
observed with a smoothly moving test target and with interfering stimuli composed only of high spatial frequencies.
A multiple-independent-channel model containing several parallel motion-energy detectors with different recep-
tive-field sizes is considered and rejected. We conclude that speed discrimination depends on a time-selective
combination of local motion signals from many detectors. These aggregate detectors combine information from
local subunits, degrading information about acceleration.

DNrRODUCTION van Santen and Sperlinge called a voting rule. is a necessary
part of any psychophysical model. In particular. we consid-

In this paper we address a basic issue for all multiple-chan- er the independent-channel hypothesis: the homunculus has
nel models of motion detection: independence of channels, access to the output of every motion-energy detector and is
Our experiments are essentially masking experiments, in free to choose any one detector's output as its decision vari-
which the speed discrimination for a two-dot target is im- able.
paired by adding nearby interfering flashed dots. Before Figure I shows a schematic diagram of the parallel-inde-
describing the experiments, we begin with a discussion t/ pendent-channel model of motion detection. The stimulus
multiple-channel motion-detection theories. is defined by the contrast, which varies in only one spatial

How does the visual system extract motion information dimension x and in time t. This model is one dimensional;
from the pattern of light entering the eye? The Hassen- the only two directions of motion possible are rightward and
stein-R ichardt model,' originally proposed for housefly leftward. We do not consider eitensions of the model to two
motion detection, has been extended and applied to human dimensions in this paper. The parallel motion-energy de-
vision by many authors.23 In these models, the image is tectors have different sizes and spatial positions, but they all
spatially and temporally filtered, producing two time-de- share a common pair of temporal response functions. The
pendent contrast signals that are then compared in either a even-symmetric spatial receptive fields of three representa-
linear 4- or a nonlinearu manner to produce direction selec- tive detectors are shown in Fig. I (the odd-symmetric recep-
tivity. The motion-energy detector proposed by Adelson tive fields have been omitted for clarity).
and Bergen2 is representative of this type of model. The We use the simplest decision stage, following the Klein-
other models contain similar spatial and temporal filtering Levi model of spatial visions- the winner-take-all homuncu-
stage and may in some cas be reduced to mathematical lus. We assume that so many different motion-energy de-
equivalence with the Adelson-Bergen model.L One unify- tectors are present, with a wide variety of positions and sizes,
ing characteristic of all these models is the use of localized that they form a continuum, densely sampling both space
spatial flters: each detector is sensitive to only a limited and spatial frequency (SF). The homunculus finds the de-
region o the image and thus computes a measure of local tector that is most useful for the task at hand and then bases
motion, We use the motion-energy detector for the cacula- its decision on the output of that single unit, ignoring all
tion in this paper, but the conclusions are valid for other others.
detecto as well Consider a simple two-dot apparent-motion stimulus, in

The specification of an elementary motion sensor, such a which a dot is flashed briefly and followed 25 msec later by
the motion-enray detector, does not constitute a complete another dot 20 arcmin away. Observers report a sensation
modeL A large number of localized motion detectors re- of motion between the dots and have an impression of the
spond to the stimulus, and higher stages of motion process- apparent speed of this motion. We measure the delay be-
ing (the homunculus) must decide which responses to use for tween the flashes by stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA). The
the task at hand sad which to ignore. This decision, which speed of the apparent motion is given by the (interdot spac-
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ing)/SOA, or 20 arcmin/25 msec - 13.3 deg/sec. In this 1 0
paper we are concerned primarily with speed discrimination:
the ability of an observer to distinguish a fast motion (short
SOA) from a slower motion (longer SOA). Although the
speed could also be varied by changing the spatial separation
of the dots, we manipulated speed only by means of stimulus c 0
timing. 4)

How is two-dot speed discrimination performed by the
model shown in Fig. I? Several motion detectors respond to 0 50 •
this stimulus, ranging from small detectors, which see only M

one dot, to larger detectors, which see both dots. A detector - 1 B
that sees only one dot has no speed information and is -10 050 0 050 10
therefore useless for speed discrimination. This is a conse-
quence of the winner-take-all homunculus: The homuncu- x d ew
lus cannot compare the outputs of two small detectors but Fig 2. Spatial receptive fields ofa motion-ener. detector with a

- 22 acmin (peak SF 1.3 cpd) are shown. superimposed upon the
must attend to only one detector. Note that each motion four-dot motion-interference stimulus. This detector is quite sen-
detector has paired even and odd spatial filters, as shown in sitive to the relative timing of the two T dots. Dots A and B are on
Fig. 2. Detectors that see both dots will respond with a the edge of this detector's receptive field and have little effect on its
burst of motion energy after the stimulus presentation, and response. Both spatial functions contribute equally to the re-
the total integrated response will depend on the speed of the sponse, as detailed in Appendix A. If speed discrimination weremediated by independent motion-energy detectors of this size, there
apparent motion. The homunculus performs speed dis- would be no threshold elevation in the four-dot experiment, regard-
crimination by measuring the output of one of these speed- leo of the timing of dots A and B.
dependent detectors.

Figure 2 shows the two target dots T and the spatial
receptive fields of * motion-energy detector that is sensitive
to the apparent speed of the T-to-T apparent motion. For detector shown in Fig. 2 is a compromise between these two
the moment, ignore dots A and B. The details of the calcu- extremes and has a peak SF response at 1.65 cycles per
lation showing that this detector is the most sensitive are degree (cpd).
rather involved and are shown in Appendix A. However, it Now consider the effect of adding two more flashed dots,
is easy to understand why this detector is best on a qualita- A and B, to the display. As shown in Fig. 2. the optimum
tive level. Small detectors are not useful for speed discrimi- detector for speed discrimination is rather insensitive to
nation, because they cannot see both T dots. Large detec- these dots, which fall on the outskirts of its spatial filters.
tors have speed-dependent responses, but the absolute sen- Therefore dots A and B should not impair speed discrimina-
sitivity of large detectors to small dots declines at low SF's. tion, regardless of their timing. The experiments reported
Burr and Ross showed that contrast sensitivity to moving below measure the extent to which added dots impair speed
sine waves is independent of SF over a large range. Howev- discrimination, a phenomenon that we call motion interfer-
er, sine-wave stimuli are extended in two dimensions and fill ence.
the entire receptive field of each detector. The small dots
used in our stimuli occupy a tiny portion of the receptive METHODS
field of a motion unit, so that the response of a large motion Dot stimuli were c-mputer generated on a cathode-ray-tube
unit falls off as the square of the unit's peak SF. The (CRT) screen with P4 phosphor. The refresh rate varied

but was always greater than 3000 Hz. All times were accu-
rate to *0.3 msec. Each dot had a presentation time of 1

MOTION-ENERGY FILTERS misec and a diameter of approximately 0.3 mm. The bright-

ness of these dots was measured with a Pritchard UBD I -deg
photometer, by repeating the 1-msec flashes at a repetition
rate of 16 Hz and measuring the average luminance of defo-
cused images of the dots. The brightness of each dot was 1
cd, although the dots appeared much dimmer than a contin-
uous 1-cd source because of the 1-msec exposure time. The

C ( Winner-take-allI CRT was illuminated by a tungsten lamp, providing a green-Nv jtomuncuusI ish background illumination of 1.4 cd/rn2. Observers sat at a

distance of 91 cm from the CRT screen.
Bar stimuli were shown on a CRT screen with P31 phos-

phor, using a raster with a refresh rate of 333 Hz. The mean
luminance was 16 cd/m 2, and the screen subtended 6 x 5 deg

Fig. I. Schematic diam a( the multiple-independent-channel of visual angle at the viewing distance of 144 cm.
moe of speed dicrusination. TM input is the contrast, which The authors Bowne and McKee and four paid university
vwais in sPc and time. This input is procesd independently by students served as observers. All observers had normal or
may motwm-enerW detectors, of which three are shown. Each corrected-w-normal vision, except observer SM, who was an
moth. detector has a rmpone that depends on the stimulus timing.
The botmeuulus cboases the most sensitive motion-energy detector uncorrected hyperope (0.5 D) with 20/20 (Snellen acuity)
and has. itf damintis a entirely o n the output of that unit. vision at tht viewing distance used in this study. Observers
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viewed the stimuli binocularly with natural pupils. The psychometric function: the percentage of fast responses at
fixation target was presented continuously and was either a each asnchrony. This psychometric function was then fit-

dim white dot drawn by the CRT beam or a black mark on ted to a cumulative normal distribution by probit analysis.

the CRT face. The fixation point was always centered verti- The async~irony increment threshold was defined as the

cally on the target and 20 arcmin to the left of the leftmost increment in target SOA that was required to raise the per-

target dot. The room was dimly lit by fluorescent lights, centage of fast responses from 50% to 75% on the fitted

rendering the frame of the CRT and other objects in the cumulative normal curve (d' - 0.67). Each reported thresh-

room visible to the subject. old is based on at least 300 responses. The same procedure

Control experiments showed that reducing the back- was used for the four-dot experiments.

ground illumination by more than a factor of 100, reducing The primary stimulus was the four-dot stimulus shown in

target and background luminances simultaneously by a fac- Fig. 3. Four dots are arranged in a vertical line, evenly

tor of 10, or adding 2 D of optical blur had no effect on speed spaced 20 arcmin apart. Each dot has the same brightness

discrimination with the dot targets. and duration (1 cd and I msec). The inner two dots are the

target dots (TI and T2) and have an onset asynchrony of t ±
At. The average asynchrony t determines the median target

PSYCHOPHYSICAL PROCEDURE speed, and five or seven values of At were used to determine

Speed-discrimination thresholds were determined by the the asynchrony increment threshold. The outer two dots

method of single stimuli.$ We shall describe the procedure are the surround dots A and B, which have a fixed asynchro-

for the two-dot stimulus described in the Introduction. ny 2 tAT. where tAT is the average surround-target asynchro-

Each dot was flashed briefly, with a presentation time of 1 ny. The observer's task is to judge the speed of the T-to-T2

msec. The pair of flashed dots gave rise to a sensation of motion, disregarding dots A and B. The values oft and tAT

motion, which the observer classified as fast or slow. No are held fixed during an experimental session, and only At is

reference stimulus was presented; observers were asked to varied, as shown on the time line. Since the timing of dots A

judge speed relative to the average of the presented speeds. and B does not change between the fast and slow displays.

Each trial's asynchrony was chosen randomly from a set of dots A and B provide no information useful for this task.

five or seven evenly spaced asynchronies, with upward and

downward motions randomly interleaved. After each trial. RES

audible error feedback was given. The first 20 trials were ULTS

practice trials, intended to define the average speed, and The results of the four-dot experiment are shown in Fig. 4.

they were followed by 150 trials that were used to obtain the The Tl-to-T2 asynchrony increment threshold, At, is shown

threshold. These 150 responses were accumulated to form a for a range of tAT values. Note that the threshold is elevated
when the apparent speed of the A-to-B motion (1 deg/2tAT)

is near the median target speed (13.3 deg/sec). For short or

4-Dot Stimulus long tAT, the threshold decreases to a value near the thresh-

old obtained from a display containing only dots T, and T2 .

Target Dots Surround Dots Final Evidently, when the surround dots are separated well in

Variable Asynchrony Ftied AsyncironV Stimulus time from the target dots, they have no effect on speed

discrimination. However, when the target and surround

A A dots are flashed 50 msec before and after the target dots,

A. \ T speed discrimination is greatly impaired.
T* = For some values of tAT, the discrimination task was impos-

T2  + 2 15 T 2  sible even with the largest asynchrony increment. These

data do not provide a threshold estimate, but only a lower
e B .t bound: the threshold exceeded 30 msec. This region of

greatly elevated thresholds is shown as a solid horizontal line

at 30 msec in Fig. 4.
In order to determine whether two-dot asynchrony judg-

A T1  T1  T2  T2  B ments are similar to speed judgments for continuously mov-

: 1ing stimuli, we repeated the experiments of Fig. 4 with a

smoothly moving target. Instead of two dots T, and T2 , the
0 tAT 2tAT target consisted of 21 dots spaced 1 arcmin apart, each pre-

Time - sented for 0.25 msec sequentially so that the motion ap-

Fig. 3. Fowr-dot motion-interference stimulus. Two target dots pesred continuous. The intensity was adj-tsted so that the

T, and T2 with variable aaynchrony t + At are flanked by two moving target dot and the briefly flashed surround dots A
surround dots A and B with a fixed asynchrony 2 tAT. where (AT is the and B appeared equally bright. The motion-interference
average surround-target asynchrony. Within each block of trials.
t AT and t are held constant; only At varies. The observer's tak is to effect was similar to that shown in Fig. 4 but was weaker.

determine the apparent speed of the TI-to-T2 motion, ignoring dots The peak threshold for the smooth-motion stimulus was 10-

A and B. The time line shows the presentation time of each dot. 20 msec in the presence of the interfering dots, 2 to 4 times
The sold lines T1 and T2 show the onset times when the Tl-t-T2 the threshold for the target alone. This qualitative agree-
aynchro y is t - At, co'reponding to fast target motion. eod
dashed lines show a sow trial. The asynchrony increment thresh- merit between smooth motion and sampled target motion is

old is that At producing a just.noticeable difference in the apparent consistent with the spatial filtering performed by motion-

targt speed. energy detectors and the equivalence of speed discrimina-
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RM Spatial Range of Motion Interference
30 * A Figure S(a) shows the motion-interference effect with the

T surround dots I deg away from the target dots. The thresh-
ST old elevation is much smaller and the optimum LAT for inter-

20 ference ia much longer than those observed with closer sur-
round dots, but motion interference is still present.

Figures 6(c) and 6(d) show the results of an experiment in
which the A-to-B motion is not collinear with the target10 motion. Even when the vertical motion paths are separated

T e ehorizontally by I deg large interference effects are seen,
a e smilar to the effct shown in Fig 6m).
E • 01 Perhaps the most striking eample of off-axis motion in-

-L terference is shown in Fig. 6(b). The target contained 21
closely spaced dots and appeared to be a single smoothly

Ic 30 fo 1

I Te tT is the time between the onset of dot A and
the onset of the center target dot. Data were collected with

20 A preceding T and with T preceding A. The thresholds were
similar in both caes, and to they were averaged together.

10 Spatial-Frequency Selectivity
_ We repeated the four-dot experiment, using bar targets, in

Median Target Speed order to measure the relative contribution of low- and high-
0 0 SF motion detectors to motion interference. The four dots50 100 150 200 shown in Fig. 3 were replaced by vertical bars 5 arcmin wide

tAT (nsect aL.d 5 deg long, as shown in Fig. 7(a). The timing was the
Fig. 4. Results of the four-dot motion-interference experiment for same as that shown in Fig. 3; observers were asked to attend
two observers. The asvnchrony increment threshold At is plotted to the taret bars and to ignore the interfering bars A and B.
as a function of the surround-target asynchrony tAT. The average The contrast of the target bars T was 2.5 times threshold for
asynchrony between the targets Ti and T2 was 25 msec, resulting in
Smedian target speed of 13.3 dog/sec. The arrow idicates the observer SFB and 3 times threshold for observer SPM. The

point at which the surround speed (1 dq/2t o,.) equals the median contrast of the interfering bars A and B was set to 2 times
target speed. Ner the arrow, the thresholds increased to values threshold for observer SFB and 1.25 times threshold for
>30 maec. As explained in the text, only a lower limit on these observer SPM. Thresholds were determined by a two-tem-
threshojds was r sured. porai-interval forced-choice QUEST staircase 12 and defined

as the 92% correct point on the psychometric function (d' =
ton for smooth and -tmplea stimuli found by Mck. -e and 2.0). To reduce the contribution of low-SF motion detec-
Welch.$ tor, we replaced the interfering bars A and B with three-bar

The motion-interference effect was also measured with high-SF patterns as shown in Fig. 7(b). Features A and B
the average asynchrony -,f the target dots increased to 5 each contained a central bright bar flanked by two dark bars.
msec. The results were virtually ident;ca' to those found with the bright/dark ratio adjusted psychophysically to give
with a 25-msec ayvuchrony, -ith a maximum thret' 3ld ele- the minimum detectability as measured by multiple inter-
vation near tAT - 40 m ec, leaved QUEST staircases. The contrasts of the high-SF A

Since many previous studies were concerned with direc-
tion-of-motion discrimination rather than with speed dis- -0

crimination, we wondered whether motion interference also 30 TR
affects this judgment. In the next experiment the four-dot
stimulus shown in Fig. 3 was used. The SOA of dotsAandB B
was held constant within each session, as -before, but the 20

direction of the A-to-B motion was not varied from trial to E
trial. The T-to-T, motion had random direction and asyn-
chrony. The observer's task was to judge the direction of

.?10motion of the target dots (up or down), ignoring dots A and -
B. In the absence of the surround dots, this task is easy, and
asynchrony threhlds a small as 3-4 msec were reported.'
The added dots A and B make the direction much more 0
diffiult to distinguish, and a large amount of practice was -00 0 100 200 300
needed (approximately 1000 trials) to obtain the thresholds tAT (insect)
shown in Fig. 5. Direction-of-motion discrimination is im- Fig.S. Direction of motion discrimination with the four-dot stimu-
paired when the surround-target asynchrony t AT is 50 aec lus. The order of presentation of the surround dots was AB for t

AT
>0 and BA for tAT < O. The observer's tosk was to determine ther lw with the maximum t hold elevation occurring direction of motion of the target dots, while ignoring dots A and B.when the surround and target dots are simultaneous. Simi- The threshold is elevated when the surround-target delay s 50 msec

lar results were reported by McLeod et at10° and Green." or Is.
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(b) tAT t Imsec)
Fig. 6. Motion interference with distant surround dots. (a) Surround dots I deg above and below the target dots (bi Interference by a single
surround dot 10 arcmin to the left of a smooth-motion target 20 arcman long (c) and id) Surround dots 20 arcmin above and below and I deg to
the right of the target dots. (Results are shown for two observers.) The median target speed was 13.3 degisec.

A T T B A T T _B

BAR HIGH-SF
(a) Ib

Fig. 7. Stimuli used to test SF selectivity of motion interference. (a) Four bars 5 arcmin wide and 5 deg high are flashed sequentially with the
timing shown in Fig. 3. The observer's task is to determine the speed of the T-to-T motion, ignoring bars A and B The target bars T had con-
trasts of 2.5 times threshold far observer SFB and 3 times threshold for observer SPM. The interfering bars A and B had contrasts of 2 times
threshold for observer SFB and 1.25 times threshold for observer SPM. (b) The interfering targets A and B have been replaced by high-SF pat-
tersn containing a central bright bar flanked by two dark bars. The bright/dark ratio was adjusted for minimum visibility. and the contrasts
pre-nted were 2 times threshold for observer SFB and 1.25 times threshold for observer SPM. The target contrasts and timing were the same
m m (a).

and B patterns were esctiy comparable with the bar A and substantial in both subjects even with high-SF interfering
B pattrns: 2 times threshold for observer SFB and 1.25 patterns. The motion interference is equally strong for bar
times threshold for observer SPM. and high-SF patterns for observer SPM and only partially

As shown in Fig. 8, the motion interference extends over a diminished for observer SFB. This result has important
larger time range than that shown in Fig. 3 but is qualitative- implications for models of motion interference, as we discuss
ly similar. The main resuit is that motion interference is below.
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BAR shows the speed-discrimination thresholds predicted from

DOG -the motion-energy model described in Appendix A for sever-
DOG al detector sizes. The four-dot stimulus shown in Figs. 2

and 3 was used in these calculations. The horizontal axis is
the average time between dot A and the target dots, as
defined in Fig. 3, and the vertical axis is the predicted asyn-

E, test chrony increment threshold At, in arbitrary units. The pre-
10 adictions for four detector sizes are shown. The two largest

detectors, with space constants a of I and 3 deg (peak SF's of
5 0.48 and 0.16 cpd) are unable to resolve the target dots from

dots A and B and therefore show large motion-interference
effects. However, the speed-discrimination performance of

0 these large units is poor: the smaller detector with a - 0.30 tOO 200 300 400
deg (peak SF 1.6 cpd) is much more sensitive to target speed

tAT (msec) at all tAT values. This smaller unit shows no motion inter-
ference at all. It seems unlikely that the outputs of these
smaller units are ignored by the homunculus in preference to
the less-sensitive larger units.

25, Could it be that the visual system does not contain motion
SFO -4- BAR detectors with spatial frequencies near 1.6 cpd? Such mo-

-w DOG tion detectors have been found by Anderson and Burr, using
20 both masking 3 and subthreshold summation" techniques

with sine-wave stimuli. Furthermore, McKee and Taylor 15

'Is showed that the optimum spacing of two lines for speed
discrimination is 5-10 arcmin in the fovea, which implies

E that the motion units mediating two-line speed discrimina-
- to test tion are not much larger than the unit shown in Fig. 2.

alone The results of the experiment with the_ high-SF target
S show conclusively that motion interference can be detected

even when low SF's are excluded from the interfering tar-
0 0 gets. These results also rule out models that use a coarse-to-

0 100 200 300 400

tAT (msc) Peak SF of Filter
Fig. & SF slectivity of motion interference for two observers. 1000 2. ofl
Time increment thresholds At are shown AS A function of TAT, the 2
mean surround-targetasynchrony. Filledsymbo' show thresholds 1.6 Cd
obtained with bas as interfering features, and open symbols show 0.4-- .4
thresholds obtained with high-SF interfering features (difference- 100 0 "
of-Gaussian (DOG) functions). Solid horizontal lines show the "4- 0.16cp=
threshold in the absence of features A and B. For both observers, C
thresholds ar elevated substantially by both bar and high-SF inter-
fering features. If motion interference were caused by a coarse-to- 10
fie interaction among motion units, the high-SF pattern would Le
mum much less threshold elevation than the bars. U

DISCUSSION

The four-dot experiment clearly refutes the model shown in
Fig. 1; dots A and B impair speed discrimination even when
they are so far away from the target (I deg) that they should 0 25 s0 75 100
have no effect at all on the motion-energy unit that is most t (msec)
useful for speed discrimination. We now consider other A T
models that might explain motion interference. Fig. 9. Predicted asynchrony increment thresholds for the four-

dot experiment, for detectors of various sizes. Although the thresh-

Spatial Filter 91" old scale is arbitrary, the vertical separations of the curves are
accurate. The two lowest-SF detectors (0.16 and 0.48 cpd) show

Could speed discrimination in the four-dot stimulus shown motion-interference effect crudely similar to those shoin in Fig. 4,
in Figs. 2 and 3 be mediated by motion-energy units with because they are so large that they cannot resolve the target and
very lamge spatial filters (0.5 cpd or lower) that are unable to surround dots. The 1.6-cpd detector is optima] for speed discrimi-
resolve the targt dots from the interfering dots A and B? nation, having a time increment threshold lower than any other SF.

This detector is insensitive to the interfering dots A and B, as shownThis propoal seems-unlikely on both theoretical and experi, in Fig 2. The 2.4-cpd detector is so mll that the two target
1102tald grfounds. features fall on insensitive regions of its receptive field, so it is not

First we preent the theoretical argument. Figure 9 sensitive to target speed.
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fine interaction between scales, as proposed in some models may contribute spurious motion signals in local detectors,
of spatial vision,' l" 7 since the interference effect is still which will diminish the visibility of moving objects. One
present in the absence of low-SF signals. way to remove these unwanted signals is to enforce consis-

tency across spatial scale.1." a scheme particularly suited
Subunt Oaianieiton for static spatial patterns. However, when objects move, a
We propose that motion units are in fact similar to motion- new regularity in the image emerges if the moving objects
energy detectors and that speed discrimination is mediated have constant speed. Combining information along the tra-
by units near 1.65 cpd for the stimulus shown in Fig. 2 but jectory of a moving object provides an independent check on
that motion units are not independent. Instead, individual the data provided by local motion detectors, which may be
motion-energy units act as subunits that are combined to. used instead of, or in addition to, the comparison of images
gether to produce a final motion sensor that is stimulated across scale.
best by a small target moving with constant speed. This
combination of motion-energy signals reduces the sensitiv-
ity of the system to accelerating motions such as that shown A L A: MOTION-ENERGY VIEWPRINT
in Fig. 3 but may have other advantages. For example, such CALCULATIONS
a network may be better at detecting a moving object in a Our motion model is an extension of the viewprint model of
noisy environment or it may eliminate local motion signals Klein and Levi,' which they used to explain the results of
arising from occlusion or other nonmotion signals. hyperacuity experiments. We use the motion-energy detec-

tors of Adelson and Bergen.2 Our model assumes that a
large number of motion-energy detectors with different sizes

CONCLUSION and positions respond independently to the stimulus, as
The multiple-independent-channel model cannot explain shown in Fig. 1. Each detector has a speed-dependent re-
motion interference. Theoretical and experimental results sponse; in principle, a number of detectors could contribute
argue that the two-dot target is detected by a motion unit to speed discrimination. However, we assume that dis-
with s peak SF nar 1.65 cpd, but such units are not affected crimination is done with a single motion-energy unit, just as
by the interfering dots A and B. Therefore the multiple- in the viewprint model' Since the discrimination tasks
independent-channel model cannot explain speed discrimi- were done with feedback and after practice, we assume that
nation. This is a surprising result, especially when we con- the observer had learned to use that detector that is most
sider the success of multiple-independent-channel models sensitive to the asynchrony of the target dots.
in spatial vision.s- s In addition, models that mix small- First, we summarize the calculation of the response of a
scale information with large-scale information - 19 cannot single channel: one motion-energy detector. The proce-
explain motion interference, because removing low SF's dure is exactly that of Adelson and Bergen, except that
from the interfering features does not eliminate the effect. Cauchy space functions are used instead of Gabor or Gauss-
Turano and Pantle2 O proposed a two-stage motion model, ian-derivative functions. The model is one dimensional, so
based on an elegant series of experiments using amplitude- only two directions of motion are possible: leftward and
modulated sine-wave gratings, that is qualitatively support- rightward.
ad by the motion-interference results. As shown in Fig. 2, two overlapping receptive fields are

Results of previous psychophysical studies'" also show used: a symmetric function S(x) and an antisymmetric
that motion detectors interact in a manner that can destroy function A(z). These functions represent the relative sensi-
information. Results of physiological studieszl- support tivities of the detector to light at different spatial positions.
this idea. The time dependence of motion interference sug- The particular spatial functions that we use (Cauchy 3 func-
gest that the interaction involves combining the outputs of tionsa) are shown in Fig. 2. The Cauchy functions were
motion detectors from different spatial locations at different chosen because of mathematical convenience; the results
times, analogous to a Hasenstein-Reichardt detector whose would be similar if difference-of-Gaussian functions or Ga-
inputs are motion-energy responses, Similar models were bor functions were used. A detailed discussion of the prop-
proposed to explain both physiological and psychophysi- erties of various spatial receptive-field functions was given
cal24 data. Burr"2 showed that the detectability of a moving by Klein and Levis; none of the conclusions in this paper
dot is greater than the detectability of a flash of light con- depends greatly on this choice. Here are the equations
taining the same amount of light distributed over the same defining the Cauchy functions:
region in spae and time, which may also be a consequence of S(z) - (I - 6.2 + 8')/(l + a2)', (Al)
the nonindependence of motion units.

The motion-interference results suggest that the time de- A(x) - -4(1 - 82)/(l + S2)4 ,  (A2)
lay for the proposed second stage of comparison is approxi- where s - x/. a is a measure of receptive-field size or SF
mately 50 msec. The long-range results shown in Fig. 6 tuning. These functions are bandpass in SF, peaking at a
suggest that the effective delay is longer when the interfering SFof3/(2au). For example, when a - 0.33 deg - 20arcmin,
dots are farther from the target dots, which may be a conse- the peak SF is 1.4 cpd.
quence of recurrent delayed inhibition in the second-stage Two overlapping temporal decay functions are used, f3(t)
processing. and 15(t):

Finally, we should discuss the purpose of this subunit f.(t) _ (At)n exp(-kt)(l/n! - (kt)2/(n + 2)!], (M)
sructure. Noise, occlusions, transparency, specular reflec-
tion, and failure to solve the correspondence problem all where n - 3 or n - 5.
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Two separable directionally selective filters r, and r2 are constant speed. It also responds similarly to a moving dark
defined as follows: bar and to a moving light bar. R is proportional to the

stimulus contrast.
r(, t) - S(z)fs(t) - A(z)f 3(t). The stimuli that we used were all brief presentations, so

rt(z, t) - A(x)fs(t) + S(x)f 3(t), (A4) that R(z, ) increases from iero to a peak value and then
decreases to zero after the stimulus presentation ends. We

where x is the location of the filter and t is the time at which assume that speed discrimination is determined not by this
the filter response is to be calculated. Contour plots of r, entire function but by the total time-integrated rightward
and r2 are shown in Fig. 10. motion energy, following the formalism of van Santen and

These are linear filters; the response of the filter centered Sperling. 7 The time-integrated motion energy R(x) is ca].
at x, at time t is given by culated as follows:

Ri(ze, t) - r (z - x, t - t')c(x, t')dxdt'. (AS) R(x) - J dtR(x. 0. (A7)

where e(x, t) is the stimulus contrast.2 This time-integration assumption is justified better for
These filters respond more to rightward motion than to the brief presentations, when the entire display is within the

leftward motion, but, since they are linear, they are phase critical duration of Bloch's law" (35 msec), than for the
sensitive: the response depends on the sign of the stimulus longer presentations. However, we use this integral for all
contrast, and a drifting sine-wave grating elicits a sinusoi- the stimuli modeled, for simplicity. Watson29 presented a
dally oscillating response. To remove phase sensitivity, we model for probability summation over time in which the
square and sum these responses. We then take the square time integral is calculated over all time, but those regions of
root to produce time-dependent rightward-motion energy, time in which the response is large are weighted more highly.
R(z, t): However, this model was developed to explain contrast sen-

R(z, t) - [R1(x, t)2 + R2(Z, )91/. (A6) sitivity, when the target is at the detection threshold. For
speed discrimination of suprathreshold targets, the observer

Unlike R, and R2, R is always positive and reaches a constant may be able to attend to some restricted period of time,
value when the stimulus is a sine-wave grating drifting at ignoring responses at other times. It is therefore not clear

whether the weighting used by Watson is appropriate here.
r, •SfS -Af] r2 •$f3 +A, We therefore used the simple time-integral formulation, as-

suming that the observer attends equally to all instants of

100- time after our brief presentation. The use of other temporal
weighting schemes such as Watson's would not change the
conclusions.

0 Relative Sensitivities of the Motion Detectors
We now need to determine the relative sensitivity of motion

-2 0 2-20detectors tuned to different SF's. We measured contrast

sensitivity for vertical sine waves drifting horizontally at a
temporal frequency of 8 Hz, windowed by a temporal Gauss-
ian with a standard deviation of 250 msec. The mean screen
luminance was 18 cd/M 2, and patterns were refreshed at 100
Hz by a Picasso image generator. The pattern was 3 cycles
wide and 2.5 cycles high at every SF tested. Thresholds
were determined by using a QUEST staircase13 with two

temporal intervals and were measured at the 92% correct
level (d' - 2.0). These data agree well with previous mea-
surements by Burr and Ross., Figure 11 shows the mea-

( e t)I sured contrast sensitivities for two subjects and the SF pro-
files of several representative motion-energy units.

The rate constant k was determined by comparison with
CD the data of Burr and Ross7 to be 150/sec and is in rough

dt agreement with the temporal impulse response as measured
by two-pulse summation. 3°.31

The contrast sensitivity of a single motion-energy detector

Fig. 10. Motion-energy calculations. At the top, space-time con- was calculated by assuming that the difference between the

tour plots of the filters in the model are shown. In the hatched squared rightward and leftward motion energies must reach
regions, the responses are negative, and in the unshaded regions, the a threshold value for identification of the direction of mo-
respoesas m positive. P, and r2 have some direction selectivity but tion, in order to mimic the psychophysical criterion used by
ae phae ensitive. R(z, ) memurs the rightward motion energy Burr and Ross. The difference of squared energies was
at any instant t, for the detector centered at z. R(z, ) is time
intapratd over the whole epoch of its response to a stimulus, and chosen for mathematical convenience and because it ap-
the resulting R(s) is used for speed discrimination. proximates the accelerating nonlinearity underlying con-
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1000 As described above, we calculate dR(At), the energy incre-
ment produced by an asynchrony increment t. We define0 0 SF8 the asynchrony increment threshold as Thr = AtdRh,/

a U 5PM dR(At). If we assume that the dR(At) function is locally
linear, then Thr is the asynchrony increment that produces a

100 threshold change in R.
The asynchrony increment thresholds in Fig. 9 were calcu-

U. lated in this manner, with various values of a. The same
U) value of dRo, was used throughout, so the relative sensitiv-

ities of the various detectors were preserved.
10 We considered determining dRh, from contrast increment

thresholds, such as those determined by Legge and Foley, 3

assuming that the same mechanism determines both con-
trast discrimination and speed discrimination. However.
we have measured contrast increment thresholds for drifting

1 gratings and found that they do not explain speed-discrimi-
0.1 1 1 0 1 00 nation thresholds.3 Whereas contrast discrimination

thresholds are a power function of background contrast,
SF (cpd) speed discrimination is independent of contrast at high con-

Fig. 11. Contrast sensitivities (CSF's) of two observers to an 8-Hz trasts.3  Therefore having a single fixed dRw1 is both sim-
drifting sine-wave target are shown along with the sensitivity pro- pler and more in accord with experimental results than set -
files of several motion-energy detectors. The relative sensitivities
of the detectors have been adjusted to fit the data and are used in ting dRh, from contrast-discrimination data would be.
the calculation of the results in Fig. 9.
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Ahirat-Human observers are unable Lo use disparity information to transform the angular velocity
signal into a precise object-based code. The Weber fraction for discriminating changes in objective velocity
(cm/sec) is about twice the Weber fraction for discriminating changes in angular velocity (degisec). and
is substantially higher than predicted from a combination of the errors in judging disparity and angular
velocity. By comparison, judgments of the distance traversed by the moving target show excellent size
constancy. The discrimination of changes in objective size (cm) is as precise as the discrimination of
changes in angular size (deg). The angular velocity signal is useful without transformation into an
object-centered signal: it guides eye and body movements, and is the basis of motion parallax judgments.
The need to retain this angular signal may explain why there is no efficient mechanism for velocity
constancy.

Motion Velocity discrimination Size discrimination Size constanc) Velocity constancy

INTRODUCTION choices ("given feedback"), then the precision
The retinal velocity produced by an object of his judgments reveals how well size constancy
moving at a given physical velocity depends on operates for the tested range of distances. Dis-
its distance from the eye. Human observers are crimination judgments do not really tell us what
generally more interested in the physical dimen- the observer perceives, because an observer may
sions of objects than in the retinal stimuli perceive one thing, but respond with another in
associated with these dimensions, so it is widely order to satisfy the experimenter's definition of
assumed that some compensatory mechanism "correct". Nevertheless, the relative precision of
automatically adjusts angular dimensions by a angular and objective judgments can supply
factor related to perceived distance (Helmholtz. some information about how sensory signals are
1868; Woodworth, 1938; Epstein, 1973). If an combined to estimate the properties of objects.
observer had perfect knowledge about the dis- Consider two traditional models of con-
tance between his head and a moving object, stancy. In the first, the "Helmholtz" model of
then presumably its perceived velocity would Fig. 1, the observer has access to two indepen-
correspond perfectly to the actual physical dent signals: the retinal signal coded in angular
velocity-constancy would prevail. In this units, and a depth signal. In any plausible
study, we will examine the influence of this biological system, both of these signals are
presumed compensatory mechanism on velocity subject to error-they are noisy. The observer
discrimination, achieves constancy by correcting the perceived

Typically, constancy studies use matching retinal signal by his estimate of perceived dis-
or magnitude estimation to assess what the tance, so there are two sources of error in his
observer perceives under various experimental estimate of the physical dimensions of objects,
manipulations. In a matching study, there is no the retinal error and the depth error. It hardly
way for an observer to be wrong; he is the matters whether the correction is a conscious or
ultimate arbiter of what he perceives. But in a "unconscious inference"; the discrimination of
discrimination study, the experimenter defines objective dimensions is necessarily less precise
what is correct based on the physical character- than the discrimination of angular dimensions.
istics of the stimulus. For example, an observer The important assumption of this model is that
can be asked to choose the larger of two objects the observer has access to a signal coded in
independent of their relative distances, and the angular co-ordinates.
experimenter can score the judgments on the In the "Gestalt" model of constancy, the
basis of the physical size of the objects. If the observer has access only to constancy-corrected
observer is told about the correctness of his signals-signals which are already adjusted by a
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Fig. I

signal based on relative depth. The observer judgments are actually based on velocity and
must estimate angular dimensions indirectly by not on some co-varying dimension of the stim-
reversing the depth-correction. It seems likely ulus. For example, if the target is presented for
that this reverse correction would degrade per- a fixed duration, the observer can judge velocity
formance, and that generally the discrimination from the distance traversed, if the targets cover
of objective dimensions would be superior to the a fixed distance, then velocity can be guessed
discrimination of angular dimensions. from the target duration. To eliminate the con-

Burbeck (1987) used a discrimination ap- sistent use of these confounding cues, we ran-
proach to study "size" constancy for sinusoidal domly varied the target duration by ±20% in
gratings. Surprisingly, her measurements with most conditions; in a few conditions, the ran-
gratings presented at two different distances dom variation in duration was increased to
showed that observers can discriminate differ- + 30%.
ences in objective spatial frequency (c/cm) as We employed the method of single stimuli to
well or better than they discriminate differences avoid using a fixed "standard", since the stan-
in angular spatial frequency (c/deg). She con- dard velocity must necessarily by presented at a
cluded that human observers do not have direct particular disparity. In the method of single
access to the angular signal for spatial fre- stimuli, the observer is shown one of five veloc-
quency, and perhaps not to any signal based on ities chosen from a narrow range, and is asked
angular size (see also Gogel. 1969). to indicate whether the presented sample is

In our experiments we will compare the pre- faster or slower than the mean of that range.
cision of angular and objective velocity discrim- No explicit standard or reference velocity is
ination in the presence of random trial-to-trial ever presented; instead the observer judges the
variations in target disparity. To determine sample against an implicit standard. A similar
whether size and velocity constancy share a procedure was used for the size judgments,
common set of neural operations, we will use except that a larger number of sizes was in-
the same paradigm to measure angular and cluded in the test set-13 sizes equal to each of
objective size discrimination. the distances traversed by the moving target in

the comparable experiment on velocity discrim-

METHODS ination: the independent variations in speed and
target duration resulted in this large number of

In any measurement of velocity discrimi- distances. Experimental sessions began with a
nation, it is important to establish that the brief period of practice: 20 trials were usually
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sufficient to define the mean and the range of the ance of the moving test line, adjacent to the
stimuli used for one experimental run. No feed- mid-point of the traverse. The fixation cross
back was given in the first experiment. Error remained visible during the presentation of the
feedback was given for the experiment which moving line, and for a short time after the test
compared objective and angular velocity dis- line disappeared.
crimination, and also for the experiment on We were concerned that the box housing the
objective and angular size discrimination. pellicle might serve as a "reference frame". so

The target for these experiments was a bright we repeated the experiment comparing velocity
line, 13 min of arc in length and about I min arc and size discrimination for objective and angu-
in width, drawn by computer-generated signals lar criteria in total darkness. The luminance of
on the screens of two Hewlett-Packard 1332A the target was reduced and the subject was first
monitors, each equipped with a P-4 phosphor. light-adapted so that even the faint glow from
The images on the two CRT screens were the CRT screen was invisible. The light-adap-
superimposed by a beam-splitting pellicle. tation was refreshed every twenty trials. The
Orthogonally-oriented polarizers placed in front pattern of results for both size and velocity dis-
of the CRT screens and the subject's eyes guar- crimination was similar to the results obtained
anteed that only one screen was visible to each when the laboratory equipment was visible.
eye. This arrangement allowed us to vary target Each of the Weber fractions presented in this
disparity without changing target size or lumi- paper is based on at least 280 trials. A psycho-
nance. The target motion was never physically metric function was generated by plotting the
continuous, but was instead sampled at close percentage of trials on which the subject re-
spatial and temporal intervals--i .3 min arc/ sponded that the tested stimulus was faster (or
2.2 msec. As this sampling rate is close to the larger) than the mean. A cumulative normal
spatial and temporal resolution of the human curve was fitted to the psychometric function by
visual system for these conditions, the motion probit analysis. Threshold was defined as the
appeared continuous. To measure the target incremental change that produced a change in
luminance, we created a square patch 2.5 mm on the response rate from the 50% to the 75%
a side, composed of 25 points equal in intensity level, equivalent to a d' of 0.675. Probit analysis
to the test line (the diameter of each point was also provided an estimate of the standard error
about 0.5 mm in size). The luminance measured of the threshold, which generally amounted to
with a Pritchard spectrophotometer through a less than 10% of the estimated threshold.
proble which viewed about 4 points was found Two additional experiments used different
to be 3000cd/m2. The measured luminance of techniques to estimate the quality of the depth
the dark background was about 0.8 cd/m2 . Am- signal produced by disparity. In one experiment.
bient illumination, supplied by indirect fluor- the observer adjusted the distance of an external
escent lighting, was at a moderate photopic cardboard marker (a thin vertical rectangle with
level, so that equipment and furniture in the a pointed top) until it appeared to match the
laboratory were easily visible, distance of the moving target visible inside the

In the first experiment, a vertical line was confines of the stereoscope. The observer was
moved horizontally at a mean velocity of allowed to look back and forth until she was
9.9 deg/sec. In the subsequent experiments on satisfied with the match. The laboratory walls.
size and velocity constancy, the target was a equipment and furniture surrounding the verti-

horizontal line moving vertically, also at a mean cal marker were easily visible, and supplied
velocity of 9.9 deg/sec or alternatively abundant natural cues about the marker's
26 cm/sec. The direction of motion (left or right physical distance. At least three of these
in the first experiment, up or down in sub- matches were made for each of the test dis-
sequent experiments) was randomized from parities presented on the CRT screens of the

trial-to-trial in an effort to randomize the electronic stereoscope.
effects of anticipatory pursuit on target velocity In a second experiment, observers were
(Kowler and Steinman, 1981). The mean target shown the-same set of disparate moving targets
duration was 150 msec for subjects SM and LW; used in the constancy experiments, and were
the mean duration was increased to 180 msec for asked to identify the target disparity by calling

subject NW. As indicated above, the duration out a number between 0 and 9. Observers were
was varied randomly from trial-to-trial. A given considerable practice labeling the dis-
fixation cross was presented prior to the appear- parities which were presented in random order.
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Each observer then judged about 700 VELOCITY DISCRIMINATION WITH RANDOM

presentations; feedback about the correct dis- VARIATIONS IN DEPTH

parity of the presented sample was supplied -V/ V I AV/ V
after each judgment. FIXATION PLANE 15 MIXED DISPARITIES

10 deg/sec 10 deg/sec
Finally, we measured the influence of mono-

cular cues to depth on velocity discrimination. i Lw 060 ± 006 063 ± 003

For this experiment, the observer sat in front of , SM 040 ! 004 049 t 002

a single CRT in well-illuminated surroundings Fig. 2. Velocity Weber fractions for a target presented only
and judged the velocity of a single moving point, in the fixation plane are shown on the left. Velocity Weber

fractions based on pooled data from targets presented at
In one condition, the observer rocked back and random with one of five disparities are shown on the right.
forth on every trial, so that her viewing distance
changed from 28 to 57 cm on alternate trials, data pooled over all disparities, show that the
Obviously the range of angular velocities also disparity variations had almost no effect on the
changed by a factor of two on alternate trials, angular velocity threshold: they are nearly iden-
In the control condition, the observer viewed tical to the Weber fractions found for targets
the target from a fixed distance (either 28 or presented in the fixation plane alone. Figure 3

57 cm) during any given experimental session showste thresholds for each of the separate

and the thresholds for the two distances were disparities, and again there is no evidence of a

averaged. In both conditions, the observers systematic effect related to disparity. The ob-

viewed the screen monocularly; one eye was se made recise judment of agl

covered with a black eye patch. As before, the velocity despite random changes in target depth.

duratton was randomly varied by +20% from This conclusion is reinforced by examining the
trial-to-trial obscuring distance and duration medians (P.S.E.'s) of the individual psycho-
cues to velocity: the mean duration was metric functions for each disparity. If the
150rmse. The mean velocity was either 10deg observers were attempting to compensate for

e t autors nde athird female obse perceived distance-if they were responding to
The two authors, and a third female observer objective velocity-then there should be some

who had never participated in velocity experi- evident shift in the median angular velocity
ments before, served as the subjects. The targets associated with each disparity. None is apparent
were viewed with natural pupils at a distance in the data shown in Fig. 4.
of 1.5 meters except where indicated. The visual The dat s o n Fg 4.These results do not, by themselves, prove
acuity of all three observers was 20/20 or better that there is no velocity constancy. They show
at this viewing distance. only that well-practiced observers can choose to

base their judgments on the angular velocity
RESULTS signal, and that this signal is unaffected by

Velocity discrimination with variable disparity manipulations of target disparity.

In the first experiment, we determined the Size and velocity discrimination.for angular and
basis of velocity discrimination in the presence objective dimensions
of large. random trial-to-trial variations in dis- It is a common observation in research on size
parity. Five different disparities were used coy- constancy that observers will match either the
ering a range of + 40 min arc. Because there was
no explicit standard and no feedback, the ob- VELOCITY DISCRIMINATION FOR VE RANDOMLY

servers were free to choose their own response MIXED DISPARITIES 110 deg/secI

criterion. They could have responded on the > 1-
basis of either angular or objective velocity, but LW

their responses were scored according to the : .os
angular velocity of the target. = lo 1

If the observers had based their decisions on z SM
some estimate of objective velocity, then the
random variations in disparity should have ele-
vated their increment thresholds for angular 40 20 0 20 40

Crossed U,,crossed

velocity when compared to their thresholds for Osparty ir.m of a,:

targets presented in a single plane. The Weber Fig. 3. The individual velocity Weber fractions for the five
fractions on the right of Fig. 2, calculated from disparities, presented at random in the experiment.
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MEAN VELOCITY-HORIZONTAL MOTION f10 de_ sec WEBEP FRACTIONS

VELOCITY .AV '
1 4> ONE PLANE ANGULAR VELOCITY OBJECTIVE VELOCITY

Veocav Conslan-., LW 039 ± 004 052 ± 006 118 t 016
12J SM 0492 005 053 ± 006 093t 011

I j NW 086 ± 006 089 2 006 142 ± 009

10 - 0 AVE 06 06 12

081 SIZE ,S 'SI
Sv ONE PLANE ANGULAR SIZE OBJECTIVE SIZE

06 No Feedba'k LW 045 t 005 053 ! 005 063 ± 007

SM 044 ! 004 065 ! 007 068 ± 00640 20 0 20 40 N16±0 9±0 0±0

Crossed Uncrossed NW 062 t 005 1 092 1 007 106 t 008

DOsparily (rm of arc AVE 05 07 08

Fig. 4. The medians of the separate velocit, psychometric Fig 5, A comparison of size and velocity discrimination.
functions (P.S.E.'s) for each of the fie disparities. There i, The first column sho s the Weber fractions for targets
no systematic shift in the elocii, P.S.E. with changes in presented in a single piane The second column shows the
disparity. No feedback %as supplied in this experiment. Weber fractions when feedback reinforced judgments based

on angular velocity or angular size. The third column shows

angular or objective size of a target depending the Weber fractions when feedback reinforced judgments

on the instructions of the experimenter based on ohiecuse velocity or size.

(Gilinsky, 1955: Leibowitz and Harvey, 1969:
Carlson, 1977). No instructions or feedback affected by random variations in disparity
were supplied in the first experiment, but the (second column), but error feedback is not
two authors who served as subjects could have sufficient to produce good objective velocity
made an unconscious choice in favor of angular discrimination (third column). The Weber frac-
velocity. We therefore repeated the first experi- tions for objective velocity discrimination are
ment with explicit feedback reinforcing choices significantly higher than those for angular
based either on angular or objective target velocity discrimination.
velocity in separate experimental sessions. We The results for size discrimination are quite
also used 10, instead of five. disparities covering different. The random variations in disparity
a +45 min range. and randomly interspersed elevate the Weber fractions somewhat when
them on successi\e trials, but with a bias in compared to size discrimination in a single
favor of the disparities farthest from the fixation plane. but it does not matter whether the ob-
plane in order to enhance the difference between server is trying to judge objective or angular
objective and angular velocity, size. There is no significant difference between

Velocity constanc% might be just a simple angular and objective size discrimination for
extension of size constancy (Rock et al.. 1968: any of the three observers. Size constancy is
Epstein. 1973). An observer could judge objec- decisively more robust than velocity constancy.
tive velocity by judging the time the target took
to traverse an objective distance estimated Perceived distance and disparity

through a size constancy mechanism. How pre- In our displays. the only cue to distance was
cisely can human observers judge the size of the target disparity: there were no changes in phys-
traverse? Are they better at judging angular size ical size, brightness or other ordinary cues to
than objective size? In a companion study to the distance. We wondered if the disparity infor-
velocity discrimination measurements. we asked mation were sufficient to provide veridical
our observers to judge whether the length of the information about physical distance. Previous
traverse was longer or shorter than the mean studies had shown that differences in disparity
distance covered by the moving target. supply adequate information about differences

The Weber fractions for the six different in physical distances for viewing distances rang-
conditions are shown in Fig. 5. These data were ing from I to 4 m (Foley. 1980). Our viewing
taken after the observer had had considerable distance was 1.5 m. Nevertheless. the conditions
practice in all experimental conditions. The first here-a briefly-presented moving target-may
column gives the Weber fractions for the control not have been ideal for using relative disparity
condition in which all targets are presented in to estimate relative distance.
the fixation plane. As in the previous experi- To determine the perceived distances associ-
ment. judgments of angular velocity are not ated with targets viewed in the electronic stereo-
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Fig. 6. Observers were asked to match the distance of an
external marker to the apparent depth of a moving disparate
target presented in the stereoscope. The ordinate is the 8 10 12
matching distance of the external marker, and the abscissa Velocity deog/secl

is the predicted distance calculated from the relative Fig. 7. A diagram of the correction needed to produce
disparity of targets presented at 1.5 m. precise objective velocity discrimination. See explanation in

text.
scope, we asked observers to place an external
marker at a distance matching the perceived
distance of each of the moving targets. The 10 disparities (or distances) was presented on
ordinate of Fig. 6 corresponds to the phys- each trial. The precision of their ability to
ical location of the marker at the matching identify different disparities was estimated di-
distance. The abscissa is the predicted distance rectly by asking them to label the disparities. On
of the target in the stereoscope, calculated by average, the observers identified each disparity
assuming a straight-forward transformation of correctly on about one-third of the
disparity into distance, relative to a viewing presentations, and were seldom off by more
distance of 1.5 m.* Clearly, perceived distance than one step on either side of the correct
and predicted distance agree remarkably well. disparity.
The observers may have merely matched the Could we predict objective velocity discrimi-
disparities of the two stimuli, but the enhanced nation by combining the error in angular veloc-
distance cues associated with the exterior ity discrimination with the error in estimating
marker did not disturb this disparity match. the physical distance? Let us assume that the

observer takes the angular velocity signal and
corrects it by the disparity signal. This operation

We next estimated the variability (or error) is equivalent to shifting the psychometric func-
associated with the estimate of distance. The tion for angular velocity from the actual plane
disparity steps were very large and thus easily of the target towards the fixation plane. A
discriminable, but constancy correction requires diagram of the operation is shown in Fig. 7.'t
more than discrimination between simulta- Consider what will happen to a target presented
neously presented disparities. To estimate the far behind the fixation plane, so that the mean
objective dimensions accurately, our observers angular velocity is about 8 deg/sec. If the ob-
had to identify. at least implicitly, which of the server makes a perfect correction, the function

will be shifted to a position centered on the
*We used the simple approximation. mean velocity of 10deg/sec (see line labeled

s =a/tan(D +Ad) "perfect correction"). If the observer assumes
where s is the distance in centimeters. D is the-- that the target is one disparity step farther from
ccnvergence angle for a viewing distance of 1.5 m and the fixation plane than is actually the case, she
equals 2.29 deg. dis the incremental change in the angle will shift the psychometric function too much,
associated with each tested dispanty. and a is the as shown by the line labeled "judged too far".
interpupillary separation assumed to be 6cm. An under-correction results from assuming that

tThe psychometric functions are plotted on probability
paper which transforms a cumulative normal curve into the target is one step closer than is actually the
a straight line. case ("judged too close"). If we assume that
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VEBER FRACTIONS separately estimating both the duration and the
FOR OBJECTIVE vELOCiT total distance traversed on each trial. Angular

PREDICTED OBSER'E7D velocity discrimination is too precise to be

LW 062 118 1 ,o judged on this basis, but objective veloci.,
SM 071 093 t 011 might be judged by combining an estimate of
NW 097 142 ± 009 duration and an estimate of oh/eciire size (Rock

Fig. 8. The first column show s the predicted Weber fractions et al.. 1968, Epstein. 1973). The Weber fraction
for objective velocity discrimination based on the angular for duration is about 0.10 (McKee and Taylor.
velocity Weber fraction and the errors in disparith judg- 1984) and our measured Weber fraction for
ments. The second column shovws the measured Weber objective size discrimination is 0.08. A simple

fractions for objective velocitN discrimination combination of these errors would predict a

Weber fraction for objective velocity of 0.13
each of these events happens on one third of the which is close to what we obserxe:
trials, then the measured psychometric function
will look like the darker line superimposed on o
the other three. The resulting psychometric =objective velocity error:
function is necessarily shallower because the

observer is effectivelN averaging his responses (0.08), (0.10) 0.13.

from three different psychometric functions. Size ±nd duration variables do influence velocity
Therefore, the measured Weber fraction for matching. Using targets viewed in total dark-
objective velocitN is about 7.5"o. or 1.5 times the ness. Rock et al. (19681 found that observer-,
Weber fraction for angular velocity which, for took account of disparity in matching the ap-
this example. was assumed to be 5%. parent velocities of near and distant targets, but

The complete calculatien was more compli- this tendency to constancy was substantially
cated than the diagrammed example. We had weakened when the durations of the near and
presented more targets at the .-xtreme disparities distant targets were matched. Wist t al. ( 1976)
than near the fixation plane. and some of the used the Pulfrich effect to manipulate the appar-
disparities were more difficult to identifN than ent depth of moving gratings., and found some
o'hers. Moreover, both the psschometric func- tendenc\ towards velocit\ constanc\. but the,.
tion and the pattern of dispar!t. errors ,,aried also reported that charges in spatial lrequcnc.
from observer to observer. To predict the exact had a far more significant effect on the perceived
elevation in the objective velocity threshold velocity.
when compared to the angalar velocity ilresh-
old, we used each observer's psychometric func- leocttv transpositiondidwtit dtscrtiznatton
tion for angular velocity, and weighted it b, The results described so far suggest that ye-
their particular pattern of errors in judging each locity constancy does not exist. There is no
test disparit\. That is. we assumed that the effi'ent compensation for depth or distance
observers were adjusting the velocity signal for embedded in the neural machinery used to
depth with the accuracy indicated b\ their estimate velocit\. Yet this conclusion con-
ability to label each disparit\ tradicts common experience. Display a drifting

The results of this calculation are shown in grating on a CRT and walk towards the screen:
the first column of Fig. 8: the measured Weber the apparent speed of the grating does not
fractions for objective velocity discrimination change in any obvious way as you approach the
are in the adjacent column. The predicted values display.
are smaller than observed values, the disparit Many years ago. Brovn (1931) observed a
error would have to be larger than our data phenomenon koown as velocity transposition-
indicate to account for the observed error in apparent velocitN depends on the ratio of the
objective velocit\ discrimination. Human ob- angular velocity to the angular size of the
servers are inefficient in combining these two surrounding frame or aperture. Bro-n found
dimensions to achieve constancN. that his observers would even accept a match

How then did our observers judge oblective between two velocities differing b a factor of
velocity? To prevent our observers from making two. and presented at the same distance, if the
consistent use of duration alone as a cue to slower moving target 'Aas surrounded b\ a
velocity, we randomized the duration from trial- frame of half the size of the frame surrounding
to-trial, but they still could iudge velocity by the taster target (see also Gogel and McNult\.
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FRAME" EFFECT shows the Weber fractions for the changing

WEBER FRACTIONS (AV/V) distance condition. Despite the random vari-
SINGLE MIXED ations in duration, the observers were able to

PLANE PLANES use the change in overall scale to compensate
for the changes in distance. Transposition works

L . .as well as, or perhaps slightly better than,
SM .057 : .005 .087 .012 disparity compensation in producing velocity

AVE .064 113 constancy, but again the transposed velocity

Fig. 9. The left hand column gives the Weber fractions for judgments are less precise than angular velocity
targets viewed from a fixed distance during a given experi- discrimination for a single plane.*
mental session; values are the average of data from two
distances (28 and 57 cm) with corresponding changes in the
mean angular velocity (10 and 5 degisec). The Weber frac- DISCUSSION
tions on the right were obtained when the observer changed
her distance from 28 to 57cm on alternating trials. produc- Constancy is thought to be an automatic
ing concomitant trild-to-trial changes in the mean angular process which effortlessly translates the angular
velocity. Both sets of data based on monocular viewing of dimensions of the retinal stimulus into an

a well-illuminated CRT screen. object-centered code. By that criterion, there is

no velocity constancy. Human observers can
1983). In his brilliant essay on velocity con- make imprecise judgments of objective velocity,
stancy, Wallach (1976) concluded that this but their performance is inefficient, particularly
transposition effect was sufficient to account for when compared to their ability to judge
constancy, because as one approached a moving objective size. Instead the human visual system
object, the natural surroundings framing the preserves a precise angular velocity signal
target would necessarily increase in angular size uncorrected for depth.
preserving the ratio between the angular veloc- What good is a velocity signal which cannot
ity and the surroundings; no compensatory be used to encode the speed of real objects?
mechanism based on the depth signal was re- Velocity information serves many other func-
quired. But how does transposition work? It is tions in visual processing. It can be used to
conceivable that some automatic neural process encode depth. define object boundaries, and
calculates the ratio of angular velocity to angu- direct eye and body movements (Nakayama.
lar size in order to estimate objective velocity. 1985). All of these functions depend on a veloc-
but there is a simpler explanation. The observers ity signal encoded in angular units; for example,
may be matching the time each target takes to the sensory input for oculomotor smooth pur-
move across its respective frame (Smith and suit is angular velocity. The sensory input to
Sherlock. 1957). motor centers is undoubtedly processed in par-

We wondered how well transposition allel to the perceptual input. The angular veloc-
("frame" effects) would fare in our paradigm. ity signal may be sent directly from the retina to
where the target does not traverse the whole the oculomotor control centers, as well as to
frame of the CRT. and target duration is varied other motor centers, and the" perception of
randomly from trial-to-trial. Observers made velocity could be based on a different set of
monocular judgments of velocity while chang- neural operations.
ing their distance from the target on every trial. A more complicated problem concerns the
The error feedback was the same as if the perceptual use of the angular velocity signal.
observers were stationary, i.e. they were re- One putative constancy mechanism, velocity
warded for compensating for the change in transposition. depends on the perceived ratio
viewing distance. If they were able to compen- between angular velocity and angular size.
sate perfectly for the change in distance, their As a mechanism for constancy, velocity trans-
performance would equal the velocity discrimi- position has one significant virtue-apparent
nation for targets viewed at a single distance. velocity does not change with changes in

The column in Fig. 9 entitled "mixed planes" the observer's position. and this helps preserve
....... .. object identity during perspective changes.

*For technical reasons, Ae were unable to measure angular Transposition also suffers from a major defect-
velocity discrimination for the mixed planes condition accurate judgments of objctive velcity depend
We had no means of sensing the pusition of the
observer so that ke could program a compensating on a fortuitous arrangement between the mov-

change in angular ,elociti, ,,ith changes in distance ing target and its surroundings (or "frame").
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Neural coding of local and global motion
Perceptual and electrophysiological evidence has been found

for the integration of local motion signals into a single global motion.

When we view a complex object in motion, we have rel- The neural computation that underlies the percept of
atively little trouble assigning it a unique direction and global flow is remarkably precise. If all the dots in the
speed, even though many of its components may not display move coherently as in Fig. la, observers can ac-
move with either the speed or direction of the object as a curately detect a V angular shift in direction. This same
whole. Consider our view of a horse galloping down the 1" precision is found when the local directions taken by
straightaway. The legs move rhythmicaUy to and fro, the the individual dots in the display span a range of 30" cen-
head rocks at an odd angle to the forward direction and, tered on the mean [2]. In ffct, when the range of local
as anyone who has ridden a horse can attest, the back directions is increased to over 100, the global direction
is moving predominantly up and down. Yet somehow all can still be judged to a precision of 3 or 4".
these diverse motions are integrated into an image of the
whole beast moving straight down the track

Visual scientists generally use simple 'nonsense' images
formed of points or lines to study how the local motions
of individual features or components are blended into a
global motion percept. A commonly used target consists
of numerous bright dots randomly distributed on the flat
screen of a computer monitor (see Fig. 1). The dots are
flashed briefly in one set of positions and then, a few
milliseconds later, are flashed again in new positions;
each flashed presentation is like a 'frame' in a movie.
If the position of each dot is changed incrementally in
each subsequent frame by the same small distance and (c (d)
in the same direction, then the dots will appear to move 0

smoothily in one direction (Fig la). if, on the other hand,the direction of the change in position is randomly se-
lected for each dot, then the dots will appear to move t
incoherently, like 'snow' on a television screen (Fig. 1b). IN10

Random dot displays have been used to determine the
range of local directions that can be integrated into the
global percept of motion in a single direction [1]. The
range of directions that each dot could move from frame
to frame were systematically varied around vertical, and F. 1. Diagram of dynamic random dot displays. (a) All dots hop
observers were asked to judge whether the overall display in the same direction and by the same distance, producing the

appearance of coherent upward motion. (b) All dots hop in ran-
appeared to be flowing upward. domly chosen directions (range of directions, 360"), producing

appearance of motion jitter. (c) All dots hop in randomly cho-
Surprisinlgly, the percept of upward flow was seen con- sen directions with range limited to 180*, producing appearance
sistently as long as the range of individual dot directions of global upward flow. (d) Detecting a local trajectory: several
did not exceed 180" (Fig. 1c), provided that the size of frames of dot motion in which a single dot always hops in the
the spatial step taken by each dot in each frame was less same direction and the remainder of the dots hop in randomly

chosen directions.than one degree in visual angle. Perhaps our visual sys-
tern takes the average of the directions and reports 'up.
ward', if no sizeable number of dots are actual" moving Watamaniuk et aL explained the precision of direction
downward. In fact, the process is more elaborate than discrimination by assuming the existence of cortical mo-
that. Using an overall range for dot directions of 180", tion mechanisms broadh' tuned to twelve different direc-
Williams and Sekuler showed that, if the distribution was tions spanning the compass [2]. Each hypothetical mech-
constrained so that no dots moved in a direction close anism consists of a group of neurons that have identi-
to the mean direction (that is, within ± 20" of vertical), cal directional tuning and differ from each other onl. in
the percept of upward flow diminished sharply [I I]. This spatial position. It is assumed, for example, that neurons
shows that some local signals moving in the global direc- are available to sense vertical motion everywhere in the
tion are needed to produce a unified percept. field of view, but that each neuron is responsive to a dif-
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ferent portion of the visual field. Imagine a set of neu- target contrast are not confounded with changes in tar-
rons from different mechanisms, hence with different di- get motion 171. Moreover, neurons in MT are responsive
rectional sensitivity, receiving the signals from the retina to stimuli falling within much larger segments of the field
produced by viewing the display shown in Fig. Ic. Each of view than VI neurons, making them ideal candidates
tuned neuron detects all the dots going in its preferred for the type of large-scale visual integration needed in the
direction, but because its tuning is broad, overlapping the calculation of globa! motion [5,7,8].
directional tuning of neurons from other mechanisms, it Following the experimental destruction of a portion of
also responds somewhat to other directions. Presumably, area MT by injections of ibotenic acid [9], sizeable decre
we see a unique global direction when the neural mech- ments were found in the ability of macaque monkeys to
anism tuned to vertical has a strong signal, and the sig- discriminate upward from downward motion in partially
nals in mechanisms tuned to off-vertical directions are in crent a d do oher mosion in -

rough balance. Our precision in detecting small shifts in creasing the percentage of dots moving either upard or

the global direction is thought to depend on the ratio of donain an o ernt taigether wre

signals in these off-vertical directional mechanisms. downward in an otherwise incoherent target There were
no losses in the ability of these monkeys to make contrast

Even when a global direction is perceived, the directions judgments. Similarly, Pastemak et al [101 noted substan-
moved by the individual dots are still apparent- Whether tial deficits in the precision of direction discrimination for
local or global motion dominates the percept depends to global motion after they removed MT plus an adjacent re-
some extent on voluntary shifts in attention. Ross (per- gion in the superior temporal sulcus, MST, from the cor-
sonal communication) has demonstrated that a single tex of macaque monkeys. However, the discrimination of
dot following a straight trajectory can be detected in the local directional signals (the direction of drifting bar tar-
midst of dots in random incoherent motion (Fig. Id). In gets) was not impaired.
fact, this trajectory point is easily detected even in very These results strongly suggest that the capacity to identif,
dense random dot displays [3]. As all the dots are iden- the global direction specified by the integrated local di-
tical (the trajectory point is shown with a dark red ar- rectional signals depends on the integrity of the MT/MST
row in the diagram for clarity), and each dot hops to a recion asia depe o the ntegrit of th h/T
new location on each frame, how does the visual system region of extrastriate cortex of the macaque, and its ho-
identify the dot hopping along a fixed trajectory from mologue in human cortex.
all the other moving dots? One might expect that nu-
merous mismatches between the trajectory dot and the
background dots would obscure its trajectory. In compu- References
tational studies for machine vision, this matching prob- 1. WniUAMS DW, SEKULER . Coherent global motion percepts

lem is known as the 'correspondence problem'. Recently, from stochastic local motions. Vision Res 1984, 24:55-62.

Grzywacz, Smith and Yuille [4] described a computer 2. WATAMANIUK SNJ, SEKULER K WiuAM DW: Direction percep-

algorithm, which they called 'temporal coherence', that tion in complex dynamic displays: the integration of direc-

enforces directional consistency over time to solve the t" i Vision Res 1989. 2974'-59

correspondence problem. In their computer simulation, 3. MCKEE SP, WATAMANIUK SNJ: Detecting a single point moving
on a linear trajectory amidst randomly moving points. Invest

dots were constraned to make the match in the present o/&mo vis Sci 1991, 32 (suppl), i press
frame that minimized the change in direction from the C~zymoJ VM Sc191 3 (sup An A m tsimatch made in the previous frame - a constraint that 4. G~tzYWACZ NM, SMm-iH JA, YUzLs Al A common theoretical

framework for visual motion's spatial and temporal coher-increased the speed and accuracy of their algorithm com- ence. Proc Workasik Vis Motion, IEEE 1989, 148-155
pared to alternative formulations. Presumably, something 5 MALTsE JHR VAN ESSEN DC: Functional properties of neu-

like 'temporal coherence' is embedded in the functional rons in middle temporal visual area of the macaque monkey.
structure of the neurons that form the directional mech- 1. Selectivity for stimulus direction, speed, and orientation-]
anisms described above. Neurcphi 1963, 49:112'-1147.

Which neurons in the visual cortex are responsible for 6. MALTNSEL JHR NrwsoMi WT: Visual processing in monkey

integrating the local signals into a unique global direc- extrastate cortex. Ann Rer Neurosci 198- 10363-401
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sensitive to target contrast and, for bar or line targets, to
target orientation. Thus, the responses of the VI neurons 8 WATAMANIU-K SNJ Information loss in the integration of direc-targe orintaton. hustion information. Inrest CObLthalmol Ilis S,: 1990 31.519
confound changes in direction with changes in contrast
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Under ideal conditions, human observers can judge the H (7relative position of two visual features with a precision that 0o-'

is substantially smaller than the size of a foveal cone. 0

Westheimer (1975) called these highly precise spatial
judgments, hyperacuities, to distinguish them from mea-
sures of visual acuity that assess resolution capability. Vernier Orientation Curvature
Almost any type of trrget configuration can be used to
r-easure hyperacuity, but the most common varieties are
shown in Fig. 17.1. For each type of target, the observer is
asked to discriminate between two possible configura-
tions, e.g. offset left or offset right in Vernier judgments.
The smallest spatial difference that is correctly identified
according to a particular statistical criterion is termed the Spatial Interval Bisection
hyperacuity threshold. In the central fovea of normal (Width)

observers, hyperacuity thresholds are ordinarily less than
10", the exact value depending on the selected statistical
criterion and on numerous physical constraints. Here,
hyperacuity is defined as any judgment of relative spatial
position that is substantially better than resolution acuity,
so that the term can be extended to spatial judgments
made in the peripheral visual field as well as in the fovea.

Hyperacuity is not just a curiosity. The features shown
in Fig. 17.1 represent the basic elements of any visual pat-
tern, so hyperacuity thresholds can be considered simple, Motion Stereoacuity
but rigorous, measures of pattern discrimination
(Morgan, 1986). Do all these different spatial judgments Fig. 17.1 The hyperacuites: target configurations that can
depend on the same neural substrate? Probably not. produce positiwnal thresholds substantially smaller than
Stereoacuity seems to depend on a special disparity mech- resoluton acuity. For the Vernier target, observerjudges whether
anism that is quite different from the mechanism respon- upper line or upper dot lies to the left or right of lower line or
sible for judgments of relative lateral position. For one dot. Orientation: observer judges whether line is tilted left or
thing, disparity thresholds can be significantly smaller right. Curvature: observer judges whether line is more or less
thtan the thresholds for Vernier offset, spatial interval or curved than soe mean value. Spatial interval: observer judges
bisection even when measured with an identical corf- whether separation is larger or smaller than some mean 'alue.

bisetion (erry, 1948, mesrth and Mcdea 1f Bisection: observer judges whether central test line is closer to lelt
paration (Berry, 1948. Westheimer and McKee, 1979; or right hand reference hnes. Motion: observer judges whether an
Schor and Badcock, 1985; McKee et al., 1990). A similar abruptly displaced line moved left or right. Stereoacutiq:
argument can be made for a special mechanism for motion observer judges whether upper line is n front or behind lower
hyperacuity. If a target is abruptly displaced, the mini- lane.
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mum displacement required to discriminate the direction The interesting result of Geisler's calculations ,as
of motion can be much smaller than the incremental dif- prediction that two-point resolution should iproveas at
ference in distance required to judge that one static spatial reciprocal of the fourth power of the number of quanti
interval is larger than another, again for identical target absorbed. The difference between the predichosf.
configurations (Westheimer, 1979; Legge and Campbell, resolution and hyperacuity undoubtedly arises because
1981; Nakayama and Tyler, 1981). There are also the substantial overlap between the two point sourm in
numerous reasons for suspecting that the other spatial the acuity task. As the one-dimensional example given i
judgments - orientation, curvature, Vernier offset, spatial Fig. 17.2 roughly shows, the relationship between the
interval - each depend on subtle differerces in visual pro- aration of the points and the fight absorbed in the recr
cessing (Andrews et al., 1973; Westheimer and McKee, tos; is not simple for overlapping distributions. N
1977b; Watt, 1984). It is, therefore, difficult to generalize example, doubling the separation ((b) to (c)) product
about the effect of any particular physical variable on about a 400/o change in the quanta absorbed by the central
'hyperacuity' because there are, in fact, many hyper- cones and shifting from no separation (a) to a separatio
acuities, each with somewhat different stimulus require- equal to distance between the receptors (b) producesa
ments. Where possible, I have included graphs for many even smaller change. Geisler notes that visual resolution
different hyperacuities in order to capture this diversity, depends on information contained in the second derivatit

of the stimulus shape, while hyperacuity judgments (se,
aration > 2') depend on information in the first denvan

Unlike the ideal observer, the real observer is unable t
Luminance take fihl advantage of the increasing number of quanta

the stimulus. As has been known for many decades, re
Like visual resolution, the hyperacuities depend on an lution acuity is virtually independent of luminance abort
adequate amount of light for best performance. But is this about 30ml (Riggs, 1965). Geisler's own data are d.
dependence the same as visual acuity? In a series of played in Fig. 17.3 where the resolution acuities for dt
thoughtful papers, Geisler analysed the theoretical observers reach asymptotic values at a moderate photopt
improvement in two-point resolution and in two-point level; the solid fines show Geisler's predictions for tie
spatial interval judgments expected with increasing light ideal observer. Geisler attributes this deviation from pre.
(Geisler, 1984, 1989; Geisler and Davila, 1985). For these diction to Weber's law, a compressive nonlinearity the
ideal observer calculations, Geisler assumed that perform- reduces both quantal signal and noise prior to some pos.
ance was limited only by fluctuations in the number of receptoral source of noise.
quanta absorbed by the foveal cones. Not surprisingly, his Geisler's data for two-point spatial interval judgmen
calculations showed that spatial interval thresholds should also do not conform to the square root improvement m
fall as the reciprocal of the square root of the number of hyperacuity predicted for the ideal observer, but, cunow
quanta absorbed. Any point source can be localized with a ly, they do appear to follow the fourth root improvement
precision that depends on the square root of the number of predicted for acuity. Probably these hyperacuity thrle.
quanta in the image. So whether one thinks of a spatial olds are merely approaching asymptotic performacz
interval judgment as localizing two point sources and then creating the illusion of a fourth root dependence. Neer.
estimating the distance between them, or perhaps more theless, this fourth root relationship has been obsered m
reasonably, as discriminating between two possible confi- hyperacuity measurements made with quite different tu-
gurations, e.g. twopoints separated by either Yor 3.1', the gets (Fig. 17.4). Kiorpes and Movshon (1990) noted tha
decreasing variance of the fight distributions should pro- Vernier acuity improved as the fourth root of luminaw
duce an improvement of this type. for offset square-wave grating targets. The Vernier thresh-

(a) (h) (c)

Fig. 17.2 Two-pont resolution: a rough one-dimensional example that shows the proportional change in number of quanta absorbed "
receptors as separation between two point sources increases. Gaussian shape assumedfor light distributon. (a) Two points superimpoW
(b Separation equal to smntle receptor. (c) Separation twice that in (b).

OEM.
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olds of Westheimer and Pettet (1990) also roughly follow (a)
this fourth root relationship as do the bisection measure-
ments of Klein and Levi (1985). It is possible that the
significant hyperacuity cue in these targets lies in the ,

residual overlap between the light distributions associated
with the lines or bars - a low luminance region that might
resemble the arrangement for acuity measurements at low
luminances. Note that bisection thresholds show this '0 10
dependence on luminance only for the closely spaced lines LumInnc (cdm 2 ,
" sed in tho- Klein-Levi study; thresholds for widely

*spaced target lines are independent of luminance except at 0
the lowest value. Still there is no evidence in Geisler's data Mb i~
that acuity measurements ever show this fourth root
dependence even at low luminances. 0 AO

The luminance units used for the graph of the Klein- 0S

Levi results are somewhat unusual. It is difficult to specify
*the luminance of the narrow bars and lines in the oscillo-
*scope displays commonly used in hyperacuity studies. A_ _ __ _ _

Rather than the traditional squared units associated with1* 00 00
extended sources, Klein and Levi (1985) and als Luminaac.(Cd"m 2)
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ago, Hecht and his colleagues ascribed everything from
dark adaptation to acuity to the properties of the photo-
receptors (Hecht, 1937). For the last two decades, the
trend has been to invoke the properties of neurones in the t inernmnt Positon si'
primary visual cortex to account for numerous psycho-
physical thresholds (Thomas, 1970). Many contemporary
psychophysical models propose hypothetical spatial chan- . . 1

nels or mechanisms, analogous to the more familiar colour
mechanisms that form the theoretical basis ofcolour vision c
models. Each spatial mechanism consists of a set of idcnti-
cal units that differ only in their spatial locations (Wilson,
1991); these units, modeled as spatial filters of a particular
size, correspond roughly to the simple cells described orig-
inally by Hubel and Wiesel (1968). Multiple mechanisms, 4s
each based on a different sized unit (or filter), were used
initially to explain the abundant data on contrast sensitiv- c
ity, but more recently, these mechanisms have been called
upon to explain hyperacuity thresholds (Klein and Levi,
1985; Nielsen et al., 1985; Wilson, 1986; 1991). Because of
the significant role of contrast in these models, there have
been many measurements of the effect of contrast on the
hyperacuities.

Why should contrast have anything to do with spatial
position The hypothetical link between these two dimen-
sions comes from the response characteristics of single
cortical units. For a target positioned within the receptive
fildd of a simple cell, changes in target contrast, orientation
and position can all produce equivalent changes in the
response of the cell. Thus, these dimensions are necessa- spata Fitaers
rily confounded by the response of a single cell, but not, of Fig. 17.5 Diagram of relation beweex incremental changes n
course, by the human observer. Every position in the contrast and incremental shifts an position. Lower row shows o2e.
visual field is represented by many cortical units with dimensional profile of spatialfilters, the psychophysical
overlapping receptive fields, so from the perspective of all representation of simple cortical units. Middle row left shoot
the cells responding to the target, the overall pattern of contrast increment that produces detectable response change:
cortical signals generated by a change in contrast will be middle row right shows spatial shift that produces equivalent
quite different from that generated by a shift in position. response change. Upper row left shows contrast incrementoir
Some subsequent stage of processing could easily differ- twice the contrast for AC/C = constant ( Weber's law), upper
entiate between the two, but no subsequent processing, no row right shows that position shift will be independent of contrju
matter how clever, can identify the signal if the signal is if Weber's law is true. See text for details.
not detected. If these simple cortical units are the site of
the noise limiting signal detection, then the minimum old and the position threshold. (This simple diagram o~es
detectable change in contrast and the minimum detectable much to the thoughtful analysis proposed by .Morgan
change in position are related in a straightforward manner (Morgan and Aiba, 1985a; Morgan, 1986) in his extension
(Nakayama and Silverman, 1985; see Shapley and Victor, of the Hartridge model. The errors in conception are. of
1986 for a similar discussion of ganglion units). For course, my own. It is important to note that Morgan's
psychophysicists, there is no need to assume a particular approach did not include 'spatial filters'.) The curies at
physiological site; the key element in the psychophysical the bottom of the figure are the one-dimensional proies
models is that contrast discrimination and position sensi- (weighting functions) of the spatial filters that represent
tivity are limited by the same source of noise whatever its cortical units in the psychophysical models. The pictum
physiological origin (Klein and Levi, 1985; Morgan and above these putative filters represent the luminance pro-
Aiba, 1985a Regan and Beverley, 1985; Morgan, 1986; files of bar stimuli at two contrast values, the uppertrra
Wilson, 1986; Bowne, 1990). row representing a contrast twice the value of the ro*

The simplistic diagram in Fig. 17.5 shows one conceiv- below it. The left half of the figure shows the incremen(J]
able relationship between the contrast increment thresh- change in the bar contrast that produces some cntenO'

ah....
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change in the filter response, while the right half of the steeper slopes are reported for high-frequency band-
figure shows the positional shift that produces the same limited targets (Kulikowski, 1976; Kulikowski and Gorea,
change in the filter response. Suppose that the two 1978; Wilson, 1991). Thus, following the same reasoning
responses have been equated at the contrast level in the demonstrated in Fig. 17.5, positional thresholds should
middle row. What happens if the contrast is doubled as decline with increasing contrast, mimicking the decrease
shown in the top row? If Weber's law were true for con- in the contrast Weber fraction.
trast discrimination (AC/C=a constant), then the con- Some of the hyperacuities do indeed improve with
trast increment would double, but the position threshold increasing contrast in a way quite consistent with the
would not change. This occurs because a shift of the same assumption that contrast and position thresholds are
size moves a bar of twice the contrast, so the incremental limited by a common source of noise. All reported
change in response is doubled, matching the incremental measurements of Vernier acuity improve with contrast.
change in contrast for the higher contrast level. Thus, if Most studies find that Vernier thresholds fall with a slope
contrast and position increments are limited by the same - 0.5 on log-log coordinates (Watt and Morgan, 1983;
source of noise, and contrast discrimination obeys Weber's Krauskopf and Fareli, 1990; Wehrhahn and Westheinr,
law, position thresholds should be independent of con- 1990), although a few studies have reported steeper slopes
tast. (Wilson, 1986; Bradley and Skottun, 1987). A representa-

In fact, contrast discrimination does not obey Weber's tive graph showing the effect of contrast on Vernier acuity
law. The Weber fraction AC/C gradually decreases with is plotted in Fig. 17.6(a); the data points are from a recent
increasing contrast indicating an improvement in the study by Kiorpes and Movshon (1990). The graphs in
signal-to-noise ratio. It typically falls with a slope of -0.4 Fig. 17.6 show that stereoacuity (Legge and Gu, 1989),
to - 0.5 on log-log coordinates, a value found for many curvature detection (Hes and Watt, 1990) and motion
different types of targets, both stationary and moving displacement (Mather, 1987) also improve with contrast
(Legge and Foley, 1980; Legge, 1981; Legge and Kersten, with nearly the same -0.5 slope found in the Vernier
1983; Bowne, 1990). Shallower slopes are observed for studies. Stereoacuity has the additional requirement that
briefly presented targets (Legge and Kersten, 1983), and the contrast in the two eyes be equal for best performance
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(Halpern and Blake, 1988; Heckmann and Schor, 1989; improvement with contrast. The most puzzling exce, . be
Legge and Gu, 1989). If a high contast target in one eye is tions are spatial interval judgments. In a spatial inteal re
paired with a low contrast target in the other, the stereo task, the observer judges whether the test separation is IM (1
threshold is higher than if both eyes have the same low or greater than some baseline value. At baseline separ.
contrast. ations greater than about 3' in the fovea, spatial interal

The relationship between contrast and position is prob- judgments are not affected by target contrast once contru
ably not as simple as Fig. 17.5 suggests. For one thing, exceeds 2-3 times threshold (Levi and Klein, pers
careful concurrent measurements of contrast discrimin- communication). Morgan and Regan (1987) measured
ation and Vernier thresholds with identical target confi- both Vernier and spatial interval thresholds using thin T
gurations indicate that the contrast dependence of these bars with a Gaussian luminance profile. As Fig. 17.7b)
two measurements is never quite the same; AC/C always demonstrates, the Vernier thresholds improve with con. 1
falls with slope close to - 0.5, while the Vernier thresh- trast, while the spatial interval judgments for a base separ- cc
olds always show a slightly steeper decline with increasing ation of 5' are nearly independent of contrast. A related ar.
contrast (Hu et al., 1990). For another, the connast judgment, spatial frequency discrimination, in which the arl
dependence is not identical for all hyperacuities. observer judges the separation between the bars of a sinu. a
Westheimer and Pettet (1990) compared the effect of con- soidal grating, also shows no improvement with contrast at ba
trast on Vernier and stereoacuity thresholds using the levels above 2-3% contrast (Regan et al., 1982; Thomas, dC
same target. As Fig. 17.7(a) shows, both the Vernier and 1983; Skottun et a., 1987; Bowne, 1990). Many positiona n(
stereo acuity thresholds decrease with increasing contrast, thresholds measured with grating stimuli show this same sty
but the stereo function is shifted laterally with respect to contrast independence. The thresholds for motion dis- UT

the Vernier function as though the effective contrast for placement (Nakayama and Silverman, 1985) and grating eq
stereo were half the contrast for the Vernier configuration. orientation (Bowne, 1990) plotted in Fig. 17.7(c) and (d) ha

Finally, not all positional thresholds show the predicted change almost imperceptibly with increasing contrast sn
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beyond 2%. Similar results on orientation have been (a)
reported by Regan and Beverley (1985) and Skottun et al.
(1987). a OK

~ DK

0Wavelength 0

0

There have been relatively few studies of the effect of
wavelength on hyperacuity. Baker (1949) measured Ver-
nier acuity for a dark line presented against various , 100 ,000
coloured backgrounds and found slightly poorer perform-
ance with a blue background (peak wavelength (490 nm))
and slightly enhanced performance with a red (690 nm) or
a yellow background (575 nm) when compared to a white (b) 17
background of the matched brightness. She attributed the
decrement in blue ight to the fact that her observers were
not in focus for blue light in her apparatus, and demon- DK

strated that the addition of appropriate lens power greatly PAK

improved the thresholds for a blue background to values I 10 - a *
equal or better than the other wavelength conditions. Per-

00
haps some small amount of defocus also accounts for the 5
small decrement in Vernier acuity in blue light noted by
Foley-Fisher (1973).

Morgan and Aia (1985a) created a Vernier target by 10 10 0 1000
manipulating the relative luminance of two adjacent unre- Exposure Duration (iae)
solved bars. The luminance centroid in the upper half of
the two bars was moved with respect to the centroid in the Fig. 17.8 Part of the improvement in hyperacuity thresholds
lower half of the bars, so that the target appeared to be with exposure duration can be attributed to the temporal
spatially offset. They then compared the detectable 'offset' summation of light. (a) Vernier acuity thresholds for a constant

for a pair of unresolved white light bars to a pair of unresol luminance targets. Continuous line has slope of - 0.25, equal to

ved coloured bars (red and green). Colour made no essen- the slope for luminance dependence of hyperacusty. (b) Vernier
acuity thresholds for constant energy (luminance x time =tial difference to the task, since the apparent offset constant) targets. (Replotted from Hadani et al., 1984.)

depended only on the luminance ratio of the adjacent bars

once the equivalent luminance of the red and green bars
had been taken into account. Morgan and Aiba (1985b)
also looked at Vernier acuity with equiluminant bars (bars not greatly improve Vernier acuity for high luminance line
with only colour contrast and no contrast in luminance). targets (Westheimer and McKee, 1977a). For small or dim
The thresholds for the equiluminous condition were targets, increasing duration improves Vernier thresholds
higher than those for a comparable luminance contrast, a largely because of the temporal summation of light.
result they conjectured was caused by the shift from Hadani et al. (1984) measured three-dot Vernier align-
bandpass filtering to low-pass filtering in the opponent- ment as a function of exposure duration. In a three-dot
colour units responding to the equiluminous target - a alignment task, the observer judges whether the central
neural change that is similar to blurring the physical dot is displaced to the right or left of the implicit line
stimulus. defined by the outer two reference dots. For a constant

luminance target, they found a modest improvement with
duration, the thresholds falling with a slope of -0.25,
reminiscent of the improvement with increasing lumin-

Exposure Duration ance noted above for some types of hyperacuity target.
Indeed, Hadani et al. argued that the decrease in the

Does hyperacuity get better if you have more time to look tiresholds was entirely due to temporal energy summa-
at the target? It might seem that these highly precise judg- tion, an argument supported by their demonstration that
ments would require an extended period of target scru- the threshold for a constant energy target (lumin-
tiny. Oddly enough, increasing exposure duration does ance x time = constant) did not change with increasing
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exposure duration. Their results are replotted in Fig. 17.8. (a) '1,
Nevertheless, energy summation is not the whole story. OKs disr

Subtle changes in hyperacuity thresholds are noted even , a rapi
when duration is increased from 150-1000ms and it is 5 a (197
difficult to attribute changes over this time frame to tem- 10 sore
poral energy summation, particularly because more erf
improvement is found in foveal thresholds than in periph- r
eral thresholds (Yap et al., 1987a). Burbeck (1986) found 1 Vernier Acuity

that spatial interval thresholds for band-limited high fre- "i- a Stereoacudsy

quency 'bars' improved more with increasing duration . .. .. EC
than broad-band targets (ordinary bars). Echoing an ear- %00
lier suggestion by Morgan et at. (1983), Burbeck con- stri,
cluded that the signal-to-noise ratio for small scale (high phy"
frequency) mechanisms takes more time to reach its conle
steadv-state value. This conclusion is difficult to reconcile (b) ,o disP
with the observation that resolution acuity is not affected SL city
significantly by exposure duration (Stigmar, 1971b; Watt, incr
1987). 0 u 0th

Exposure duration does not have a uniform effect on all C a the

hyperacuities. Stereoacuity seems to require an especially 0 0 9 9 that
long stimulus duration (Ogle and Weil, 1958). Keeseyo trici
(1960) measured Vernier thresholds as a function of expo- • v.e Atud 198.
sure duration, and one of her observer (G.K.S.) was a i. 0 stereoaut Nal,
subject for similar measurements on stereoacuity (Shor- , . . 1
tess and Krauskopf, 196 1). These data have been replotted 0 ,0 1000 on
in Fig. 17.9(a). The Vernier thresholds appear to reach an Exposure Duration (rsec) %Vh

asymptotic value at a shorter duration than the stereo Fig. 17.9 Exposure duration has differential effects on fovt
thresholds which are still improving at a duration of I s. stereoacuity and Vernier acuity. (a) Data replottedfrom t,, ted
Measurements by Stigmar (1971b) of Vernier and stereo different studies (Keesey, 1960; Shortess and Krauskopf 1961 axis
thresholds show a similar pattern. Foley and Tyler (1976) that used the same subject for stereo and Vernier measurements ecct
found parallel improvement in stereo and Vernier thresh- with line targets. tb) Stereo and Vernier acuity measurement the
olds with increasing duration, but the stereo thresholds with an identical block targets. Luminance was roughly three Rec
were systematically higher. Westheimer and Pettet (1990) times the level used for data in (a). (Data replotted from ster
used much brighter targets to measure stereoacuity and Jhstheimer and Pettet. /9%.) sam
Vernier acuity concurrently; representative data from toul
their study are replotted in the lower graph of Fig. 17.9. lowed each target presentation with a masking stimulus to hvp
Their Vernier thresholds for these bright targets are obscure any persisting signal from the retinal image. ThAs pert

almost independent of exposure duration, while the stereo masking paradigm appears to disrupt ordinary hvper- dat,

thresholds for the identical target configuration are still acuity processing. All of Watt's hyperacuity thresholds hyr

improving at 500 ms. (curvature, line width, orientation, stereoacuity) improved con

Why does stereocuity require more time than Vernier dramatically with increasing duration even though an Cit%

acuity? Since each of the studies cited above used a differ- had kept target energy constant for durations shorter than enc,

ent target configuration and a different luminance level, it 100 ms. Most of the thresholds fell 1-1.5 log units as dun- mot

is doubtful that good stereopsis simply demands more tion increased from 10-1000ms, but the stereoacuir% ecct

light than Vernier acuity. The best stereoacuity is found thresholds declined by more than 2 log units. Concurrent ar

for targets presented in the fixation plane, so perhaps measurements of resolution acuity showed very slight alot

observers must gently modulate their convergence during improvement for the same conditions. Stigmar (1971b that

the target presentation to find the optimum position, a also had noted that stereo and Vernier thresholds to" n
search that should certainly take time. The most likely more time to reach asymptotic performance than compar-
explanation is that the neural processing time associated able measures of resolution acuity. Th,
with stereopsis is substantially longer than that needed for The hyperacuity thresholds for bright, high contrast obt.
the two-dimensional hvperacuities, targets viewed in isolation are roughly independent t nea

Watt (1987) made detailed measurements of several duration, stereoacuity being a notable exception. \\aft, 1d1
hyperacuities as a function of exposure duration. He fol- results suggest that the processing of the shape intofna- B
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non that mediates these thresholds can be signlicantly (a) W
disrupted by temporal events that follow the target in WAU
rapid succession. The results of Westheimer and Hauske
(1975) also support the notion that hyperacuity requires 0
some period of unimpeded processing time for best 0Sst.reoacwi ]
performance. * ,Spaa.ll interval

o ~ Mon

Eccentricity I

Strictly speaking, eccentricity is a physiological, not a Eccentricity (Dog)

physical, constraint. As a practical matter, one often has
control over where in the visual field that the target will be
displayed so it is useful to consider the effects of eccentri- (b) '0

SPMcity on performance. Predictably, hyperacuity thresholds 50 ms
increase with increasing eccentricity, reflecting well-
known differences between the processing capabilities of _0
the human fovea and periphery. The interesting fact is E
that hyperacuity thresholds rise more rapidly with eccen-
tricity than do resolution acuity thresholds (Westheimer, 0 Ste o
1982; Fendick and Westheimer, 1983; McKee and
Nakayama, 1984; Fahle and Schmid, 1988). -

In 1985, Levi et al. observed that all the published data ,0 ,00
on hyperacuity showed a similar decline with eccentricity. Disparity or Separation (Min of Arc)
When the peripheral thresholds were scaled against the Fig. 17.10 (a) All hyperacuities show a similar decline with
foveal value, the hyperacuity eccentricity functions, plot- eccentricity in the persfoveal region. Three measurements of

I ted on linear axes, intercepted the x-axis (the eccentricity hyperacuity (stereoacuity spatial interval amd motion
5/) axis) at values ranging from - 0.5 to - 1.0, while the displacement thresholds) for identical targets measured as a
ts eccentricity functions for resolution typically intercepted function of eccentricity. Data replottedfrom McKee et al..

the x-axis at values ranging between - 2.0 and - 3.0. 1990b. (b) Off-horoptre stereojudgments are substantially less
Recently McKee et al. (1990) measured spatial interval, precise than comparable judgmentsfor spatial interval. Spatial
sterewcuity and motion displacement thresholds in the interval thresholds measured as function of separation between
same subjects with identical target configurations. They target lines. Disparit, thresholds measured as function of
found a nearly identical rise with eccentricity in all three standing (or pedestal) disparity. (Data replottedfrom .thKee

5 to hyperacuity thresholds for measurements made in the tal.. 1990a.)

'his perifoveal region; Fig. 17.10 (top) shows representative
Per- data replotted from their study. Although generally and Schor, 1985). As the distance from the horopter is
dds hyperacuity thresholds appear to be limited by some increased, the standing disparity of the target lines obvi-
ved common factor that changes systematically with eccentri- ously increases with the result that the eccentricity of the
att city, Foster et al. (1989) did find small systematic differ- stereo half-images (the images in the two eyes that are
tn ences (about a factor or two) between spatial interval and fused by the cortex resulting in a depth percept) must also

motion displacement thresholds measured beyond 10. increase. Schor and Badcock (1985) thought that perhaps
lity eccentricity. Another curious observation is that, at the the eccentricity of the half-images could explain the decre-
ent same eccentric locus, judgments of spatial position made ment in off-horopter stereoacuiry. To test this idea, they
ght along a radial am extending from the fovea are poorer compared off-horopter stereoacuity to vernier acuity at an
I b) than judgments made along the tangent to a circle centred equivalent eccentricity and demonstrated that the loss in
jok on the fovea (Yap et a., 1987; Klein and Levi, 1987). stereoacuity is not due to eccentricity of the half images.
tr- Stereoscuity has an additional important constraint. Disparity is a distance, the dichoptic distance between

The steremoscuity thresholds plotted in Fig. 17. 10(a) were the locations of the stereo half-images in the two eyes.
-ast obtained for targets presented on the horopter (in or very McKee et al. (1990) measured spatial interval and stereo

of near the fixation plane). Stereoacuity thresholds rise rap- thresholds as a function of the distance or separation
tt's idly as the target is moved off the horopter (Ogle, 1953; between the monocularly-presented lines of the spatial
na- Blakemore, 1970; Westheimer and McKee, 1978; Badcock interval targets and of the disparity of the dichoptically-

P.0
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presented lines of the stereo target. ,As is apparent fr-om Some studies have sought to analyse the effect oftl m,. OralFig. 17. 10(b), the stereo thresholds are substantially spread per se. Toet et al. (1987) measured three bi, iincot

higher than the spatial interval thresholds for disparities Vernier acuity and bisection acuity at contrast thresh* low fol
ranging up to about 40'. At larger disparities, the half- defined as that contrast where 80 0/ of thetargets We any ler
images of the stereo target are quite diplopic and the assoc- seen. The separation between the features was mcrease as Westh'
iated depth is weak. Interesingly, at these same large dis- the spread of the Gaussian blurred targets increased. the hu
parities, the thresholds for spatial interval and for stereo Under these conditions, thresholds were a linear functon , spatial
are nearly identical - 'dichoptic' spatial interval judg- of increasing blur, for blobs with a spread greater than inform
ments, made when the target lines defining the spatial 1.5'. This approach necessarily confounds separation with acuit"
interval are presented to different eyes, are as precise as target blur, but Toet et al. were able to analyse the distinct curvar
spatial interval judgments made when both target tines are contributions of each factor, concluding that the reativ, some S
presented to the same eye. importance of target blur and target separation depended increa

on the task. hypCra
An even more elaborate analysis of the effect of blur was as for I

performed by Levi and Klein (1990b) with a different Out
Blur objective. Some neural operations degrade ideal perform- N1iller

ance in a way that might be modelled as a kind of internal cant in
The best hyperacuity is found for targets in sharp focus, or 'intrinsic' s1ur. Levi and Klein measured this intrinsic length
but again the degradation produced by defocus depends blur by increasing the physical blur until two-point reso. and 2.
on the task. A few studies have measured the influence of lution thresholds were affected by the stimulus blur. They measu:
spectacle blur on hyperacuity, but most investigators have then examined the effect of blur on other tasks (line detec', accord
preferred to use ground-glass blur or Gaussian blur tion, spatial interval discrimination) In the context of the Levi ei
because the resulting images are more amenable to effect of blur on hyperacuity, several of their conclusions
psychophysical analysis. For example, Westheimer and are noteworthy. For a wide range of separations and
McKee (1980) found that stereoacuity was more degraded eccentricities, spatial interval thresholds rise when stmm. where
than resolution by spectacle blur, but the phantom targets ulus blur (or spread) exceeds about one third to one half length
introduced by spurious resolution with dioptric defocus the distance between the blurred features. The measured appror
could degrade stereoacuity for reasons that have little to do intrinsic blur varies with eccentricity in a way consistent prelim
with the 'fuzziness' of the target. Westheimer (1979) found with the cone spacing in the central 10" of the visual field, should
that motion displacement thresholds were less affected as does resolution acuity. Thus, intrinsic blur does not proces
than resolution for small amounts of dioptric defocus; explain why hyperacuity thresholds fall off more rapidy
McKee and Nakayama (1984) also found that dioptric with eccentricir than does resolution.
defocus had little effect on motion displacement
thresholds. Con.

Even in the simpler regime represented by ground-
glass or Gaussian blur, the effects of blur are far from Target Length What
simple. Consider what blur does to the targets shown in highly
Fig. 17.1. Blur will decrease target contrast, so if the Traditionally, foveal hyperacuity thresholds were in fairl
measured hyperacuity is sensitive to contrast then the explained by some process that averaged the 'local signs' crimin
change in contrast alone will degrade performance. For (locations) of the cones stimulated by the extended con- and th
targets formed of adjacent lines or points, blur can 'merge' tours of the lines or edges forming the target (Hermg, Theret
the local features obscuring relative position. In their care- 1899; Weymouth et al., 1923). It is now abundantly clear neural
ful study of the effect of ground glass blur on Vernier that no such process is needed to explain hvperacitu contra'
acuity, Williams et ai. (1984) identified configurations thresholds (Westheimer, 1976; Geisler, 1984). An ideal aspect
(abutting lines or two points separated by a small gap) detector could localize a point source to an arbitrary pie- labelle,
where blur produced a dramatic increase in thresholds, cision provided that there was enough light in the image. experi
but they were also able to identify targets (two points with Certainly Geisler's calculations indicate that an ideal me-aQu
a large gap) where the effect of blur had little effect on observer limited only by the optics of the eye and the thir c
alignment thresholds. Stigmar (19 71a) noted a similar properties of the photoreceptors could localize a point % IS.,
dependence on target configuration when he measured the source to a much higher precision than that reached b% measut
effect of ground glass blur on stereo- and Vernier acuity. real observers. to me
Unfortunately, the best hy peracuity is generally obtained Nevertheless, human thresholds should improve as the , ork
when targets are fairly close together, so the overriding fact length of the target lines increases, if only because there "p (l
is that blur degrades thresholds. are more chances for the underlying neural units to deto" not int
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a small change in position. Unfortunatcly, this prediction i 7 7

is incorrect. In the fovea, hyperacuity thresholds can be as
low for properly-positioned points as they are for lines of
any length chosen (Ludvigh, 1953; Sullivan et al., 1972;
Westheimer and McKee, 1977a). This result means that
the human visual system is making inefficient use of the Which is the Wider Pair?

spatial information because there is necessarily more
information in lines than in points. Indeed, some hyper-
acuity thresholds (Vernier acuity for abutting line targets,
curvature) do improve with increasing line length so, in
some sense, the relative efficiency of human performance
increases for these tasks (Andrews et al., 1973). Why any ,

hyperacuity thresholds should be as low for point targets
as for lines remains a mystery. How Far Apart are the Pairs?

Outside of the fovea, line length matters. Andrews and
Miller (1978) and Levi and Klein (1986) found a signifi- Fig. 17.11 The thresholds for judging the relative width of the

cant improvement in bisection thresholds with increasing upper pairs of lines are much smaller than the thresholds for

length even at small perifoveal distances (I .3 eccentricity judging the distance between the pairs. Local shape judgments are

and 2.5 eccentricity). A common strategy for hyperacuity more precise than judgments oflocation.

measurements in the periphery is t scale the line length
according to the hyperacuity eccentricity function from cannot change shape without manipulating the relative
Levi et al. (1985): locationof the defining contours, but I contend that we do

not know the position of any given feature to the precision
Lengthxs + E/.77) (17.1) associated with hyperacuity thresholds.

where E is the eccentricity given in degrees and x is the Consider the targets in Fig. 17.11. If I ask you to dis-

length of the foveal stimulus. Whether this strategy is criminate the relative widths ofthe two pairs oflines at the

appropriate for all hyperacuities is unknown, so perhaps top of the figure, you will be able to judge which is wider

preliminary measurements on the effect of line length with hyperacuity precision, even if the targets are presen-

should be a first step in experimental studies of peripheral ted too briefly to allow you to move your eyes. On the
processing. other hand, if I ask you to judge the distance separating the

pairs, your judgments will be much less precise (McKee et
al. 1990b). You have much better information about the

local shape of the contours, than you have about their
Concluding Comments location. In this sense, hyperacuity is a primitive measure

of shape perception. This chapter has described the
What do hyperacuity thrholds measure? Although these influence of luminance, contrast, exposure duration and
highly precise thresholds are limited by light and con'ast numerous other physical variables on hyperacuity per se,
in fairly predictable ways, human observers can easily dis- but, in a larger context, the same conditions that produce
criminate between threshold changes in contrast (or light), optimum performance in hyperacuity judgments will also
and threshold shifts in position (McKee et at., 1990). ensure that shapes and text can be easily interpreted.
Therefore, these local spatial changes must be given
neural 'labels' that are different from the 'labels' applied to
contrast or luminance changes (Westheimer, 1979). What Acknowledgements
aspect of pattern or object perception is encoded by the
labelled changes that we call hyperacuity? Since the I am deeply indebted to Dr Samuel F. Bowne for his many
experimenter manipulates the location ofa some feature in informal tutorials on contemporary hyperacuity models
measuring these thresholds it might seem reasonable to and for his imaginative and thoughtful discussions of

think of hyperacuity as a measure of the ability to identify many of the issues described in this chapter. I also want to

visual location, but I am convinced that hyperacuity is a thank Dr Leslie Welch for many years of bright, lively,
measure of shape, not location. (This idea was suggested thought-provoking discussions on all aspects of hyper-

to me by Sam Bowne, although it is also implicit in the acuity. I am grateful to the many colleagues who supplied
work of Geisler (1984), Levi et al. (1988), Burbeck and reprints and preprints of their own work. Work on this
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ABSTRACT

We compared the precision of objective size judgments, made when target disparity changed

at random from trial-to-trial, to angular size judgments made under the same condition. Subjects

judged incremental changes in the vertical distance separating a pair of horizontal lines. For the

objective judgments (in centimeters), the angle subtended by the target separation decreased with

increasing depth consistent with the natural geometry of physical objects. For the angular

judgments (in arc minutes), the angular separation did not change with disparity. When the

separation subtended an angle less than 10 - 20 arc minutes, objective thresholds were

considerably higher than angular thresholds, indicating that size constancy does not function well

at small scales. At larger scales L>20 arc min), angular and objective thresholds were equally

precise (-6%) for two of the three subjects. These same two subjects also learned to judge
"objective" size when the angular subtense systematically increased with increasing depth in an

exact inversion of the natural relationship, presumably by changing their response criterion with

disparity to minimize error feedback. Although these "anti-constancy" judgments were less precise
(-9%) than the constancy judgments, the fact that subjects could learn this task with little practice

suggests that constancy itself may be a learned response. Angular thresholds for targets presented

only in the fixation plane were significantly lower than the angular thresholds measurel with

random changes in disparity, indicating the observers do not have direct access to information

about angular subtense, independent of target disparity.
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INTRODUCTION

Despite the dependence of the size of the retinal image on viewing distance, we can readily

judge the physical size of unfamiliar objects over a substantial range of distances -- a phenomenon

known as "size constancy". While this ability may seem fairly remarkable, we are, after all,

equipped with a number of sensory mechanisms for estimating relative distance. A machine that

can measure angular subtense and estimate relative distance can calculate objective size, relative to a

reference size viewed at a known distance. In the case of the human observer, this reference size

could be a part of the body, like the size of our own hands viewed at arm's length (Morgan, 1989).

Since knowledge of objective size is useful for our survival, and our brain has the information

needed to calculate objective size, "size constancy" is a fairly predictable aspect of human vision.

How well do we make this calculation?

In traditional studies of size constancy, observers were often shown an object at some

faraway distance and were asked to adjust the size of an adjacent object until it matched the distant

object (Holway and Boring, 1941). Sometimes, the aim of these studies was to determine what

was actually seen by the observer -- the objective size or the angular size?. In other cases, the

intent was to explore limitations on size constancy, e.g., over what distances observers could

match objective size before perhaps regressing to match based on angular size. In one of the most

interesting of these studies, Gilinsky (1955) found that observers were able to match either the

retinal or the objective size of the test object, depending on the instructions given by the

experimenter. Gilinsky's results, subsequently verified in other laboratories (Carlson, 1960; 1977;

Leibowitz and Harvey, 1969), indicate that matching is a weak guide to the cognitive (or neural)

operations underlying size constancy. One cannot determine whether the observer perceives retinal

size, and then corrects this percept by some measure of depth to estimate objective size, or vice

versa.

There is, however, a psychophysical tool that could reveal the coding sequence. Instead of

asking observers what they perceive, we can ask about the precision of their judgments of angular

and objective size. What is the smallest detectable change in objective size? What is the threshold

for discriminating differences in angular size? The precision of psychophysical thresholds is

usually limited by noise in the neural pathways coding the stimulus dimensions -- more noise

means less precision. If the calculation of objective size involves the simple combination of two

independent neural measurements (angular size and depth), objective size judgments should be

3



consistently less precise than angular size judgments, because the depth measurement should add

noise to the calculation; as diagrammed in Figure IA, there are two sources of noise in the

objective size calculation and only one in the angular size calculation1 . There are, however,

coding schemes in which objective size judgments would be more precise than angular judgments.

For example, the brain may not have direct access to a pure angular or retinal signal (Gogel, 1969),

but may instead estimate angular size indirectly by correcting the perceived objective size for an

obligatory coupling between size and depth. As shown in Figure 1B, this correction should

introduce additional noise, because the noise from the depth estimate enters the calculation twice --

once in the calculation of objective size and again in the indirect calculation of angular size. Either

of the models diagrammed in Figure 1 would predict that observers can judge both angular and

objective size, because all the information necessary is available for both calculations. The

question is which do they do best.

In a recent study, Burbeck (1987a) used a measure of precision, spatial frequency

discrimination, to analyze the coding sequence. She compared spatial frequency discrimination for

a pair of grating targets presented at a single viewing distance to that for the identical pair of

gratings (same object frequencies in cyl/cm) presented at two different distances; she found no

significant difference in performance for these two conditions, despite the difference in "retinal

spatial frequency" (cyl/deg) necessarily introduced by the second viewing distance. In a second

experiment, she observed that observers initially had great difficulty discriminating between targets

presented at two different viewing distances on the basis of their "retinal frequencies" (cyl/deg),

but were able to learn this "retinal frequency" discrimination with practice. Burbeck concluded that

we do not have direct access to information about spatial frequency coded in angular units, and

must instead estimate angular spatial frequency (and presumably also angular size) indirectly as

diagrammed in Figure lB. Not all angular dimensions are calculated indirectly. McKee and Welch

(1989) found that the discrimination of angular velocities was decidedly superior to the

discrimination of objective velocities.

Precision is related to measures of variability, so the standard deviations of the matches

made in the early constancy studies supply some information about the amount of noise involved in

these judgments. Some studies do confirm Burbeck's conclusion. Leibowitz and Harvey (1969)

found that the variability of the retinal size matches was greater than the objective size matches: On

I We are assuming here that the noise in the neural estimate of depth is roughly comparable, or
substantially larger, than the noise in the estimate of angular size. If the noise in the angular size
estimate were much larger than in the depth estimate, it would dominate the precision of both types
of judgments.
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the other hand, Gilinsky's data indicate, that under optimum circumstances (large angular sizes

viewed at distances less than 200 feet),the standard deviations of the objective and angular matches

were comparable. There are also persistent indications in these studies that size constancy fails at

small angular sizes (Boring, 1943; Ross, Jenkins and Johnstone, 1980), although Gibson (1950)

believed that size constancy worked at all sizes. Interestingly, in Gibson's study, the mean sizes

chosen to match distant objects subtending small angles were close to the true objective size, but

the variability of these small-scale matches was much greater than the variability of matches for

nearer objects subtending larger angles. This same variability at small angular sizes is apparent in

Gilinsky's data, suggesting that the precision of objective size judgments may be significantly

degraded at small scales.

These early studies do not provide a clear picture of coding sequence, but that was not their

goal. In these studies, the means and standard deviations were based on pooled data, obscuring

systematic differences in the data of individual observers about the relative precision of their

angular and objective judgments. The measurements were often made at large distances where

binocular disparity information was approaching the stereoscopic limit, and the observers were

given instructions, but not feedback about the correctness of their matches. With feedback, they

might have been to make highly precise judgments that exactly matched either the angular or

objective size of the test target.

In the present study, we explored the generality of Burbeck's conclusions for a range of

sizes and depths. We gave our subjects the difficult task of abstracting the objective size of a target

despite random variations in its apparent depth, but we did provide feedback. Angular size also

should be perceived (or perhaps estimated) independent of target depth -- 1 degree equals 1 degree

at any depth -- so in a companion study, we measured the ability to judge angular size despite

random variations in target depth. We used a very simple, well-studied task to measure the

precision of size judgments -- spatial interval discrimination -- in which subjects were required to

judge a single dimension, the vertical distance separating a pair of horizontal lines. We

manipulated perceived depth by changing only the binocular disparity of the target, but we choose

disparities that were easily discriminable and corresponded to physical distances ranging roughly

from 1 - 2 meters. Under these severely restricted circumstances, we compared the precision of

angular and objective size judgments.
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METHODS

We used three different experimental conditions to assess the relative precision of angular

and objective size judgments: 1)Incremental judgments of objective size with randomly-chosen

disparities; 2) Incremental judgments of angular size with randomly-chosen disparities;

3)Incremental judgments of size for targets presented only in thefixation plane (at one depth)

The target for all conditions is diagrammed in Figure 2; it consisted of two short horizontal

lines that defined a vertical separation (or size). Vertical separation was used to minimize the

effects of diplopia on the thresholds. The vertical separation was varied parametrically from 0.13

to 2.62 cm for the objective size judgments, and correspondingly, from 3 to 60 arc minutes for the

angular size judgments. For a given experimental test run, we chose one particular separation (S),

and measured the minimum detectable change in separation (AS) using the method of single

stimuli. In this method, the subject is shown one of seven possible stimuli chosen from a narrow

range, e.g., 2.41, 2.48, 2.55, 2.62, 2.69, 2.76, or 2.83 cm., and is required to judge whether the

presented sample is smaller or larger than the mean of the range, equal to 2.62 cm in this example.

Thus, the subject judges the test sample against an implicit or remembered standard. While this

type of judgment might seem difficult to perform, subjects have no trouble learning the task, and

are able to establish an implicit standard with as few as ten practice trials (see Westheimer and

McKee, 1977 and McKee, Welch, Taylor and Bowne, 1990 for previous examples of its use). This

method had an additional virtue for the present experiments; on our small CRT screens (subtense

3.4 x 4.2 degrees), a visible standard equal to the mean separation (S) and presented adjacent to the

test separation (S ± AS), might have introduced confounding cues that would not have had uniform

effects in all experimental conditions.

In the objective size condition, the subject's task was to judge small incremental changes in

the objective size (measured in cm.), despite random variations in disparity. On each trial, the

target was presented in one of nine depth planes chosen at random. The nine planes spanned the

range from +40 minutes of arc crossed disparity to -40 minutes uncrossed disparity in equally-

spaced intervals 10 arc minutes apart; this disparity range corresponded to physical distances

ranging from 1.16 to 2.12 meters (see diagram on left side of Fig 3). There is only a small

calculated difference between angular and objective size at small disparities (. 20 arc min), so, to

enhance the difference between these two conditions, we increased the probability that the target
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was presented at a large disparity; the target was twice as likely to appear in the four extreme planes

(L 30 arc min and + 40 arc min) as in the fixation plane and the four nearer planes. The targets
were actually presented on the screens of an electronic stereoscope at a fixed distance of 1.5
meters, and target disparity was manipulated to produce changes in perceived depth (right side of

Fig.3). The mean objective size (in cm) of the vertical separation between the target lines (S) was

constant for any experimental test run. When the three-dimensional distance to a real object is

increased, the retinal angle subtended by the object necessarily decreases. To simulate the natural

relationship between argular subtense and objective size, we varied the angular size presented on

the screens of the stereoscope systematically for each depth plane as though the presented objective

size (S ± AS) were being viewed at the physical distance specified by the target disparity, i.e. 2.62
cm was set equal to 1.29 degrees at a distance of 1.16 meters (equal to 40 minutes of crossed

disparity with respect to the fixation plane), and to 0.71 degrees at a distance of 2.12 meters (40

minutes of uncrossed disparity). Note that the only cue to depth in our experiments was binocular

disparity.

The angular size condition was designed to be exactly parallel to the objective size condition.

The subject's task was to judge small incremental changes in angular size, despite random

changes in disparity. On each trial, the target was again presented in one of the nine depth planes

chosen at random, but the mean vertical target separation in angular units did not vary with target

depth. In the third experimental condition, the subject judged small incremental changes in the

vertical distance(or size) separating the target lines for targets presented only in the fixation plane.

In a variant of the objective size condition, the "anti-constancy" condition, subjects made

incremental judgments of size when changes in the angular subtense of the target were completely

inverted from the natural arrangement described above for the objective size judgments -- the

angular size of the target increased systematically as the apparent physical distance to the target

increased. For example, an objective size of 2.62 cm was set equal to 0.71 degrees at a distance of

1.16 meters, and to 1.29 degrees at a distance of 2.12 meters, exactly the opposite of the

compensation for apparent physical distance used for objective size condition. Subjects were

required to judge incremental changes in "objective" size, while compensating for the inverted

changes in angular subtense associated with the depth plane of the target. In short, they were

forced to learn a new association between angular subtense and target disparity in order to
minimize the error feedback. When the target appeared far away, they judged its size against a

large implicit standard, and when it appeared close, they judged its size against a small implicit
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standard.

The targets were composed of thin, bright lines, drawn by computer-generated signals on

the screens of two Hewlett-Packard 1332A monitors, each equipped with a P-4 phosphor. To

insure best performance for larger sizes, e.g. 60 arc min, that necessarily stimulated parafoveal

loci, we increased line length with target eccentricity. The length of the target lines was increased

parametrically with parametric increases in the vertical distance separating the target lines (S),

according to the hyperacuity scaling function originally described by Levi, Klein and Aitsebaomo

(1985):

Length --9 (1 + E/.8)
where E is the eccentricity given in degrees, and 9 arc min is the length of the foveal targets.

Thus, the horizontal length of the target lines ranged from 9 to 14.6 arc minutes. However, the

angular length of the horizontal target lines was not changed with changes in disparity. In a

preliminary study, we found that systematic alterations in line length consistent with changes in an

objective length did not produce a significant improvement in the objective size increment

thresholds possibly because target length was obscured by diplopia at the extreme disparities.

The images on the two monitors were superimposed by a beam-splitting pellicle.

Orthogonally-oriented polarizers placed in front of the monitors and the subject's eyes insured that

only one screen was visible to each eye. Before each test stimulus, a fixation pattern was

presented for 800 msec, and then turned off just before the presentation of the test target. The

fixation pattern, presented binocularly, consisted of four corner brackets forming an implicit square

60 arc minutes on a side with a bright point in the center of the square. The lines forming the test

configuration were presented symmetrically arrayed around the center of the fixation pattern. As

the fixation pattern might have provided an additional alignment cue for the largest angular test size

(60 arc min), it was increased to 90 arc min for that size alone. The target duration for most of

these experiments was 150 msec, too brief to permit a voluntary shift in convergence. Since the

targets were presented at disparities symmetrically arrayed around the fixation plane, e.g. + 40 arc

minutes, we may assume that the subjects kept their eyes close to the fixation plane for most of the

experimental session, and that additional proprioceptive cues from convergence and
accommodation to depth planes other than the fixation plane were not available at these brief

durations. For some of the experiments, duration was increased to either 1000 or 1500 msec, a

time sufficient to allow convergence to the depth plane occupied by the target. If convergence were

accompanied by accommodation, as is probable, the targets off the fixation plane would have been

slightly out of focus in this long duration condition (maximally -1/3 diopter).
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Line luminance was measured with a Pritchard photometer, the test pattern for these

measurements was a long vertical line created with the same timing and intensity characteristics as

the experimental target lines. The measurements for the line on each screen were made in the dark,

through the pellicle, at two different distances (147 cm and 258 cm) and with two different

apertures (1 deg and 20 arc min) for accuracy. The photometer measurements (which are

measured in cd/m2 ) were converted to line luminances using the formula:

L = (meter reading) ic d/4

where d is the diameter of the measuring aperture. The line on each screen measured

approximately 0.022 cd/m. It should be noted that these small line intensities produce bright,

easily visible lines; if we filled the screen with such lines, one line every 1mm, the mean luminance

of the screen would equal 22 cd/m 2 . The background luminance measured 0.52 cd/m 2 .

Overhead fluorescent lighting located about 2 meters from the CRT monitors supplied indirect

illumination of the experimental setting at a moderate photopic level. Room furniture and

experimental equipment were clearly visible. The only immediate reference frame for the targets

was the 14 x 11.5 cm opening in the cube that contained the beamsplitting pellicle; the opening was

45 cm in front of the fixation plane. The edges of the CRT screens and the pellicle were very dim

and partially obscured by the cube housing the pellicle. Moreover, the two CRT screens were not

superimposed optically, so they appeared to float at an indistinct distance. The only target

providing good information for convergence in the fixation plane was the bright square fixation

pattern presented before each test target. In a control experiment for our earlier study of constancy

(McKee and Welch, 1989), we found that making these measurements in total darkness did not

change the pattern of results from those obtained when room furniture was visible

Each of the increment thresholds presented in this paper is based on at least 300 trials,

usually from two separate test runs of 150 trials each. Additional experimental sets were taken for

some sizes when there was a substantial difference between the thresholds for the first and second

sets; all sets were summed to estimate the threshold. The thresholds were estimated from the

psychometric functions generated by plotting the percentage of trials on which the observer

responded that the presented separation (S + AS) was larger than the mean separation (S) as a

function of the distance separating the target lines. A cumulative normal function was fitted to the

resulting function by probit analysis. Threshold was defined as that incremental change in size that

produced a change in response rate from the 50% to the 75% level, equal to a d' of 0.675. Each

experimental test run began with 10-20 practice trials. All measurements were made using audible
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error feedback.

For those cases where we wished to measure the perceived size as a function of target

disparity, data from 900 - 1000 trials were accumulated at a single criterion size, e.g 1.2 cm + A

for the objective size judgments or 30 arc min + A for the angular size judgments, and sorted by

disparity into separate bins. A Point of Subjective Equality (stimulus corresponding to the 50%

response value on the psychometric function) were estimated from the psychometric function

generated by the data in each of the separate bins. The standard errors of the PSE's hovered

between 1 and 2 %, except for one case, the "anti-constancy" PSE corresponding to a disparity of

10 arc min, where erratic performance and a small number of trials combined to make the PSE

indeterminate. An increment threshold was also estimated from the pooled data for all disparities.

The two authors and a third experienced observer served as subjects for these experiments;

all three had 20/20 visual acuity for the viewing distance of 1.5 meters and good stereoacuity, and

all had had much practice on size or separation judgments in previous studies. Our original intent

was to assess the natural capabilities of well-trained adult observers to judge angular and objective

sizes. These experiments were not designed to measure the ability to learn novel stimulus criteria.

Subjects LW and SM spent a brief period (roughly 300 trials) practicing with both types of

judgments before the data presented here were collected; neither author noted great difficulty in

performing either task, but both had participated in an earlier study in which judgments of angular

and objective size for a single size had been a control condition for velocity constancy (McKee and

Welch, 1989). The main function of practice was to reduce confusion between the "objective size"

conditions, and the "angular size" conditions. Subjects tended to take "objective" thresholds, and
"angular" thresholds in blocks, although sometimes they interspersed conditions as needed to

complete at least 300 trials for all tested sizes in all experimental conditions. When switching from

one condition to another, a subject would often take some practice (40 - 150 trials) at one size to be

reminded of the appropriate criterion for that block of thresholds; data from these designated

practice sets were discarded. Questions arising from our initial results lead us to design the anti-

constancy experiment. Clearly, "anti-constancy" is not a natural part of human experience, so for

these measurements, subjects LW and SM practiced for 600 trials before collecting the data shown

in Figures 10 and 11. The average Weber fractions from the practice sets were 0.125 for LW and

0.10 for SM -- slightly higher than the Weber fractions for "anti-constancy" shown in Figure 11
which were based on accumulated data from several runs (900 trials for LW and 1050 trials for

SM), taken after completing the 600 practice trials. These thresholds do not necessarily represent
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asymptotic performance; with continued practice, performance may have improved.

The third subject (WAM) did not seem to have any natural ability to estimate objective size

from disparity at a short duration (150 msec) despite abundant practice. He felt that he might be

able to perform this task better at a longer duration, so we repeated these size measurements at a

duration of 1000 msec. The data presented in Figure 5 were taken following several thousand

practice trials on objective and angular size judgments at the shorter duration. The results for the

1500 msec duration shown in Figure 8 were taken after additional specific practice on both

objective and angular judgments at a size of 1.3 cm and 30 arc min. For those interested in the

genetic contribution to these perceptual abilities, subject WAM shares half his genetic endowment

with subject SM; his father declined to participate in these experiments.

RESULTS

Our first experiment compared objective size judgments, made when target disparity

changed randomly from trial-to-trial, to angular size judgments made under the same condition.

The resulting increment thresholds, each based on the pooled data from all nine depth planes (300

trials), are shown in Figure 4 for a range c f sizes. Thresholds for targets presented only in the

fixation plane are also plotted in the same figure. For ease of comparison, all thresholds are

presented in a common framework based on angular units. The separation plotted on the

horizontal axis refers to the mean angular size. By design, the angle subtended by the mean

objective size at 1.5 meters (the fixation plane) is equal to this mean ingular size. The minimum

detectable increment in objective units (cm) was first translated into the dimensionless Weber

fraction, and then plotted as an incremental change in the mean angular size corresponding to the

mean objective size.

Two things are apparent from Figure 4. First, while the objective size thresholds are

decidedly less precise than the angular size thresholds at small separations (< 10 arc minutes), they

are nearly equal to the angular thresholds at separations greater than 10 arc minutes. Second, the

random disparity angular thresholds are much less precise than thresholds measured in a single

depth plane, indicating that, when we view a target binocularly, we do not have access to a pure

angular or retinal estimate of size uncontaminated by depth signals

Size Constancy at Small Angular Subtense

Size constancy does not operate efficiently for separations subtending small angles. In
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figure 5, we have plotted the ratio of objective to angular thresholds as a function of mean

separation. The ratio declines steadily, reaching a value close to I between 10 and 20 arc minutes.

A third subject, WAM, had great difficulty judging objective size at the short duration used for the

other two subjects, so he repeated the measurements for a longer duration of I second. The ratio

of his thresholds show the same pattern as that of the other two subjects.

Increment judgments at very small angular sizes are known to be relatively less precise than

judgments at larger angular sizes. The Weber fraction for judging changes in a 1 min spatial

interval is 0.2 - 0.3, while the Weber fraction for a 10 min spatial interval is about 0.03

(Westheimer and McKee, 1977; Klein and Levi, 1987). Our measurements of objective size

thresholds are necessarily based on data from a range of angular sizes, consistent with changes in

the depth plane, e.g.,the angle subtended by 0.2 cm (5 arc minutes at a viewing distance of 1.5

meters) ranges from 3.5 arc min to 6.5 arc min for the disparities used here. The objective size

judgments for small scales might be elevated because they are based on a mixture of precise and

imprecise angular signals. However, as long as we operate within the range of angular sizes

where Weber's Law holds, our objective thresholds should not be affected by this pooling of large

and small angular signals. As an example, consider the angular sizes associated with the mean

objective size of 1.2 cm; the angular sizes range roughly from 20 to 40 arc minutes, so if the

Weber fraction were 0.03, the increment thresholds should range from 0.6 to 1.2 arc minutes

producing an average increment threshold of 0.9 arc minutes. At a distance of 1.5 meters, 1.2 cm

subtends 30 arc minutes so the average increment threshold of 0.9 minutes is equal to a Weber

fraction of 0.03, just what we would predict for the threshold corresponding to the mean of this

range. For these two subjects, Weber's Law holds for separations as small as 3 arc minutes (see

the fixation plane data in Figure 4). Therefore, the differences between the angular and objective

thresholds at 5, 8 or 10 minutes cannot easily be explained by this mixture argument. To check

this conclusion, we increased the number of trials for two separations, 5 arc min (or 0.2 cm) and

30 arc min (or 1.2 cm), thereby obtaining adequate estimates of the perceived mean sizes (PSE)

and increment thresholds associated with each of the nine depth planes. At the small objective size

(0.2 cm), the Weber fractions (As/s) for the separate depth planes showed no significant trend with

increasing depth (decreasing angular size) -- further evidence against the mixture argument.

In Figure 6, we have plotted the perceived mean sizes (PSE's), once again in a common

framework based on angular units. If the subjects could scale their judgments appropriately for

depth, the objective means in angular units should increase systematically with decreasing depth.
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falling on the diagonal line drawn in each graph. The angular means should, of course, remain

constant and fall along the horizontal line also drawn in each graph. Indeed, all of the angular

means follow the predicted horizontal line, although there is a hint of interference from "size

constancy" in the 30 min draa of s .' SM; the mean angular size looks larger to her at the

farthest depth plane than at the nearest plane. Both subjects do a fair job of responding to objective

size at the larger scale; the means fall close to the oblique line in agreement with prediction.

Neither subject could judge objective size appropriately for the target subtending the small angle.

The means for the objective and angular size judgments overlap at all except the most extreme

disparities, where the objective means separate from the angular means, perhaps reflecting a half-

hearted attempt by the subjects to respond in a manner consistent with the feedback reinforcing

objective size judgments. 2 We conclude that objective size thresholds are elevated at separations

below about 20 arc minutes because the subjects were unable to take the depth fully into account in

responding to these small sizes.

Random Changes in Disparity Degrade Angular Judgments

At larger sizes, angular and objective thresholds are equally precise, but both are

significantly higher than the thresholds for targets presented only in the fixation plane. As Figure 7

shows, the ratio of the random disparity angular thresholds to the fixation plane thresholds is

nearly a factor of 2 at all separations, indicating that the noise elevating the random disparity

thresholds is multiolicative; it doubles the threshold over the whole range independent of the

absolute magnitude of the increment threshold. An observer can judge angular size better if he or

she keeps one eye closed, obscuring the random shifts in disparity. For example, we measured a
"random disparity" angular threshold with one screen covered so that the target (one stereo half-

image) shifted left or right from trial-to-trial over a 40 minute range; the threshold measured with

these random lateral displacements was identical to the threshold for the fixation plane condition

where the target was presented in one position. Thus, changes in depth, and not simply changes in

retinal position, are responsible for the elevation in the thresholds.

Disparity could, in itself, increase the noise, because the neural units that code large

2 An ANOVA showed that the PSE's for the small objective size were significantly different
(p--0.0 2 ) from the PSE's for the small angular size provided that the data from the extreme
disparities were included in the analysis. When the data from + 40 min disparities were removed
from the analysis, the difference between the angular and objective PSE's for the 5 min size was
no longer significant (p = 0.3). At the larger 30 min size, the PSE's for objective size were
significantly different from the PSE's for angular size with or without the extreme disparities (p=
0.0001).
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disparities may be much coarser (larger receptive fields) than the units that code small disparities

(Marr and Poggio, 1979). Large receptive fields are spatially extended and have shallow weighting

functions, so their signals provide less precise information about location than smaller receptive

fields. If spatial localization of the horizontal target lines is mediated by these coarser disparity

units, the random disparity thresholds would necessarily be less precise than the fixation plane

thresholds. Why would the brain use the signals from these coarse disparity units to encode

position when more precise smaller units are available? Here we must assume that position and

disparity are jointly encoded, that there is an obligatory coupling between depth and location. To

register the disparity of the target, an individual with normal stereopsis must use the coarser

disparity units at a cost in the precision of spatial location. This coupling between disparity and

location has been observed in another context; McKee, Levi and Bowne (1990) found that the

precise signal associated with a monocular vernier target was obscured when the vernier target was

paired stereoscopically with a disparate target in the other eye. Nevertheless, this disparity

explanation is not completely satisfactory because the effect of these coarser disparity units should

be similar to the effects of eccentricity on spatial localization -- there should be a significant

elevation in the thresholds for small separations, but no effect on the thresholds for larger

separations (Yap, Levi and Klein, 1987). As Figure 7 shows, randomly varying the disparity has a

fairly uniform effect on the angular thresholds for all separations.

An alternative explanation for the noise in the random disparity thresholds is reference

uncertainty. White, Levi and Aitsebaomo (1991) have argued that reference uncertainty has a

multiplicative effect on the increment thresholds for separation, for targets presented in the fixation

plane (see also Klein and Levi, 1987, Morgan, 1991). It is easy to see why this source of noise is

multiplicative. The subjects make these judgments using an implicit reference that they probably

estimate by taking a running average of the preceding three or four trials. Even if they were perfect

at this averaging process, the average would often be either too small or too large with the result

that the stimulus on the current trial could be "perfectly" encoded, but still judged incorrectly.

Usually, in the Method of Constant Stimuli, the size of the incremental steps are increased

proportionally as the size of the mean separation increases since the threshold also grows

proportionally, i.e., Weber's law holds over a large range of separations. Thus, the errors

produced by reference uncertainty are necessarily magnified by the step size, producing a

multiplicative effect on the thresholds. Why do random variations in disparity increase this

reference uncertainty? If the subjects were attempting to apply a different angular reference to
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every depth plane --use multiple standards -- as scaling models of size constancy imply (Andrews,

1964; Morgan, 1991), they might misjudge the depth plane of the target, or estimate the implicit

reference by averaging trials from adjacent depth planes, thereby increasing the reference error.

The problem with this explanation is that there is no %ason for the subjects to use multiple

standards in judging angular size. The angular separation between the target lines is not changing

with changes in disparity, so the subjects can employ a single implicit reference in judging the

angular distance separating the lines.

To distinguish between noise attributable to disparity per se and noise introduced by

reference uncertainty, we increased target duration to 1500 msec and asked subjects to converge to

the plane of the target on every trial. Under these conditions, we repeated the PSE and threshold

measurements for one separation (1.3 cm and 30 arc minutes ). This task is very demanding -- a

bit like doing oculomotor push-ups -- and subject LW was unable to perform the task because it

induced severe headaches. The data from the other two subjects are presented in Figure 8.

Increasing duration has improved performance for both subjects. For subject WAM, the PSE's for

angular and objective size are completely intermixed at the short duration, but at the longer

duration, his PSE's are closer to the predicted functions resulting in an improvement in both

thresholds, as shown by his Weber fractions (see boxes at the bottom of each graph).

Nevertheless, his objective size Weber fraction is higher than his angular size Weber fraction3 ,

and his angular Weber fraction is still significantly higher than his fixation plane Weber fraction,

even at the 1500 msec duration. For subject SM, the objective and angular Weber fractions are

exactly equal at the longer duration, but both are stubbornly higher than the fixation plane Weber

fraction despite the reduction in target disparity produced by converging to the plane of the target.

What accounts for this persistent decrement in the precision of the random disparity angular

judgments? Convergence may not have been perfect, leaving the target with a small uncorrected

disparity, and it may also have induced changes in accommodation, thereby introducing a slight

amount of blur in the target (maximally 1/3 of a diopter). However, thresholds for a 30 min

separation are not likely to be degraded by a minor amount of disparity or defocus (Klein and Levi,

1990b). We suspect that reference uncertainty is a source of noise for the angular thresholds as

well as for the objective thresholds. Since reference uncertainty presumably depends on the

number of simultaneously-held references, our thresholds should improve if we reduced the

3 The sharp-eyed reader may discover that the ratio of angular to objective thresholds for subject
WAM is higher in this figure than in Figure 5. The data in figure 5 were taken four months earlier.
Upon return to work, subject WAM was given several additional days of practice before we made
the measurements shown in Figure 8. Nevertheless, some "backsliding" is evident.
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number of tested depth planes from nine to two. In a final appraisal of the contribution of

reference uncertainty to angular judgments, we compared the effects of reducing the number of

depth planes to the effects of reducing target disparity for one subject (SM). The thresholds, based

on the averaged data from many interspersed measurements, are presented in Figure 9 for each of

twelve conditions. In the "Two Planes" condition, the target was randomly presented either in the

fixation plane or at a disparity of 30 arc minutes, a technique that forced the subject to shift

convergence repeatedly as in the "Nine Planes" condition. The target was always presented in the

fixation plane for the "One Plane" condition, and the "Nine Planes" condition was identical to the

random disparity condition described above.

The data in Figure 9 show that the effects of disparity and reference uncertainty depend on

the siz of the mean separation. For the smali 5 min separation, disparity is solely responsible for

degrading the precision of the angular threshold. At the short duration (150 msec), the 5 min

threshold is equally elevated by disparity whether it is associated with two planes or nine. If the

subject is given time to converge (1500 msec), there is no significant difference between the

threshold for the fixation plane ("One Plane") and the threshold for the random disparity condition

("Nine Planes"). Compare these results to those for the larger 30 min separation where increasing

the duration had almost no effect, but increasing the number of depth planes -- increasing the

reference uncertainty -- had a much greater effect. In the "Two Planes" condition, the target was

presented with a large disparity on half the trials, but the threshold for this condition is the same as

the "One Plane" condition for both durations, a result that shows that disparity adds little noise to

these large-scale thresholds. Disparity and reference uncertainty both degrade angular judgments.

but the two sources of noise operate at different spatial scales, conspiring to produce a nearly-

uniform multiplicative effect on the angular thresholds. While it is reasonable that tae "neural" blur

produced by large disparities would have its greatest effect on the tiny incremental thresholds

associated with small separations (thresholds in the hyperacuity range), the detrimental effect of

reference uncertainty at large angular sizes is less easily explained, and will be discussed later.

"Anti-Constancy" vs. Constancy

We were surprised to discover that subject WAM had difficulty judging objective size, so.

for demonstration purposes, we constructed a target consisting of two identical pairs of lines, each

pair separated by the same angular separation. Both pairs were presented simultaneously, but one

pair was shown with an uncrossed disparity of 10 arc minutes. For subject SM, the separation
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between the distant pair looked larger than the separation of the nearer pair, but to subject WAM,

the separation between both pairs looked identical, even given time for scrutiny. Apparently, he

has no perceptual size constancy based on disparity alone. How then was he able to make the

objective size judgments? He said that he had learned to use different references for different

distances to minimize error feedback. For this subject, size constancy was not a natural response

induced by disparity, but was instead an arbitrary recalibration.

Could the other two subjects learn to respond on some completely arbitrary basis? To

answer this question, we created an experimental condition in which the angular size of the target

increased with increasing distance, exactly inverting the natural relationship, a condition we

labeled "anti-constancy". As in the previous experiment on size constancy, subjects were required

to judge target size while compensating for an orderly change in angular subtense with disparity,

but in this case, their responses were judged according to criteria that had no natural counterparts.

Error feedback was given throughout the experiment to assist the subjects in establishing an

appropriate set of references for all depth planes. Following a small amount of practice, subjects

LW and SM collected enough data (>900 trials) to estimate "anti-constancy" PSE's for single mean

size (1.3 cm equal to 30 arc min at 1.5 meters) at each of the nine depth planes,. These PSE's are

plotted in Figure 10, along with the PSE's for normal constancy, redrawn from Figure 6.

Although both authors were fairly good at making these "anti-constancy" judgments, neither

perceived the target as being of a constant size. On the contrary, the most distant target appeared

enormous, jointly magnified by the increased angular size programmed into our display, and by

size constancy -- our well-learned tendency to perceive the size of more distant objects as larger

than nearer objects. We both adopted a similar strategy for making these judgments. We imagined

a three-dimensional wedge with the small end pointed towards us, and, as each target was briefly

displayed, we judged the target against this imagined reference frame -- a visualization of the re-

scaling needed to reduce the number of errors signaled by the computer.

The judgments for "anti-constancy" are somewhat less precise (roughly a factor of 1.5) than

for constancy. As Figure II shows, subjects LW and SM could respond to the inverted "anti-

constancy" relationship with the about same precision that subject WAM could respond to the

normal "constancy" relationship (lower right side of Figure 8). This result is especially curious

considering that the duration used for the anti-constancy thresholds shown in Figure 11 was 150

msec, one tenth of duration used for the constancy judgments of subject WAM shown in Figure 8.

The ease with which these two subjects learned this unnatural trick suggests that natural size

constancy may also be learned response (Helmholtz, 1868; Morgan, 1991).
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DISCUSSION

In our artificial viewing conditions, the best subjects could judge objective size with a

precision of 5 - 6 %. These low thresholds, based on a liberal psychophysical criterion (d'=.675),
may nonetheless underestimate the precision of size constancy in natural surroundings, where the

rich array of visual information could substantially reduce uncertainty about depth and size. Thus,
we were pleased to discover that the most precise Weber fractions (standard deviation/mean size --

d' = 1.0) derived from Gilinsky's data were between 6 - 7%, since Gilinsky performed her

experiments in an open field and allowed her subjects unlimited viewing time. Taken as a whole,
our results lead to two rather puzzling conclusions. First, observers cannot judge objective size

(cm) with the same precision as they judge angular size (deg) for targets subtending less than 10

arc min, but, beyond this range, some observers can judge objective and angular size with equal

proficiency. Second, observers do not have direct access to information about angular subtense, at

least not for targets viewed binocularly. These conclusions are supported by earlier work on object

perception and size constancy (Boring, 1943; Gilinsky, 1955; Gogel, 1969; Ross, Jenkins and

Johnstone, 1980; Burbeck, 1987a), so it is worth speculating about the reasons for these limitations

on the processing of visual size.

Why should there be a lower limit on size constancy? There is increasing evidence that

different cues are used for judging small distances than for judging large ones (Burbeck, 1987b;

Klein and Levi, 1985; 1987; Levi, Klein and Yap, 1988; Levi and Klein, 1990a; Wilson, 1991). The

cues at small distances are more akin to contrast judgments than to distance judgments, in that

observers use subtle changes in the light distribution to detect changes in position. To take an

extreme example, consider a pair of bright lines separated by a barely discernible gap of 2 arc

minutes. If the separation is decreased, the lines fuse into a single bright bar, if the separation is

increased, the gap becomes darker and more distinct. At slightly larger distances, e.g., 5 arc

minutes, the apparent width of the central dark gap can be compared to the apparent width of either

of the bright target lines. While these particular cues are specific to our task, thresholds for

judging the dimensions of features that subtend small angles (< than 10 arc min) are probably

limited by noise in mechanisms that code local changes in contrast4 .

4 Note that observers can easily discriminate between changes in the overall luminance or
contrast of the target, and changes in its size or the distance separating the lines. Observers are
responding to delicate changes in the shape of the light distribution to judge these small changes in
position, but their ability to detect these changes is thought to be limited by contrast sensitivity.
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In the fovea, increment thresholds for small distances are typically in the hyperacuity range,

i.e., smaller than the size of a single cone. Hyperacuity models have been moderately successful at

predicting these small spatial thresholds from the contrast-driven responses of different-sized

spatial filters -- the mathematical representations of simple cortical units (Klein and Levi, 1985;

Wilson, 1986). Disparity degrades these hyperacuity thresholds (see Figure 9), presumably

because the coarse spatial filters that respond to large disparities(Tyler, 1975; Marr and Poggio,

1979) effectively blur subtle changes in the light distribution. However, target disparity was varied

randomly for both the angular and objective judgments, yet, at small separations, the objective

judgments were significantly less precise that the angular ones. The reason is fairly obvious. In

the objective condition, the angular separation between the targets changes with disparity

completely obscuring the subtle changes the observer uses to make these fine spatial judgments. In

order to use these contrast-dependent cues to judge objective size, the observer would need a

separate template of the light distribution of the reference size for every tested disparity. An ideal

observer could readily store these multiple templates, but the real observer has many opportunities

to make mistakes -- to misjudge the disparity or to use the wrong template -- with a resulting

decrement in performance.

Doesn't the real observer have this problem with objective judgments at all sizes? Why

should this problem disappear at larger scales? For one thing, the observer uses a different

strategy to judge the distance between widely-separated features. When there is no overlap

between the retinal images of the target lines, the light distribution provides little information about

separation, so instead each target line is separately localized according to its spatial co-ordinates

("its local sign"). The evidence for this premise is that, once target separation exceeds 5 - 10 arc

minutes, thresholds are not affected by target contrast, by target spatial frequency content, or even

by whether the targets are of opposite contrast sign (Morgan and Regan, 1987; Burbeck, 1987b,

Levi and Westheimer, 1987). At small scales, the contrast-dependent changes in the light

distribution provide more precise information about separation than the spatial co-ordinates of the

target lines. At large scales, this contrast-dependent information is no longer available so

separation is economically coded as the distance between the spatial co-ordinates corresponding to

the "local signs". Several studies have concluded that the "local sign" of a single feature in the

fovea is known to the precision specified by a single cone (Zeevi and Mangoubi, 1984; McKee.

Welch, Taylor and Bowne. 1990; White et al,1991) Interestingly, in our measurements, size

constancy fails as the increment threshold approaches the size of a foveal cone. We speculate that

size constancy operates only on the information supplied by the "local signs", perhaps by re-
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scaling the distance between the co-ordinates of each individual contour with changes in depth

(Andrews, 1964), or perhaps by maintaining a separate reference size for every disparity (Morgan,

1991). Certainly it would require less information (fewer "bits") to store a neural representation of

the distance between the spatial co-ordinates than to store a complete template of the luminance

distribution of the reference size for every tested disparity.

On which spatial map do these co-ordinates lie? Traditionally, "local signs" are thought to

refer to retinal co-ordinates, but our data indicate that an observer with normal stereopsis viewing a

target binocularly does not have access to retinal or monocular information (see also McKee, Levi

and Bowne, 1990). Else there would be no discrepancy between the fixation plane thresholds and

the angular thresholds measured with random changes in disparity, a discrepancy that persists at

large scales, even when the observer is given time to converge on the target plane. The physical

information available at the eye is angular subtense, but it is unlikely that information about angular

subtense or retinal location is preserved beyond the binocular confluence occurring at striate cortex.

The first primitive map of location may be generated at the striate level, but it already represents a

transformation of the retinal co-ordinates (Levi et al, 1985). For off-horopter targets, perceived

location necessarily reflects signals from both retinae, and is not congruent with either (Nelson,

1977; Sheedy and Fry, 1979; Rose and Blake, 1988). Off-horopter neural units are undoubtedly

noisier than fixation plane units (McKee, Levi and Bowne, 1990), but if this were the only

additional source of noise limiting the precision of angular size judgments, then allowing subjects

sufficient time to change convergence should make the angular thresholds for multiple planes equal

to the threshold for the fixation plnc- Th. persisting decrement in the large scale thresholds

suggests that there is an obligatory coupling between depth and size, so that spatial co-ordinates are

specified in three dimensions, not two.

Does this result imply that the natural metric of our nervous system is based on object space?

While our data do not support a metric based on angular subtense, they also do not support a

metric based on objective size. Two of the subjects -- the authors --had a strong illusion of size

constancy induced by target disparity, but their objective thresholds were not better than their

angular thresholds, and the objective thresholds of the third subject were decisively worse than his

angular thresholds. Unlike the results of Burbeck 's study (1987a), our object-based thresholds

were never equal to thresholds for targets presented in a single plane. In Burbeck's study, subjects

discriminated between the reference spatial frequency presented at one physical distance and the

test frequency presented at another, with the test and reference exchanging positions at random
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from trial-to-trial. Perhaps the presence of a simultaneously-visible reference or the additional cues

to depth facilitated the recalibration for objective size. However, we think the most important

difference between her study and our own is that her observers only had to cope with two planes,

whereas our observers were dealing with nine.

Morgan (1991) has argued persuasively that size constancy reflects the human ability to use

multiple references in judging size. In the case of size constancy, target disparity acts as the cue to

the appropriate reference. For example, our observers may have used a larger angular reference

when the target was in the forward planes than when the target was In the rear planes. Our "anti-

constancy" results show that a subject can quickly learn an orderly, but arbitrary, reference system

in judging size. Morgan (1991) asked subjects to judge the width separating a pair of lines

presented at one of four different orientations on interspersed trials; there was a different implicit

reference width for each orientation, so subjects were forced to switch their size criterion with

changes in target orientation. He found that the precision of size judgments was unaffected when

the size criterion changed systematically with changes in orientation or position, for four different

reference sizes. A slight, but perceptible, loss in precision is apparent in his data as the number of

references increased from four to eight; Weber fractions for his best subject increased from about

3% to about 5%. This small increase in thresholds is comparable to the difference between our

single plane, single criterion thresholds, and our multi-plane, multi-criteria thresholds (1500 msec)

for both objective and angular size judgments.

Angular size? Why would the observer have needed a reference to judge angular size, since

angular size did not change with disparity? Strange as it seems, the angular size judgments seem to

suffer from the same uncertainty as the objective size judgments. We can only speculate that this

uncertainty is due to an interaction between two sources of depth information. Far from being only

the "raw data" of experience, angular size is the basis of a powerful cue to depth -- size or texture

gradients (Gibson, 1950). The depth signalled by angular size is necessarily ambiguous, because

the features subtending a smaller angle are either farther away, or physically smaller. Normally,

we view the world with both eyes open, so we can use relative disparity information to check

whether the decrease in angular subtense is consistent with the apparent depth. What happens if

there is an inconsistency? If the texture were continuous, or if the features were familiar, angular

size information might carry more weight than disparity (Maloney and Landy, 1989), but in our

spartan displays, relative disparity is a better indicator of depth. Apparently the coupling between

depth and angular subtense creates a slight uncertainty about whether the presented stimulus i'
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smaller or larger than the reference stimulus. In short, the diagrams in Figure 1 are too simplistic.

Constancy may be well-learned reference system, in which the co-ordinates are re-scaled with

depth, but this rescaling process can interfere with direct estimates of angular size.

In Figure 12, we have summarized our conclusions in two flow charts. At small scales, the

observer can use one of two cues to detect changes in angular size or distance -- the shape of the

light distribution, or the distance between the spatial co-ordinates corresponding to the dimensions

of the target. Subtle shifts in the light distribution provide the most precise signals for making

angular judgments, although these signals can be degraded by disparity (the large noise in the off-

horopter units). For judgments of objective size, this entire light distribution cannot be rescaled for

different depth planes without significant loss of information, so, instead, the scaled distance cue

becomes the better source of information about objective size. At large scales, only the distance

between spatial co-ordinates is used for either angular or objective size judgments. This

information is nearly immune to noise in the off-horopter binocular units, but both types of

judgment suffer some sligh: loss of precision because of the well-learned relationship between

depth and size.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1

Flow chart diagramming sources in noise that limit the precision of objective and angular

judgments. In Figure IA, observer has direct access to information about angular subtense.

Objective size is calculated from depth and angular size, and the additional noise from the depth

estimate makes objective judgments less precise than angular judgments. In Figure IB, observer

does not have access to information about angular subtense and must calculate angular size

indirectly from objective size and depth, thereby lowering the precision of angular judgments

relative to objective judgments.

Figure 2

Diagram of target used for size thresholds. Subjects judged incremental changes in the

vertical distance separating the horizontal lines relative to an implicit reference (the mean of the set

of test stimuli). For the objective size judgments in cm, target disparity was varied at random from

trial-to-trial, and the angular subtense was scaled with target disparity to be consistent with the

apparent physical distance of the target. For the angular size judgments in min arc, target disparity

was varied at random from trial-to-trial, but the mean angular subtense did not vary with target

disparity.

Figure 3

Diagram of experimental set-up. Left side of figure shows the ,Vparent distances associated

with the disparities used to measure angular and objective size thresholds. Right side shows the

actual electronic stereoscope used to present stereoscopic display. See methods section for details.

Figure 4

Increment thresholds for vertical separation for three experimental conditions: Objective size

judgments with random trial-to-trial changes in disparity; Angular size judgments with rardom

trial-to-trial changes in disparity; Size judgments for target presented only in Fixation Plane

Target Duration 150 msec.
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Figure 5

Ratio of Objective to Angular Size Thresholds as a function of mean angular size, equal to

the angle subtended by the mean objective size at 1.5 meters. Target disparity varied at random

from trial-to-trial. Data from subjects LW and SM, replotted from Figure 4, and is based on target

duration of 150 msec. Data from subject WAM is based on target duration of 1000 msec.

Figure 6

The Points of Subjective Equality (stimulus value corresponding to 50% point on

psychometric function) plotted as a function of target disparity for both angular and objective size

judgments at two different sizes (5 and 30 arc min, or 0.22 and 1.3 cm). The oblique line in each

graph shows the predicted change in angular subtense for objective size, the horizontal lines being

the prediction for the angular size. Subjects are unable to compensate for depth at small scales.

Target duration 150 msec

Figure 7

Ratio of Angular Size Thresholds, measured with random changes in disparity, to Size

Thresholds measured only in the Fixation Plane. Target duration 150 msec The horizontal line

shows mean ratio for these measurements. The random disparity thresholds for angular size are

consistently higher than size thresholds measured in a single plane.

Figure 8

The P.S.E's plotted as a function of target disparity for both angular and objective size

judgments (30 arc min or 1.3 cm) for two different durations (150 and 1500 msec). The longer

duration improves the Weber fractions for both angular and objective sizes, shown in the boxes in

the lower right comer of each graph. Increasing the target duration to permit a shift in convergence

does not remove the difference between the single plane and multi-plane thresholds.
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Figure 9

The Weber fractions for subject SM for 2 angular sizes and two different durations. At the

longer duration, subject converged to the plane of the target. In the "One Plane" condition, the

target was presented only in the fixation plane. In the "Two Planes" condition, the target was

presented at random either in the fixation plane or with 30 min uncrossed disparity. In the "Nine

Planes" condition, the target was presented at random in one of nine depth planes, covering ± 40

arc min range. For the small angular size (5 arc min), target disparity accounts for the loss of

precision in both multi-plane conditions ("Two" or "Nine"); given time to converge, all conditions

produce equally precise judgments. For the large angular sizes (30 arc min), target disparity has

virtually no effect on the thresholds, but increasing the number of different depth planes degrades

performance.

Figure 10

The P.S.E.'s for constancy and "anti-constancy" as a function of target disparity for one

size (1.3 cm subtending 30 arc min at 1.5 meters). In the constancy condition, the angular

subtense decreased with increasing depth consistent with the natural change associated with

increasing physical distance. In the "anti-constancy" condition, the angular subtense increased

with increasing depth completely inverting the natural relationship. Target duration 150 msec.

Figure I I

The Weber fractions for 30 min angular subtense, for the conditions in which target

disparity changed from trial-to-trial to one of nine depth planes chosen at random: Angular size

judgments; Objective size judgments ("Constancy"), and "Anti-Constancy" judgments.

Figure 12

Flow Chart showing size processing at different scales; See Text.
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WEBER FRACTIONS FOR
ANGULAR JUDGMENTS

5 MIN MEAN SEPARATION

Number of Planes 150 ms Duration 1500 ms Duration

One Plane .041 (.002) .031 (.003)

Two Planes .056 (.005) .039 (.004)

Nine Planes .057 (.003) .034 (.003)

30 MIN MEAN SEPARATION

Number of Planes 150 ms Duration 1500 ms Duration

One Plane 026 (.002) .030 (.001)

Two Planes .027 (.004) .034 (.003)

Nine Planes .052 (.003) .043 (.002)
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Introduction

The ability of the motion system to integrate information has been shown

to be quite remarkable. Williams and Sekuler (1984) demonstrated that when

humans are shown a stimulus containing many different local motion vectors, a

unified global percept in the direction of the mean of the component directions

may arise if the range of component directions is 180 deg or less. Moreover, the

precision with which human observers can discriminate this global direction

percept is very good - one to two degrees for distributions containing up to

about 45 different directions (Watamaniuk, Sekuler and Williams, 1989). As

well, Williams, Tweten and Sekuler (1991) found that observers could not

distinguish between the percept produced by a uniform distribution of directions

spanning 180 degs and that produced by a distribution containing only eight

directions distributed evenly over the same 180 deg range.

Given that the visual system readily integrates direction information, a

reasonable question is whether speed information is similarly integrated and

whether the same constraints apply to both. There is evidence that the human

visual system does integrate velocity information. Gottsdanker (1956) showed

that humans are unaware of modest stimulus accelerations and this finding has

been confirmed in many subsequent studies (Schmerler, 1976; Morgan, 1976;

1980; McKee and Nakayama, 1988; Bowne, McKee and Glaser, 1989; Snowden

and Braddick, 1991). Gottsdanker speculated that such findings reflected an

averaging or integration of preceding velocities.

The present experiments were designed to examine the nature of the

integration of speed information and its precision. We chose to use random dot

stimuli similar to those used by Watamaniuk et al. (1989), replacing the

distribution of directions with a distribution of speeds with all dots moving

upwards in the same direction. There are three goals for this paper: to determine

1) what characteristics of the statistical distribution of speeds ooservers use to

perform speed discrimination, 2) the precision of speed discrimination with these

random dot stimuli and 3) whether the human visual system integrates speed

information across many dots.
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We measured speed discrimination for stimuli containing a distribution of

speeds, using a two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) procedure, and

independently varied the stimuli's mean and the modal speeds. In some

conditions, the range of speeds spanned by a stimulus was held constant, while in

others, the range of speeds covaried with the mean. The logic of this approach is

that performance should change only when the relevant stimulus characteristic is

changed. For example, if global speed discrimination depends only on the mean

of the underlying distribution of speeds, then performance should improve as the

difference between the mean speeds of the two stimuli gets larger, performance

should be unaffected by changes in the mode.

Experiment 1: Speed Discrimination for Distributions of Speed

We wanted to test Gottstanker's idea that observers average speed

information but with a stimulus in which the speed information is spatially

distributed over many dots. This experiment was designed to determine how the

visual system integrates speed information. Many stimulus conditions with

different distribution characteristics were used in these experiments to determine

if speed discrimination was affected by particular stimulus characteristics.

METHOD

Stimuli

Stimuli were dynamic random dot cinematograms. Each dot took a one-

dimensional (I-D) random-walk in which each dot's displacement for each frame
was chosen randomly from a predefined distribution of speeds and was

independent of both its previous displacements and the displacements of other

dots. Stimuli were created such that the underlying distribution of speeds was

perfectly represented in each frame of the cinematogram. This was accomplished

by having each element choose a speed from the distribution without replacement.

Thus the stimulus contained every speed that appeared in the underlying

distribution and at the appropriate frequency. Thus, the characteristics of each

tested stimvlus distribution were exactly specified. This sampling technique

allowed for precise manipulation of the stimulus characteristics such as the mean
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and modal speeds. All dots moved in the same direction, upwards.

In this experiment, the rangc of speeds in the distributions was constant for

all stimulus conditions, spanning from 2.2 to 8.5 deg/sec. Keeping the range of

speeds (or extreme speeds) constant in all trials prevented the observers from

using the fastest or slowest speed as the basis of their speed judgments.

Specific Stimulus Conditions

Most of the distributions of speeds in this experiment had the same basic

construction: a rectangular distribution and a triangular distribution atop a

uniform background distribution. For all stimuli of this type, the uniform

background distribution contained 64 different speeds (2.2-8.5 deg/sec in 0.1

deg/sec steps). Each speed of the background distribution was represented by

either 1 or 2 dots, depending upon the stimulus condition, so that 64 or 128 dots

moved with speeds selected from the background distribution. Additional dots

were assigned to the speeds contained in the rectangular and triangular

distributions with the maximum number of dots presented in each frame being

256. For each stimulus condition, we chose one speed to be the standard. Four

comparison stimuli were constructed so that the mean or mode varied from the

standard by about 5, 10, 15, and 20% although exact values varied slightly for

different conditions.

We have grouped stimulus conditions based on the stimulus characteristics

that changed between the standard and comparison, i.e. mean speed changed while

mode was constant. The following are more detailed descriptions of each

stimulus group.

a) Mean Changing with Mode Constant

The stimuli in this group were characterized by their mean speed changing

from standard to comparison while their modal speed remained constant. Figure

1A shows an example of how the mean of these stimuli was increased, by shifting

the rectangular distribution, while the mode, defined by the triangular

distribution, was kept constant. Two different heights of triangular distributions
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were used (7 and 14 dots) and each was presented in two forms: one with the

rectangular distribution at the slow end and the triangular distribution at the fast

end of the background distribution and the other with the rectangular and

triangular distributions reversed. Density was 2.25 dots/deg 2 when the height of

triangular distribution was 7 dots and 2.26 dots/deg 2 when the height of

triangular distribution was 14 dots.

Figure 1. about here

b) Mode Changing with Mean Constant

This group comprised four stimulus conditions whose construction was

identical to those previously described, but in these conditions the comparison's

mode was changed by shifting the triangular distribution. Any change in the

mean speed produced by the shifting of the triangular distribution was

compensated for by shifting portions of the rectangular distribution. Thus mean

speed was kept constant. Figure 1B shows shows an example of one such

stimulus.

c) Mean and Mode Change Together

Stimulus conditions in this group were characterized by their mean and

modal speeds covarying in the same direction - faster or slower. Two of these

stimulus conditions had constructions identical to those previously described, a

rectangular and triangular distribution atop a background distribution of speeds.

Another two stimulus conditions had only a triangular distribution, of height 7 or

14, atop the usual background distribution. For all of these stimulus conditions,

the mode was varied by shifting the triangular distribution which necessarily

shifted the mean in the same direction. Density for the latter two conditions was

1.7-7 dots/deg 2 when the height of triangular distribution was 7 dots and 1.62

dots/deg2 when the height of triangular distribution was 14 dots.
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d) Mean and Mode Change Opposite to each other

The two stimulus conditions in this group were constructed identical to

those previously described in section a, a rectangular and triangular distribution

atop a background distribution. The mean and modal speeds were varied in

opposite directions by shifting the triangular distribution one way and the

rectangular distribution the other way. One condition had mean speed increasing

and modal speed decreasing while the other had the reverse. Figure 1C shows an

example of one of these stimuli.

No feedback was provided with these two conditions to avoid biasing

responses. Providing feedback based on either the mean or modal speed

necessarily forces the observers to choose a particular response strategy to avoid

making an undue number of mistakes. For example, if the feedback was based on

mean speed but the modal speed was the potent cue, the observers would begin to

choose the stimulus that moved slower, rather than the one that moved faster, to

avoid making mistakes.

e) Mean and Range of Speeds Change Together

The stimuli in this condition were different from those described above

because they were uniform distributions, of height 4, whose standard spanned the

same range of speeds as the previous stimulus conditions producing a mean speed

of 5.34 deg/sec. To change the mean speed, the entire distribution was shifted

resulting in the range of speeds being shifted by the same amount and in the same

direction as the mean speed. These stimuli had densities of 2.56 dots/deg 2 .

Apparatus

Stimuli were "izplayed on an x-y cathode ray tube display (CRT) with a

fast, P4, phosphor. A circular mask with a diameter of 9 degrees of visual angle

was placed over the l0xl0 deg CRT screen. Each dot subtended about 6 min. arc

and had a luminance of about 0.27 cd/m2 .1 The background and veiling

IThis value was obtained by plotting a matrix of non-overlapping dots (center-to-center

spacing was 0.06 deg) at the same frame rate as used in the experiments. The luminance of
this matrix was then measured with a Minolta luminance meter. The decay rate of the phosphor
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luminances were 0.03 and 0.07 cd/m 2, respectively.

The observer, viewed the CRT from a distance of 57 cm. The height of

the CRT was set so that the center of the aperture was at approximately eye level.

Observers fixated on a spot located at the center of the aperture. Push buttons

connected to a computer initiated each trial and signalled observer responses. All

experiments took place in a darkened room and before testing, observers were

allowed five minutes for their eyes to adapt.

Procedure

Stimuli were presented within a 2AFC paradigm. In each trial, two

cinematograms were displayed successively with a blank ISI of about 300 msec.

For each stimulus condition, one of the cinematograms was chosen to be the

standard. This stimulus appeared in every trial. The other cinematogram, called

the comparison, differed from the standard its mean speed, modal speed or

both. The order in which the standard and the comparison were presented was

randomized from trial to trial. Although the stimuli were shown at a constant

f'ame rate of 20 Hz, the duration of the cinematograms was varied randomly,

from 250 to 450 msec, so that the observers could not base their decision on the

distance travelled by the elements. As well, the two cinematograms presented

within any trial were forced to have different durations.

The observers task was to choose the cinematogram that had the faster

speed. Each observer completed 200 trials for each standard/comparison pairing

for every stimulus condition. The order in which the different stimuli were

tested was randomized. Ten practice trials were presented at the beginning of

each set of five 100-trial blocks and each experimental session comprised ten

blocks. For those conditions in which only the mean speed changed or other

characteristics of the stimulus changed together with the mean, feedback based on

the mean speed of the distributions was provided. For those conditions in which

only the mode changed, feedback based on the modal speed was given. No

was such that the luminance of the dots decreased to 1% of their peak value after about 20
msec. Since each frame was approximately 50 msec, the luminance of each dot was essentially
zero when its next position was plotted.
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feedback was given when the mean and modal speeds were shifted in opposite
directions.

Performance, in percent correct, was obtained for each standard-

comparison pairing in each stimulus condition. A Weibull function was fit to
each set of data by a maximum likelihood technique which directly searched

through a list of many, closely spaced, threshold values. Thresholds,

corresponding to the Weber fractions (AV/V) necessary to produce performance

corresponding to d'=1.0, were evaluated from the fitted curves. The standard

error of each threshold was estimated as in Quest (Watson and Pelli, 1983).

Observers

One of the authors (AD) and two university students (DB & WS) served as

observers. All observers had normal or corrected to normal vision. Observers

completed 2000-3000 training trials to accustom them to the task and were tested

over a period of several weeks.

Results

Average Weber fractions for all but the 'mode-changing & mean-constant'

stimulus group appear in Figure 2. There is one major point about these data that

we want to make; observers' discrimination was always based on the change in

mean speed. Performance did not change significantly with stimulus condition

(confirmed with an ANOVA, F3 ,3 5 = 1.69: p=0.18 6 8 ) so that whether the mean

speed changed alone or the mean and mode changed in the opposite or the same

direction, performance did not change.

Figure 2. about here

When only the modal speed changed and the mean speed was held constant,

observers performed at chance levels even for mode changes as large as 20%.

Figure 3 plots performance in percent correct, averaged over observers, as a

function of the magnitude of change in modal speed.
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Figure 3. about here

These results strongly suggest that the human visual system can extract the
mean speed of a stimulus composed of many different speeds and use that

information as the basis for discrimination. This result is consistent with past
findings (Gottsdanker, 1956; Schmerler, 1976; Bowne et a., 1989; Morgan,

1976, 1980) and unequivocally shows that the human visual system averages

speed information to derive the mean. Accurate information about the modal

speed is not available and shifting the entire distribution, as when the mean &
range changed together, does not seem to provide much additional information.

Given that observers can judge the mean speed of these speed distributions

so well, it is interesting to note that when viewing the stimuli, one does not

perceive all the dots moving at a single common speed - dots are seen moving at

different speeds (generally one sees a group of dots moving fast and a group

moving slow). This observation is curious because it seems to be at odds with
our discrimination results.

Experiment 2: Effect of Stimulus Variance on Speed Discrimination

The results of the previous experiments showed that speed discrimination
was essentially unaffected by characteristics of the stimulus other than the mean

speed: performance was the same across all stimulus conditions. This is not too
mysterious as the previous stimuli were produced in such a way that the

distributions of speeds were always sgcifltd ex within each frame of each

presentation. If the variability of the visual system's encoding of speed was
independent of the actual speed, within the range of speeds used here, then one
would not expect a change in discrimination because there is no variability in the

stimulus. We decided to test how much variability in the visual system was

associated with the encoding of speed by measuring how sensitive speed
discrimination was to stimulus variability. The idea is that speed discrimination

should change only when the stimulus variability exceeds the variability inherent
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in the visual system.

Stimuli

Speed discrimination was measured for five Gaussian-shaped 2 speed

distributions with standard deviations (SD) of 0.03, 0.43, 0.85, 1.27 and 1.70

deg/sec. In terms of the range of speeds spanned by these stimuli, a stimulus with

a mean speed of 7.6 deg/sec with an SD--0.43 would have speeds ranging from

6.4 deg/sec to 8.8 deg/sec, while one with the same mean speed but with an

SD=1.70 would contain speeds from 3.7 deg/sec to 11.5 deg/sec. These stimuli

had densities of 2.56 dots/deg 2 .

Like the uniform speed distribution described previously, the mean speeds

of these distributions were varied by shifting the entire distribution. However,

unlike the previous stimuli, speeds were randomly assigned to the stimulus dots

with re~lacmen. Sampling with replacement resulted in a distribution of speeds

for any one frame that was a random ampl of the underlying speed distribution.

Thus Gaussian distributions of speeds with larger SDs produced stimuli with

larger variance.

All of the standard stimuli for the Gaussian conditions had mean speeds of

7.6 deg/sec. For each of the five Gaussian conditions, there were four

comparison stimuli that were faster and four comparison stimuli that were slower

than the standard by 5, 10, 15 and 20%. Each observer completed 200 trials for

each standard/comparison pairing for each of the five Gaussian conditions. The

two cinematograms presented in any trial always had the same SD.

The apparatus and other procedures were identical to those described in

Experiment 1.

Observers

Two observers from the previous experiment (AD & WS) served as
2 Because of the discrete nature of the display, it was not possible to present a continuum of
speeds. We approximated a Gaussian distribution of speeds by sampling at 0.1 deg/sec
intervals.
3The stin-alus with an SD=0.0 deg/sec refers to one in which all elements moved at the same
speed.
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observers for this experiment.

Results

Performance, in percent correct, was obtained for each standard-

comparison pairing in each stimulus condition. Because performance was

symmetric about the standard speed, the data were combined and analysed as a

function of the absolute change in mean speed. Therefore, there were 400 trials

for each data point. A Weibull function was fit to each data set and thresholds,

corresponding to the Weber fraction (AV/V) necessary to produce performance

corresponding to d'=l.0, were evaluated from the fitted curves.

Figure 4 plots the thresholds for each Gaussian condition, averaged over

observers, as a function of the stimulus SD. It is obvious that discrimination

thresholds were the same across all Gaussian conditions (confirmed by ANOVA,

F4 ,5 = 0.435, p=0.78). Performance was unaffected by increasing the variability

of the stimulus; performance was equally good for a stimulus containing one

speed (SD=0.0, no variability) as one spanning an 8 deg/sec wide range of speeds

(SD=l.70). Thus increasing stimulus variance or noise over this range did not

affect speed discrimination. This result suggests that the internal noise associated

with the encoding of speed is quite large - at least larger than the variance of the

present stimuli.

Figure 4. about here

Do Humans Average Speed Over Many Dots or Just One?

The previous experiments showed that when presented with stimuli

containing many dots moving at different speeds, humans are able to discriminate

those stimuli based on the mean speeds. How many dots is this average speed

based on? Do humans average speeds over only a single dot or do they average

the speeds of many dots together?

Since the previous stimuli were created using the 1 -D random-walk

algorithm, which randomly assigns each dot a new speed from the distribution
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each frame, the average speed of any one dot may have been sufficiently

representative of the average speed of the entire display to allow good

performance 4 . Indeed past research has shown that human observers are

unaware of modest changes in the speed of single moving objects (Gottsdanker,

1956; Schmerler, 1976; Bowne gt al., 1989) or a field of dots in which all dots

move at the same speed (Snowden & Braddick, 1991). Thus it is quite possible

that our observers may have used this "single-dot" strategy to make their

judgements. We decided to test whether our observers were averaging speed

over one or many dots in two ways: 1) by comparing our human data to that

from a computer simulation using the single-dot strategy and 2) by conducting an

experiment in which the single-dot strategy would fail.

Computer Simulation

In our computer simulation of speed discrimination, we replicated the same

stimulus conditions as that experienced by our human observers in Experiment 1.

To simplify our calculations, the computer simulation was only run for a stimulus

duration of seven frames, which was the mean duration of the stimuli shown to

our human observers. The computer simulation evaluated the probability of

making a correct judgement knowing only the average speed of one randomly

chosen dot in each of the two stimulus intervals presented within a trial. The

simulation was run for the same number of trials per condition as obtained with

our human observers for 13 stimulus conditions from the first experiment

(excluding the mode change and mean constant conditions). An ANOVA showed

that there was a significant difference between the human and computer

performance (F1,50 = 6.11; p--0.01 7 ) with human observers having lower

thresholds (better performance). This suggests that performance as good as that
displayed by our observers is unlikely to arise from speed judgments based on

only the average speed of a single dot; the speeds of several dots must be

averaged together.

4 We thank Professor M. J. Morgan for his insightful comments on this topic.
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Experiment 3: Averaging Speeds Over Many Dots

The comparison with the computer simulation showed that our human

observers performed better than that predicted by taking the average speed of a

single dot in each stimulus interval. Perhaps observers used two or three dots to

achieve this precision. How many dots would they need? We chose not to answer

this question directly by measuring speed discrimination for stimuli with

different numbers of dots because there undoubtedly would be a large dependence

on the spatial arrangement of the dots. Rather, we chose to create a stimulus that

required averaging speed over many dcrs in order to do the task.

Stimuli

Stimuli were dynamic random dot cinematograms, as in Experiment 1, but

dots were displaced each frame using one of two types of movement algorithms.

One was the 1-D random-walk algorithm described above. The other is referred

to as the fixed-trajectory algorithm. In this algorithm, once a dot has been

assigned a speed from the predefined distribution, it continues to move at that

speed for the entire duration of the stimulus presentation. As in Experiment 1,

stimuli were created such that the underlying distribution of speeds was perfectly

represented in each frame of the cinematogram and all dots moved upwards. It is

important to note that if the same underlying distribution of speeds was used, the

distribution of displacements taken by the dots presented within any one frame

would be identical regardless of which movement algorithm was employed. The

movement algorithm only determines how the displacements are redistriouted

after each frame. Figure 5 shows a schematic representation each of the two

movement algorithms.

Figure 5. about here

Speed discriminati.n was measured for two stimulus conditions taken from

Experiment 1: one in which only the mean changed while the mode rem-lined

constant and another in which the mean and mode changed together.

Discrimination for both conditions was measured separately for both movement
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algorithms so that performance could be compared between the two. Observers

completed 100 trials for each standard/comparison pairing for each stimulus

condition. The apparatus and other procedural conditions were identical to that

in Experiment 1.

Observers

One author (SW) and two other experienced psychophysical observers (SM

&MB) provided data for this experiment.

Results

Performance, in percent correct, is plotted as a function of the percent

change in mean speed for both stimulus conditions in Figure 6. Open symbols

present the average of our three human observers while the closed symbols

present the computer simulation data. Plus and minus one standard error are

plotted on each point. There are three important points to be made: 1) human

performance is always superior to the computer's single-dot strategy, 2) the

fixed-trajectory movement algorithm dramatically reduces the computer's

performance but 3) the 1-D random-walk and fixed-trajectory stimulus

algorithms produce nearly identical discrimination performance in human

observers: performance is unaffected by the way speeds are assigned to individual

dots from frame-to-frame. These data suggest that observers can and do average

speed information over many dots regardless of how the stimuli are generated.

Figure 6. about here

One may argue that the observers used a different strategy for each of the

two movement algorithms: a single-dot strategy for the I-D random-walk and

averaging over many dots for the fixed-trajectory conditions. This seems

unreasonable since the two algorithms produce virtually identical performance.

However, to dispel this argument, we measured speed discrimination for the same

two stimulus conditions as before but used the I-D random-walk algorithm for

one of the stimuli within a trial and the fixed-trajectory algorithm for the other.
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We call this the mixed-algorithm condition. The same three observers completed

100 trials for each standard/comparison pairing. Figure 7 plots the average

performance of our observers as a function of the percent change in mean speed.

Data for the l-D random-walk and the fixed-trajectory algorithms have been

replotted from Figure 6 for comparison. It is obvious that the data obtained

using the 1-D random-walk, fixed-trajectory and mixed-algorithm are not

significantly different from each other (confirmed by ANOVA - Mean & Mode

Change Together condition: F2,42=0.297, p=0.744; Mean Change & Mode

Constant condition: F2,4 2--0.067, p--0.935). This provides strong evidence that

our observers averaged together the speeds of many dots and responded to the

globally-defined mean speed of each stimulus regardless of the movement

algorithm used. These results are analogous to those reported for global

direction discrimination by Watamaniuk et al. (1989). It is of interest to note

that when performing the speed discrimination task, our observers were unable to

identify which movement algorithm was being used even in the mixed-algorithm

condition.

Precision of Speed Discrimination

We have established that human observers can integrate speed information

and discriminate stimuli based on a globally-defined speed 5 . We now look at

the precision of that integration. Previous studies have shown that human

observers seem to have a remarkable ability to discriminate one speed from

another. For example, McKee (1980) found that people can discriminate less

than a 5% change in the speed of a moving bar (d'=0.67). Using random dot

displays that presented hundreds of moving dots, De Bruyn and Orban (1988)

obtained thresholds of 7-12% (d'=1.4) while Snowden and Braddick (1991)

obtained thresholds of about 6% (d'-1.14). Such discrimination appears to be

5With our stimuli, it is not the case that all dots are perceived as moving at the same speed.
Although the dots were seen flowing as a group, observers were aware that some of the dots
moved at different speeds than others. This global speed percept is completely analogous to the
global direction percept reported by Williams & Sekuler (1984) in which a field of dots seemed to
flow en masse in a single direction although observers were aware that not all of the dots were
moving in the same direction.
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quite extraordinary, but these studies used redundant, noise-free stimuli. For

example, in De Bruyn and Orban's stimuli as well as Snowden and Braddick's, all

elements moved at the same velocity. We can compare the present data to those

of other researchers by putting all of the thresholds to the same d' level.
Choosing d'=0.67, we find that average thresholds from our experiments ranged

from 5-10% while De Bruyn and Orban's range from about 3.5-6% and Snowden

and Braddick's are about 4%. Our thresholds are comparable though somewhat
higher. The slight elevation in the present thresholds may be due to the slow

speeds present in our stimuli. Other researchers (McKee, 1980; De Bruyn and

Orban, 1989; Snowden & Braddick, 1991) have found that differential speed

thresholds can increase significantly for speeds slower than 4 deg/sec suggesting

that slow speeds may not be encoded as precisely as faster speeds. This
hypothesis is supported by our data - the thresholds obtained with the Gaussian

speed distributions, in which the slowest speeds ranged from 3.7 deg/sec

(SD=1.7) to 7.6 deg/sec (SD--0.0), are lower than those obtained with the other

stimuli. Our thresholds, although a little higher than others, are still in good

agreement with those of McKee, De Bruyn and Orban, and Snowden and

Braddick.

Discussion

In the introduction, we asked 1) what characteristic of the statistical

distribution of speeds do observers use to perform speed discrimination, 2) what

is the precision of speed discrimination with these random dot stimuli and 3) can

the human visual system integrate speed information across many dots. Our

results show that when presented with a stimulus containing many different

spatially-interspersed speeds, the visual system averages the speeds together.

However, although the visual system evaluates the mean speed, a summary

statistic, specific information about the underlying distribution is not known:

observers cannot discriminate changes in the modal speed. Moreover, the

averaging or integration is performed over many dots, not just one, generating a

global speed percept. And finally, observers can discriminate the average speed
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of a stimulus comprising many speeds with the same precision as when the

stimulus contains only one speed.

But why does the visual system evaluate the mean speed? One logical

reason for evaluating the mean speed is to reduce the noise in the signal. For

example, in our random dot stimuli there is the possibility that elements, from

one frame to the next, are mismatched. According to the nearest-neighbor rule

of feature matching, ir one feature moves from location A to A', and another

feature moves from location B to B', a mismatch will occur if the distance

between A and B' is less than the distance between A and A' (Williams and

Sekuler, 1984). Assuming this rule, the probability that such mismatches would

occur in the present stimuli is between 0.037 (for the smallest step size) and 0.433

(for the largest step size). However, such mismatches would not affect the

average velocity of the entire pattern of dots, if we assume the uniqueness

constraint: that every element in one frame is matched with only a single element

in the next frame. This can be proven algebraically as shown in Equation 1.

______i ' xi

VAvG= x  N N (1)
At At At At

In this equation, VAVG is the average speed of the stimulus, AX is the average

displacement of the elements, At is the time over which the displacement takes

place, Xi is the ith element's initial position, X'i is the ith element's position after

its displacement, and N is the number of displaced elements. Equation 1 shows

that regardless of how elements are matched from frame-to-frame, if the

uniqueness constraint is adhered to, the average velocity is determined entirely by

the mean displacement. In contrast, it is possible that through mismatching, the

modal or extreme speeds could be misperceived, thus these sources of

information are necessarily noisier than the mean. Therefore the problem of

mismatches is remedied only by calculating the mean speed. By this reasoning,

the most reliable piece of information that can be extracted when presented with a

distribution of speeds is the mean speed.
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Perceiving a global mean speed when viewing a distribution of speeds is
analogous to perceiving a global mean direction when viewing a distribution of
directions. In fact, a closer examination shows that many of the details of speed
integration are also seen in direction integration. First, our observers
discriminated the global speed of stimuli containing many different speeds as

precisely as ones containing only a single speed (see Figure 4). Similarly,

Watamaniuk et al. (1989) showed that direction discrimination was equally good

if the underlying direction distribution spanned one or 30 deg. Secondly, our

data show that a uniform distribution of speeds (Mean & Range Change Together

condition in Figure 2) produced slightly poorer performance than a Gaussian

distribution spanning a similar range of speeds (SDs of 1.27 and 1.7 deg/sec in

Figure 4). One possible reason for this is that because the Gaussian distributions

have more energy at the mean speed than the uniform distribution, they produce

a stronger mean-speed signal and subsequently better performance. This was also

found by Watamaniuk et al. (1989) for global direction discrimination. And

finally, we have shown that whether individual dots changed their speed

randomly each frame (1 -D random-walk) or moved at only a single speed for the

duration of the presentation (fixed-trajectory), discrimination performance

remained unchanged. This too was shown for direction discrimination by

Watamaniuk et al. (1989).

The marked similarities between the present results and those for global

direction discrimination suggest that the mechanism underlying both global

processes are very similar. One type of model that has been successful in

accounting for global direction performance has been a line-element model
(Watamaniuk et al., 1989; Williams et al., 1991). Their line-element model
was composed of a small number of bandlimited mechanisms, each sensitive to a

particular range of directions. This model not only accounted for all of the

details of discrimination performance described above but it also correctly
predicted motion metamers -- the number of discretely sampled directions needed

to create a stimulus that is indistinguishable from a stimulus comprised of a large
range of continuously sampled directions. The line-element model developed by
Williams and colleagues seems to capture well the perceptual qualities of global
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direction.

The striking similarities between global speed and direction discrimination

suggests that the same type of line-element model, with the bandlimited

mechanisms selectively sensitive to a particular range of speeds rather than

directions, would be a good candidate for describing global speed discrimination.

In addition to the similarities described above, the result that observers can

discriminate stimuli based on a change in mean speed but not modal speed, which

was not explicitly tested by Williams and Sekuler (1985) or Watamaniuk et al.

(1989) for global direction discrimination, is also consistent with a line-element

model. For the asymmetrical speed distributions used in our experiments, being

able to evaluate the mean speed requires that the visual system not only measure

the many different speeds present but it must also know the frequency of

occurrence for each speed -- evaluating the mean as if each different speed was

represented equally (as in a uniform distribution) would result in an incorrect

estimate. The same information about frequency of occurrence is necessary for

evaluating the modal speed. However, when asked to discriminate global speed,

observers can only discriminate changes in the mean speed. It seems that when

evaluating global speed, accurate information about only the mean is available:

the local speeds and their frequency (defining the underlying speed distribution)

are obscured. Consequently changes in the modal speed are not discriminable.

This is consistent with a line-element model because the composition of the

underlying stimulus distribution is automatically accounted for by the way the

model's mechanisms' responses are calculated. An individual mechanism's

response is calculated by first multiplying its sensitivity to each speed component

by the frequency of occurrence of that component in the stimulus and then

summing those products. Once the summing is done and the mechanism's

response is compressed to a single number, the individual components

contributing to that response are obscured. This is consistent with our data and

the fact that observers were unaware that different movement algorithms were

being used. We hope to develop this line-element model of global speed

discrimination in the future.

Finally, we would like to contrast our findings on global speed
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discrimination to some of the ideas developed in the structure from motion

(SFM) literature. We make this comparison because the stimuli used in SFM

studies are very similar to those used in the present experiments, but the

observer's task is different.

Several SFM studies have used random dot stimuli in which the dots moved

as if they were on a transparent rotating cylinder. In these experiments, it is

suggested that relative velocity information is used to extract a 3-D structure (i.e.

Siegel & Andersen, 1988; Treue, Husain & Andersen, 1991). Interestingly, the

stimuli need not be true parallel projections of points on the surface of
transparent objects to produce a 3-D percept. Treue et al. (1991) reported that

when velocities were randomized so that each dot no longer followed a trajectory

corresponding to a veridical parallel projection of the surface of a rotating

cylinder, some observers saw a transparent rotating cylinder that had dots

distributed throughout. Williams and Phillips (1986) found that a similar percept

resulted when viewing random dot cinematograms containing a distribution of

directioq rather than speeds. In their stimuli, all dots moved at the same speed

but randomly chose their direction of movement from a distribution of

directions.
Similarly, the present stimuli could have been interpreted by the visual

system as 3-D objects. There are at least two rigid 3-D-object percepts that could

produce a velocity field like that of our stimuli: 1) a rotating cylinder filled with

dots, transparent to about the center, viewed through an aperture smaller than the

cylinder's diameter or 2) many transparent sheets of random dots sliding over

each other. But when observers concentrated on performing our speed

discrimination task, neither of these 3-D percepts was seen, although observers

did perceive that the dots were not moving with a single common speed. In fact

it would be difficult to explain the present results if observers were basing their

judgments on 3-D structure because it is unclear to what stimulus cue observers

could have responded. If relative velocity was used to extract 3-D structure, then

in those stimuli where the mean speed changed while the range of speeds was held

constant, the magnitude of perceived depth and rotation speed would also be
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constant. However, we know that observers can discriminate stimuli in which

only the mean speed changes. If observers perceived a 3-D structure with our

stimuli, one stimulus characteristic that would reliably change with the mean

speed is the density of dots at particular depth planes. But if this cue was the

basis of discrimination, one must ask why this same cue could not be used when

only the modal speed changed since that would also change dot density at

particular depth planes.

Our point is that the human visual system is remarkably versatile in its

abilities to interpret motion information. The visual system seems to be able to

process information in different ways depending on what task it must perform.

If required to judge SFM or depth from motion, the visual system can segregate

relative speeds and interpret them as representing different depths (motion

parallax). But within a different context, the visual system can also integrate

many different speeds together to arrive at a global mean speed. These two

pieces of information, depth from motion (segregation) and global speed

(integration), are not mutually exclusive in the strict sense (see footnote 6), but

attending to one seems to greatly obscure the other.

In conclusion, we have shown that when a stimulus contains a distribution

of speeds, our visual system is able to integrate those many different speeds to

arrive at a global speed corresponding to the mean of the distribution. We can

discriminate these global speeds, composed of many spatially-intermingled speed

vectors, as precisely as when all dots move at the same speed implicating a

considerable level of internal noise associated with the encoding of speed.

Moreover, when attending to the global speed, other stimulus characteristics such

as the modal speed or trajectories of individual dots, are obscured. Finally, we

have shown that the details of global speed discrimination are very similar to

those of global direction discrimination. The similarities between the global

speed and global direction results suggest that the characteristics of the

mechanisms underlying these two global processes may be equally similar.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Schematic representations of a standard and comparison stimulus

in which A) the mean speed is varied while the mode is kept constant, B) the

modal speed is varied while the mean is kept constant, and C) the mean is changed

in one direction (increased) while the mode is shifted in the other direction

(decreased). Arrows and numbers indicate the mean speeds of the distributions.

These stimuli have a density of 2.26 dots/deg 2 .

Figure 2. Weber fractions, AV/V where V is the mean speed of the

distribution, averaged over observers and plotted for each stimulus group (data

have been averaged over the stimulus conditions within each group). Standard

errors are based on the differences between the thresholds averaged together.

Note that the thresholds are similar across stimulus groups even though physically

there is more consistent information regarding the change in speed as one goes

from the leftmost to the rightmost stimulus group.

Figure 3. Percent correct plotted as function of percent change in modal

speed. The graph plots data, averaged over observers, for four stimulus

conditions: two stimulus conditions had the rectangular distribution at the slow

end and the triangular distribution, of height 7 dots for Condition 1 (0) and

height 14 dots for Condition 2 (0), at the fast end of the background distribution,

while the other two stimulus conditions had the positions of the rectangular and

triangular distributions reversed, triangular distribution of height 7 dots for

Condition 3 (*) and height 14 dots for Condition 4(0). Standard errors are

based on the differences between the three thresholds averaged together and each

data point is the result of 600 trials (200 per observer). The data show that when

only the mode of the underlying speed distribution is changed, performance stays

at chance levels (50%).

Figure 4. Weber fractions, AV/V where V is the mean speed of the
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distributions, for Gaussian speed distributions averaged over two observers and

plotted as a function of the speed distributions' standard deviations in deg/sec.

Standard errors are based on the differences between the thresholds averaged

together. These stimuli were produced by choosing a random sample of speeds

from the distribution each frame with replacement - thus stimulus variability was

equal to its distribution's variance. Notice that speed discrimination does not

change significantly as the standard deviation of the speed distribution increases

from 0 to 1.7 deg/sec.

Figure 5. Schematic representation of a stimulus composed of dynamic

random dots. Diagram A shows three frames of a stimulus with seven dots in

which each dot chooses a new speed from the underlying distribution each frame

(1-D random-walk algorithm). Diagram B shows three frames of a stimulus with

seven dots in which each dot chooses a speed from the underlying distribution in

the first frame and then continues at that speed for the duration of the stimulus

presentation (fixed-trajectory algorithm). The figure demonstrates that the

movement algorithm determines where on the screen speed vectors will be

presented each frame but does not change which speeds are presented.

Figure 6. Percent correct for speed discrimination plotted as a function of

the percent change in the mean speed between standard and comparison stimuli

for two stimulus configurations (Mean & Mode Change Together in panel A;

Mean Change & Mode Constant in panel B - see text for description of stimuli)

and two movement algorithms. Data averaged over three observers (0) are

plotted with those of the computer simulation (0) which used the average speed

of a single randomly-chosen dot in each interval to perform the discrimination.

Plus and minus one standard error are plotted on each point. Both panels show

that when the l-D random-walk algorithm is used, graphs on the left, humans

perform better than the computer. When the fixed-trajectory algorithm is used,

humans maintain their good performance while the computer's performance

decreases precipitously. The human visual system must average speed

information across many dots to maintain good performance under the fixed-
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trajectory movement algorithm.

Figure 7. Percent correct for speed discrimination plotted as a function of

the percent change in the mean speed between standard and comparison stimuli

for two stimulus configurations (Mean & Mode Change Together top panel; Mean

Change & Mode Constant bottom panel - see text for description of stimuli).

Data, averaged over three observers, are plotted for three movement-algorithm

conditions. Plus and minus one standard error are plotted on each point. Data

from Figure 6, random-walk (0) and fixed-trajectory (9) algorithm conditions,

have been replotted along with data from the 'mixed' condition (0) in which one

stimulus within a trial was produced using the 1 -D random-walk algorithm and

the other using the fixed-trajectory algorithm. For both stimulus configurations,

the three curves overlap ,!ach other considerably showing that observers were

using the same viewing strategy, averaging speeds over many dots, regardless of

the type of movement algorithm used.
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The perception of moving plaids reveals
two motion-processing stages -

Leslie Welch 
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When viewed through a small aperture, the perceived motion
exhibited by a long moving lime or grating is ambiguous. This
situation prevails because even a perfect machine could only detect
motion perpendicular to a moving contour, so motion parallel to
a contour is undetectable. The human visual system views the world
through an aperture array--the neural receptive fields. Therefore +

a moving object Is viewed through many small apertures and the
motion within many of those apertures is ambiguous. This
ambiguity may be resolved by monitoring the motion of a distinctive
feature, such as a line-end or corner, and attributing to the larger
object the motion of the feature. Alternatively, Adelsom and Mov-
shonl have suggested that moving images are processed in two
stage, tht is, they are first decomposed into one-dimensionalcomponents which are later recombined to generate perceived Fig. I The motion of a grating viewed through a stationary aper-ture is ambiguous: motion straight to the right cannot be distin-
object motion. For a moving plaid, defined as the sum of two guished from faster motion up and to the right. A family of possible
drifting gratigs (Fig. 1), these alternative models generate vectors describing the grating motion are constrained to end on
different predictions concerning the resolution of the plaid's motion the dotted line as illustrated. Two gratings moving in different
ambiguity. A feature monitor would respond to the motion of the directions define two constraint lines which intersect at a position
intersections between grating, whereas the two-stage motion pro- designating the velocity that is consistent with the motion of both
cemor would first decompose the plaid into its constituent gratings gratings. The pattern speed is determined by the intersection of
and subsequently recombine them to generate the perception of a constraint lines. Illustrated here are two gratings at +78" forming
moving plaid. Using speed discrimination to distinguish between a plaid. The vector to the intersection of constraint lines indicates
the two models, I find that discrimination thresholds reflect the that the plaid's speed is much faster than the gratings' speed.

speed of a plaid's component gratdlig, rather than the speed of
the plaid Itself. This result supports the two-stage model. Although thresholds, then identical speed discrimination would be found
speed discrimination is limited by component processing, observers for a grating moving at 1° s- 1 and for a plaid moving at 1° s-'.
cannt directly aeem component speed. The only perceptually Clearly the predicted relationship does not prevail. Con-
accessible velocity signal is generated by the second-stage pattern sequently, pattern speed does not predict speed discrimination
processing, for plaids. The same discrimination data are replotted as a

A plaid's speed is equal to the speed of a component grating, function of component speed in Fig. 2b. If the component speed
in the direction perpendicular to its orientation, divided by the predicts the thresholds, then discrimination for a grating moving
cosine of the angle between the plaid's direction of motion and at 1° s', would be identical to the value for a plaid moving at
the grating component's direction of motion. Therefore the plaid 5 s-', that is, a plaid formed by gratings moving at 1° s'. This
always moves faster than the components: the larger the prediction is consistent with my observations. Component speed
difference in component directions, the greater the difference quantitatively predicts speed discrimination for plaids.
between the component grating speed and the plaid speed. In It could be argued that the temporal frequency, namely the
this study, the two gratings forming the plaid have different rate at which features pass a fixed position in space, is the same
orientations but identical spatial and temporal frequencies. As for a plaid as for its components, and that the limitation shown
human speed discrimination varies with the speed of the target, in Fig. 2b represents a generalized temporal frequency limitation
it is appropriate to enquire whether it is the speed of a plaid's on speed discrimination. Indeed, both temporal frequency and
component gratings or the speed of a plaid itself that limits spatial frequency, the spacing between bars of a grating, affect
speed discrimination. The feature-monitor model predicts that discrimination. To study the effects of temporal frequency, I
speed discrimination is limited by the speed of the plaid, whereas generated a plaid pattern made of high-spatial-frequency com-
the two-stage model predicts that the speed of the component porents: 12 cycles per degree for observer L.W. and 15 cycle,
gratings sets the limit, per degree for observer D.T., but moderate temporal frequency,

Plaids formed by gratings at ±78° (see Fig. 1) move five times 6 Hz. Discrimination for the high-spatial-frequency plaid was
faster than their underlying component gratings. On each trial compared with a grating characterized by the same temporal
the stimulus moved at a uniform speed chosen randomly from frequency and moving with the same speed as the plaid. It
a narrow range of speeds, and the observers were asked to judge should be noted that the spacing of the dark bars of the control
whether it moved faster or slower than the mean speed of the grating is identical to the spacing of the plaid intersections along
narrow range. Observers (L.W. and D.T.) were provided with any given horizontal section. Figure 3 displays the following
practice trials and feedback, and they readily learned the mean results: discrimination for the plaid was poor, but discrimination
speed of the set. The smallest reliably detected change in speed for the grating with the identical temporal frequency was excel-
was determined, and that incremental change was divided by lent. Clearly, the pattern's temporal frequency does not limit
the mean speed to calculate the Weber fraction for speed (for speed discrimination.
more complete methods see ref. 2). Expressed as a percentage, The salient features of a plaid are the intersections of the
this Weber fraction is the threshold measurement reported here. component gratings which form lighter and darker 'nndeC If
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to that for the plaid. To test this idea, I used a grid of dots with through the second or pattern-processing stage before it becomes
spatial positions and speed identical to the dark nodes (illus- available to the observer. The following experiment demon-
trated at the bottom of Fig. 3). Speed discrimination for the strates this constraint: discrimination for single gratings, with
dot-grid was superior to the thresholds for the corresponding orientations randomized between trials, is compared with dis-
plaid (Fig. 3). crimination for plaids, whose components were similarly varied.

Both the present data and plaid-masking data3 support the Speed discrimination for a single grating was not impaired by
Adelson and Movshon two-stage model t". These results also randomized orientation, as shown in Fig. 4. Random orientation
demonstrate that the component stage is the site of limiting of the single gratings does not affect component speed, but
noise for precise speed discrimination. This does not imply that varying the angle between the components of a plaid pattern
the signal at the component stage is accessible to the observer introduces large variations in the pattern speed. By this pro-
for speed discrimination. Rather, the information must pass cedure, the speeds of the components and the plaid are decou-

L.W. O.T. 1

PLAID 97 -09 180 ± 14 L.W. o.r.
VARY THE ANGLE OF

THE GRATING 3 6 0 4 68 '07

FROM TRIAL TO TRIAL

NOCE TEMPORAL0 
6506

FREQUENCY 48±04 65b06

" H VARY THE ANGLE OF

BOTH COMPONENTS 165 33 258 ± 37

NODE POINTS 44 ±04 5906 FROM TRIAL TO TRIAL

Fig. I Speed-discrimination thresholds, expressed as percentage
of mean speed, are compared for three patterns moving with the Fig. 4 a, A single grating at various angles, angles were chosen
same speed. For observer L.W., all patterns moved at 2.5' s -'. The randomly on each trial from a set of 7 fixed angles ranging from
plaid was the sum of 12 cycles per degree gratings drifting at 6 Hz, 62' to 28', or 45* mean. Gratings were 2 cycles per degree spatial
and the node temporal frequency grating was 2.4 cycles per degree frequency, and 5 Hz temporal frequency. Speed discrimination for
drifting at 6 Hz. For observer D.T., the patterns moved at 2.0 s; this condition was good. The lower spatial frequency of these
the plaid was the sum of 15 cycles per degree gratings drifting at gratings results in slightly better speed discrimination thresholds
6 Hz, and the node temporal frequency grating was 3.0 cycles per than the experiment shown in Fig. 2. b, A plaid with both com-
dearee drifting at 6 Hz. Note that the spatial frequency of the 'node ponents changing angles, angles were again between 62' and 28'.
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pled. Hence, on any single trial, when the components moved noise is localized in the component-processing stage, which is
faster than the mean speed of the test set, the plaid may actually followed by the pattern-processing stage where a velocity vector
have moved slower than the mean, because the angle between is extracted. In sum, the observer perceives the velocity of a
the components was decreased on that particular trial. During complex pattern with a precision limited by the component-
these trials, observers were asked to discriminate the speed of processing stage. Nonetheless, the velocity signal is available to
the plaid's component gratings. The data in Fig. 4 indicate that perception only after the pattern-processing stage.
the observers viewing the plaid were unable to judge the com- I thank Dr Ken Nakayama for suggesting the original experi-
ponent's speed accurately, although the same information was ment and for discussion and Drs Suzanne McKee and Samuel
available here as in the single grating instance. In conclusion, Bowne for help and discussion. This work was supported by
it follows that the pattern speed is the only information to which the US Air Force Office of Scientific Research and the National
the observers could respond. Eye Institute.

The Adelson and Movshon two-stage model receives further
support from our data; component processing occurs before Received I August 1988; accepted 9 January 1989.
pattern processing, with no speed information from the com- L Adelson, E. H. & Movshon. J. A. Nature 300. 523-525 1982.

ponent stage by-passing the pattern stage. First, a complex 2. McKee. S. P., Silverman, G. H & Nakayama, K. Vision Res 26, b09-619 1986)pattern is decomposed into its component parts and later these 3. Ferrera. V. P. & Wilson, H. R. Vision Res. 27. 1783-1796 1987,.
4 Mo~shon, J A., Adelson. E. H.. Gizzi. M. S. & Newsome, W T Pattern Recognition

are combined to form a coherent moving pattern. The limiting Mechanims (Springer. New York. 19851.
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Coherence determines speed discrimination
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Abstract. The visual system must determine which elements in a scene to regard as parts of a
single object and which to regard as different objects. We can create stimuli that are ambi-
guous, ie consistent with more than one interpretation, and ask in what situations the stimulus
elements are interpreted as part of a single object and when they are interpreted as multiple
objects. The ambiguous stimuli in this study were moving plaid patterns-the sum of two
drifting gratings with different orientations. Observers may see a rigid coherent plaid object
moving in one direction, or may see two gratings moving in different directions sliding over one
another. When the gratings have similar contrasts they appear to cohere and only the plaid
speed is perceptually available; when the gratings have different contrasts they appear to slide
and only the speeds of the gratings are perceived. Coherence thus determines what speed infor-
mation is passed to higher stages of motion processing. A two-stage model of plaid motion
perception is presented which agrees with the model proposed by Adelson and Movshon and
extends it, detailing the relationship between coherence and speed discrimination.

I Introduction
When an observer is presented with an ambiguous motion stimulus, such as a plaid
formed by superimposing two drifting gratings with different orientations, two
percepts are possible. The observer may see a rigid 'coherent' cross-hatched moving
object, or see two gratings moving in different directions, transparently interpene-
trating one another. Other examples of ambiguous motion stimuli that allow either
rigid or nonrigid solutions are randomly moving dots on a sine-wave background
(Ramachandran and Inada 1985; Ramachandran and Cavanagh 1987), displays in
which dots move with velocity vectors chosen from a range of directions (Ball et al
1983; Newsome and Parri 1988), rotating line drawings (Hildreth 1984), translating
line drawings (Nakayama and Silverman 1988), and hopping regions of random dots
(eg Braddick 1974). All of thc3e stimuli can be seen as moving rigidly and coherently,
or as transparent, nonrigid objects with more than one motion direction. There is no
physical basis for choosing one interpretation over the other, because both describe
the stimulus equally well. However, Adelson and Movshon (1982) and Movshon et al
(1985) have shown that when the gratings forming a plaid are similar, observers
report a strong sensation of rigidity or coherence, while the transparent percept is
most often seen when the gratings are dissimilar in contrast or spatial frequency
(Albright and Stoner 1989). Others have shown that the gratings must be similar in
color (Kooi et al 1989; Krauskopf et al 1989) and speed (Welch and Bowne 1989) as
well. Coherence judgements are subjective, in that there is no correct answer, and are
therefore more complicated to interpret than forced-choice judgements, such as
contrast-detection thresholds. Some interpretive judgements, such as whether a cup is
half-full or half-empty, seem arbitrary and idiosyncratic, and are probably unrelated I
to early visual processes. We wish to know whether the perceptual quality of coher-
ence has an effect on a measure of visual performance, speed discrimination, or
whether it is merely a matter of interpretation.
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Several studies (Adelson and Movshon 1982; Movshon et al 1985; Welch 1989)
have suggested that plaids are processed in two distinct serial stages. An illustration
of a two-stage model can be found in figure 1. A plaid is decomposed into moving

component gratings at the grating-processing stage and these are later used to
calculate object velocity, V. at the plaid-processing stage. This model has been given
psychophysical support by Welch (1989) who showed that speed discrimination
thresholds for a coherent plaid are equal to thresholds for a component grating alone.
However, this sequential model cannot be complete because two distinct percepts can
be seen for superimposed gratings. coherence and sliding, as mentioned above. There
must be some sort of decision process that determines which of the two possibilities is
seen. Regardless of whether the gratings cohere or slide, information from both
processing stages may be available for speed discrimination. A question remains: are
all three velocity sectors, V, I. and V,, passed on to higher stages of processing, or is
some information lost at the plaid-processing stage'? Welch (1989) showed that grating
speed information is lost in a coherent plaid, while plaid speed estimates remain
precise. This result suggests that coherence determines which velocities are passed on
to later processing stages: V for coherent plaids. or the grating velocities V, and IV
for incoherent plaids. The purpose of the present study is to further test the hypo-
thesis that coherence determines what speed information is extracted from a plaid.

=>

V, V000-l -, V
V cos9

stimulus compute grating calculate plaidvelocities velocity from
grating velocities

Figure 1. Adelson-Movshon model of a two-stage motion processor. The plaid is decomposed
into oriented, moving gratings by the first stage. At the second stage, the grating speeds are used
to calculate the plaid speed in a way that is consistent with the equation V = V/cos V, also
termed the intersection of constraints (Fennema and Thompson 1979; Adelson and Movshon
1982).

2 Generai methods
An Innisfree Picasso pattern generator, under computer control, was used to display

drifting sinusoidal gratings on an HP1332A oscilloscope with a P31 phosphor. Two
gratings of different orientations could be superimposed by alternating between them
so that each had a refresh rate of 50 Hz. The spatial frequency, temporal frequency,
orientation, and contrast of the gratings could be controlled independently. An
opaque circular aperture of 4.5 deg visual angle was placed on the oscilloscope face.
The average screen luminance, measured with a Pritchard photometer, was
18 cd m 2 .

Stimuli were presented for 0.4 to 0.6 s with the duration randomized from trial to
trial. The overall orientation of the stimulus pattern was randomized around 3600 in
approximately 6' steps. Observers viewed the screen at a 114 cm distance with
natural pupils in a dimly lit room. Both authors and a well-practiced third subject
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served as observers. All had good acuity for this distance with the appropriate spec-
tacle correction if needed. A small dark fixation point was placed at the center of the
screen to help reduce eye movements.

For the speed discrimination tasks we used the method of single stimuli in which
one speed chosen randomly from a set of several speeds was shown on each trial [see
McKee and Welch (1985) for more complete details]. The observer judged after each
trial whether the speed was faster or slower than the mean speed in that block
of trials. Observers were given practice trials and feedback to build up their internal
representation of the mean speed. Responses were recorded by the computer and
scored as the percentage of fast responses for each speed tested, which yielded a
psychometric function going from near 0% to near 100%. This function was fit to a
cumulative normal curve by probit analysis. Threshold is defined as the speed incre-
ment which yields a shift from 50% to 75% on the probit curve, corresponding to a d'
of 0.675. Each threshold was based on at least 200 trials. Probit analysis was also
used to estimate the standard error which is shown as the error bars on the graphs.

Speed was manipulated by changing the grating temporal frequency. These experi-
ments do not distinguish between temporal frequency discrimination and speed

discrimination, but McKee et al (1986) have argued that observers actually discrim-
inate speed rather than temporal frequency.

3 Coherence experiment
3.1 Methods
In the first experiment, observers were shown two superimposed gratings: one had a
contrast of either 5/, or 15%. in separate blocks, and the other had a contrast that
varied on a trial-by-trial basis from 1% to 37.5%. The gratings were always oriented
90' apart but their actual orientations varied from trial to trial. That is, they could be
at 0' and 900, or 6' and 960, or any other combination whose difference is 900.
Observers responded after each trial whether the gratings appeared as a coherent
plaid or not. Judgements were recorded by the computer and are reported here as the
percentage of times the observer responded -coherent" as a function of the contrast
of the variable grating. Each data point is based on at least 30 trials. Error bars were
calculated from the observed probability of coherence (P) and the number of trials
(N) with the aid of the standard formula for the binomial distribution,

AP - [P(1-P)IN] '2

3.2 Results
The percentage of trials on which the observers saw a coherent plaid is plotted as a
function of the contrast of the variable grating, C2, in the upper graphs in figures 2
and 3. The contrast of one grating, C1, was at 5% (figure 2) or 15% (figure 3) as
indicated by the arrows, while that of the second grating, C 2, was randomly chosen on
each trial from a set of five values as shown on the x axis. The data describe an
inverted-U-shaped function with the greatest coherence when the two gratings have
the same contrast; in the upper graphs of figure 2 the functions peak at about 5%
contrast and in the upper graphs of figure 3 the functions peak at about 15% contrast.
Coherence decreases when the variable-contra~z grating, C 2, is different from the
constant-contrast grating, C, whether it is higher or lower in contrast, in agreement
with previous results (Adelson and Movshon 1982; Movshon et al 1985). It should be
noted that coherence and sliding are not all-or-none phenomena; the gratings can
appear to stick together partially, but the observers are required to make a binary
decision, either coherent or not. They accomplish this by adopting some criterion
level of coherence and calling everything that sticks more than that coherent, and
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everything that sticks less than that transparent. This means that the actual percent-
coherent numbers are criterion-dependent and therefore less reproducible between
observers than the general shape of the curves. The coherence graphs in figures 2
and 3 both show that observer SB judged the gratings to be less coherent in general
than observers SPM and LW. The difference may reflect a real difference in the plaid
appearance between the observers, or SB may simply be biased to respond "'coherent'"
less often. This method cannot distinguish between these two possibilities.

coherence 1.0 1 LW

4.5 0 .5 0.5

CC

C
.. 0.0 , 0.0

.1 I 1 M ) I 10 100 1 10 100
Variable contrast. C,

SP.M coihereneS 0.3 LW
114 0.4

~~02 ~ ~ siding 0 .
0 ) 2 t.

0.0! . . .. . ....... 01.0 0..(.0I . ....... ' . . ..

I() 1004) I !1) 100 1 10 100
Mask contrast. C, %

Figure 2. The upper curves show the effect of contrast on coherence. One grating, C,. was
always 5% contrast as indicated by the arrows. The other grating, C., varied in contrast as
shown on the x axis. The vertical axis shows the percentage of displays judged to be coherent.
The gratings were judged most coherent when their contrasts were equal. The lower curves
show the just noticeable difference in target speed as a function of mask grating contrast, C,.
Target contrast, C, was 5% as indicated by the arrows. Grating speed discrimination thresholds
were higher when the contrasts of the two gratings were similar (coherent), and thresholds
decreased when the contrasts increasingly differed (sliding).

I 0 coherence 1) 1.0L

0.5 sliding 0.52(1.

C. C,
C ..

().I 0 .0 - - .1

I 10 100 I 10 100 1 10 100)

Varable coniras C.,

coherence
4u4 f P A SB 0 LW

sliding 41.2

1 1(0 1004I (( 4 1 14) 1 )
Mask contrast, ( -. ,.

Figure 3. Coherence judgement and speed discrimination thresholds similar to those in figure 2
hut for C, I5%
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4 Grating speed experiment
4.1 Methods
The purpose of the speed discrimination experiments was to determine the relative
precision of grating speed perception and plaid speed perception. We therefore
developed two stimuli in which the grating and plaid speeds were 'decoupled', that is,
were not proportional to each other. Plaid speed is determined by the speed of the
gratings and the angle between the plaid motion direction and the grating motion

direction.
The first decoupling method was to increment the speed of one of the gratings

while decrementing the speed of the other, orthogonally oriented, grating (see
figure 4). The speed of one grating increases by the same amount as the speed of the
other grating decreases so the absolute value of the speed changes is correlated trial
by trial. The sign of the speed shifts for the gratings is opposite, thus their speeds are
'anticorrelated'. This results in no significant change in the plaid speed0) The 'anti-
correlation' of the speeds of the two gratings does result in a shift in the direction
of the plaid motion, but direction-of-motion information was obscured by random-
izing the overall orientation of the stimulus trial by trial. 500 ms before each trial the
observer was shown a low-contrast 'cue' grating which indicated the orientation of the
test grating, C. The observer was asked to judge the speed of the cued grating and to
ignore the other grating, C,. This can be thought of as a masking paradigm where the
cued grating, C1, is the test grating and the other, C2, is the mask.

4.2 Results
The observers' task was to discriminate the speed of one 'test' grating, C1 , while
ignoring the other, variable-contrast 'mask' grating, C2. The lower graphs in figures 2
and 3 show that speed discrimination thresholds are high when the contrasts of the

V = V+ AV,

contrast C2

v, V = 2"

Figure 4. The grating speed discrimination stimulus is a plaid formed by two orthogonally
oriented gratings. When the speed of one grating is incremented, the speed of the other is
decremented by the same amount, resulting in no significant change in plaid speed' .

The resulting shift in plaid direction of motion was obscured by randomizing the overall plaid
orientation. One grating was designated the test, C,, and its orientation was indicated by a
low-contrast cue grating before each trial. Observers judged the speed of the test grating, Ct,
while ignoring the other, masking grating, C 2. The plaid speed provides no information useful

for this task, so the observers are forced to judge the grating speed.

(" The exact plaid speed is 2' 2V[I +(AVV) 21' 2 which differs slightly from 2' 2 -V but the
residual term cannot be used to tell positive AV (fast) from negative AV (slow), and therefore
cannot help the observer discriminate between them.

I
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two gratings are similar, the same conditions that appeared more coherent in the first
experiment as indicated in the upper graphs in figures 2 and 3. The speed functions
do not always peak precisely at 5% or 15% contrast, but they follow the coherence
functions of the same observer reasonably well. Speed discrimination thresholds were
lower when observers reported less coherence, when the grating contrasts were less
similar. The data from the first ann second experiments parallel each other and
confirm the prediction that grating speed discrimination depends on coherence.

5 Plaid speed experiment
5.1 Methods
Another experiment was designed to decouple grating and plaid speeds in a comple-
mentary way. If the two gratings are 900 apart in orientation as in the top panel of
figure 5, the plaid speed is 21 2 times the grating speed. Larger angles change this
relationship; for example, two gratings 157' apart, as in the bottom panel of figure 5,
produce a plaid moving 5 times as fast as the gratings. We selected a set of seven
relative orientations from 600 to 1200 and seven plaid speeds from 3.5 to 6.5 deg s -
and then calculated the grating speeds required to produce each plaid speed at each
angle for a total of 49 patterns. On each trial a random pattern was shown and the
observers were instructed to judge the plaid speed. Because of their random orienta-
tions and random speeds, the speeds of the gratings did not provide accurate plaid
speed information. Therefore, in this experiment we measure the precision with which
observers can perform the plaid speed calculation described in figure 1. Since only a
limited range of angles was used, the grating and plaid speeds were still partially
correlated such that speed discrimination thresholds of A V/V = 14% were possible
when only the grating speed was used as a decision variable. However, as we shall
show below, thresholds below this value were found for coherent plaids, indicating the
action of pattern-speed selective mechanisms.

VV

/ IV

slow plaid speed fast plaid speed

Figure 5. Plaid speed discrimination task. When two gratings 90' apart in orientation are
superimposed, the plaid speed is 2' times the grating speeds (top panel). If the grating
velocities are more than 900 apart as in the bottom panel, slower grating motion produces the
same plaid speed. By randomly mixing several orientations, we produced a stimulus in which the
grating speed does not provide accurate information about the plaid speed thus forcing the
observers to judge plaid speed.
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5.2 Results

In this last experiment, grating and plaid speeds were decoupled in a manner comple-
mentary to what was done in the second experiment. Observers were asked to judge

the speed of the plaid while ignoring the speeds of the gratings. In this situation with
'good' plaid-speed information and random grating speed, the pattern of results is

expected to be the opposite of the results from the second experiment. This is

because the 'good' plaid information cannot be perceived unless the gratings are

similar in contrast and are perceived as a coherent plaid. Precise speed discrimination

is expected when the contrasts of the two gratings are similar, and poor speed

discrimination is expected when the contrasts are quite different. The prediction is

confirmed by the data in figure 6, which are threshold speed increments plotted as a

function of the contrast of grating C2. The contrast of grating C, was always at 50,6, as

indicated by the arrows. The data form a U-shaped function with a broad minimum
where the contrasts of the two gratings are similar. The horizontal line labelled 'single

grating' shows the speed discrimination thresholds if one of the gratings is completely

turned off. The line therefore gives an indication of the best speed discrimination
possible without any knowledge of plaid speed. The points below this line demon-
strate the operation of pattern-speed sensitive mechanisms. Pattern-speed mechanisms

are only useful when the contrasts are similar, that is, when the gratings cohere. This
second, very different method also results in speed discrimination data which
correlate with the subjective impression of coherence.

0.3 SM coherence SB LW

0.2 X sliding C, C,

Ssingle single I single

S0.1 gratinggrtngaig

0 .0 .... .. . .. ... .. ... .....
I 10 100 1 10 100 0.5 5 50

Figure 6. The effect of contrast on plaid speed discrimination. The contrast of one grating, C.
was C, - 5% as indicated by the arrows while the contrast of the other, C,. varied as shown on
the x axis. Plaid speed discrimination thresholds were higher when the contrasts of the gratings
were quite different (sliding), and thresholds decreased when the contrasts were similar
(coherence). The horizontal line labelled 'single grating' shows the plaid speed discrimination
threshold when only one grating was visible, and thus shows the best speed discrimination
possible without any knowledge of plaid speed. The points below this line demonstrate the
operation of pattern-speed sensitive mechanisms. Pattern-speed mechanisms are only useful
when the contrasts are similar, that is, when the gratings cohere.

6 Conclusions

Given the results of the preceding experiments, the Adelson-Movshon model illus-
trated in figure 1 can be further developed. The serial motion-processing model has
different speed information at two separate stages. This difference in information can
be used to study the rules governing whether two differently oriented gratings are
interpreted as a single coherent object. The first-stage mechanisms are oriented and
respond to the superimposed gratings independently. Their outputs give information
about the contrasts, orientations, and spatial and temporal frequencies of the gratings.

The information from the first-stage mechanisms can be used in two different ways.
A minimalist model compares first-stage information directly at an early decision

stage which determines whether the gratings will appear to cohere into a single object
or will appear to be independent objects (figure 7). If the gratings cohere into a plaid,

the plaid velocity is calculated and the grating velocities are lost. If the gratings do not

_ _ _ _ _'I
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cohere, the grating velocities are calculated and the plaid velocity is lost. The output
of the first-stage mechanisms is not strictly speed information in this model but rather
spatial- and temporal-frequency information. A model with a later decision stage
would also work and may be more likely physiologically. The first-stage information is
used to calculate the velocities of the gratings and of the plaid, and the coherence
decision stage determines which velocities are retained (figure 8). Either way, coher-

ence determines whether grating velocities or plaid velocity will be available to
perception and information is lost as a result of the coherence decision. Both of these
models are consistent with the data presented in this paper.

Oriented
motion units

0AOU calculate plaid speed
discard grating speeds

o'o Decision e

V" A C' e
if:C' - C2

= no

0 ( Do not cohere:
v,, A, C2  calculate grating speeds

discard plaid speed

Figure 7. Illustration of an early coherence decision two-stage motion model. The two gratings
excite different first-stage motion units which encode the grating orientations, contrasts (C l and
C2) and spatial (vi and v2) and temporal (f, and f 2) frequencies. The contrast signals from both
motion units are compared by a decision process which determines whether the gratings will be
seen as a single plaid or as independent gratings. If the contrasts are similar, the decision is for
a single coherent plaid and the second stage calculates the plaid velocity. If the contrasts are
different, the decision is for transparency and the second stage calculates the grating velocities.

Oriented
motion units

4 oalult 
Cohere:Calculate keep plaid speed

speed ,

,,C, Calculate Decision / es

plaid C.-

speed V / if C °

Calculate N Do not cohere:
Sgrating keep grating speedso speed V2  discard plaid speed

' , A. C2

Figure 8. Illustration of a late coherence decision two-stage motion model. The first stage is the
same as for the other model but the information from the motion units is used by the second
stage to calculate grating and plaid velocities immediately. The contrast signals from both
motion units are compared by a decision process which determines whether the gratings will be
seen as a single plaid or as independent gratings. If the contrasts are similar, the decision is for
a single coherent plaid, the plaid velocity is passed on and the grating velocities are lost. If the
contrasts are different, the decision is for transparency, the grating velocities are passed on and
the plaid velocity is lost.
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7 Discussion
The speed discrimination results reveal an important point about the coherence data.

L Coherence is not a matter of conscious interpretation, but rather an involuntary
process whereby low-level stimulus variables such as relative contrast determine what
speed information is retained. Other work using coherence judgements (Adelson and
Movshon 1982; Movshon et al 1985; Albright and Stoner 1989; Ho and Berkley
1989; Kooi et al 1989; Krauskopf et al 1989) should therefore be interpreted as
measuring the properties of a low-level object-segregation process.

If the gratings cohere, the models in figures 7 and 8 predict a perfect plaid velocity
calculation, obeying the line-of-constraints computation shown in figure 1. However,
Kooi et al (1988) and Stone et al (1988) found that the direction the plaid appears to
move can be influenced by the relative contrasts of the two gratings even when the
gratings are seen as moving coherently. This deviation is consistent with the visual
system interpreting lower-contrast gratings as moving slower than higher-contrast
gratings. Thompson (1982) has found that, for some temporal frequencies, lower-
contrast gratings appear to move more slowly than otherwise identical gratings of
higher contrast. Another deviation from the intersection-of-constraints solution has
been described by Ferrera and Wilson (1988) for asymmetric plaids made of gratings
whose velocity vectors are both on the same side of the plaid velocity vector. The
perceived direction of asymmetric plaid motion is biased toward the direction of the
grating motions. These data do not challenge the idea of two-stage motion processing,
but rather point out that the visual system does not extract object velocity perfectly.
Our results indicate that, although the direction may not be perfectly calculated, the
plaid speed is quite precisely determined, leading to plaid speed discrimination
thresholds of 5% to 7% as shown in figure 6.

The only psychophysical challenge to the two-stage motion processing idea comes
from Gorea and Lorenceau (1989). They have suggested that there are two distinct
motion processes, one that responds to the plaids, such as the Perrone model (1990),
and another that responds separately to the gratings, but, for the sake of parsimony,
argue that the two are parallel rather than serial. We submit, given the present data
and the data of Adelson and colleagues, that the more parsimonious conclusion is for
a serial two-stage motion process.

The models in figures 7 and 8 are oversimplified on two bases. They consider only
the cases of total coherence and total sliding, but coherence and transparency are not
all-or-none phenomena. Subjectively, there is a range of conditions when the gratings
cohere partially, as mentioned in the first experiment. In this situation the visual
system seems to have partial speed information from both the individual gratings and
the plaid, though in a degraded form as speed discrimination thresholds show inter-
mediate values between those expected for grating speeds and plaid speeds when
coherence is partial. The models also consider contrast as the only variable deter-
mining coherence. However, others have shown that additional variables such as
spatial frequency (Adelson and Movshon 1982; Albright and Stoner 1989; Welch and
Sowne 1989), color (Kooi et al 1989; Krauskopf et al 1989), and temporal frequency
(Welch and Bowne 1989) also affect coherence. An improved model could be
developed using the outputs of oriented motion sensors, but such models are beyond
the scope of this paper. Although models of object motion have been proposed (Marr
and Ullman 1981; Bulthoff etal 1989; Grzywacz and Yuille 1990; Perrone 1990;
Sereno 1989; Wang et al 1989) they do not explicitly include a coherence decision
and therefore require modification. Heeger's model of object motion (1987) has an
explicit coherence decision but, as he points out (footnote 32), his model does not
extract the correct plaid speed when the angle between the gratings is not 900. This
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means that his model could not predict the discrimination thresholds in figure 6 for

plaids with variable grating angles.

The visual system must determine what contours belong to the same object in

order to make possible appropriate interactions with the environment. Once a
decision has been made about what is an object, there is no reason for the visual
system to burden itself with irrelevant information like the local speeds of contours.
The coherence decision is an example of an information gate that can be observed

with the grating and plaid speed decoupling methods employed in this study. The

important finding is not that speed discrimination is another method for measuring
coherence, but that a decision rule is in place to determine whether coherence or

sliding is seen and this decision process gates velocity information.
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ONE-PATH MODEL FOR CONTRAST-INDEPENDENT PERCEPTION OF
FOURIER AND NON-FOURIER MOTIONS Norberto M. Grzywacz
Smith-Kettlewell Institute, 2232 Webster Street, San Francisco, CA 94115.

A class of motion perception models is based on motion-energy
mechanisms, which are spatio-temporally oriented filters (Adelson and
Bergen, 1985). A population code of such filters may provide the basis for
visual velocity computation (e.g., Grzywacz and Yuille, 1989). A problem
with these filters is that they cannot account for percepts in which the
relevant Fourier components do not move with the perceived motion.
Moreover, against human psychophysical evidence, the performance of
motion-energy mechanisms improves with contrast. To solve these
problems, we extended the Grzywacz and Yuille model by adding a
rectified band-pass filter in front of the motion-energy filters (Chubb and
Sperling, 1988). The extension also postulated that the system's limiting
noise is multiplicative and at the stage combining the filters' outputs.

Mathematical and computational calculations show that this extended
model accounts for motion perception of stimuli for which Fourier
analysis yields no systematic motion components (Chubb and Sperling,
1988). Furthermore, the extended model is consistent with a large set of
"beat-pattern" motion phenomena (e.g., Derrington and Baddock, 1985).
The model may also explain the invariance of the speed Weber fraction
with contrast (e.g., McKee et al., 1986). Finally, it can be shown that the
model can deal with motion transparency (Smith and Grzywacz, 1992).
We conclude that two parallel motion pathways (e.g., Wilson, 1991) are
not necessary to account for Fourier and Non-Fourier motions.
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Transparency Influences Speed Discrimination Watamaniuk & Bravo

Proposal Summary (Poster)
The visual system can use local speed information to determine whether one surface or two

transparent surfaces are visible. For example, we observed that two sets of spatially intermingled
dcts, moving in the same direction but at very different speeds, segregate into two transparent
planes sliding over each other. Moreover, observers could discriminate the speed of either the fast
or slow component as precisely as if that component were presented alone - the presence of the
other speed did not influence speed discrimination. Our research examined the stimulus parameters
that produce transparency in random dot displays.

Our stimuli were random dot cinematograms in which dots moved in the same direction
(upwards) at a slow speed (about 6 deg/sec) and at a fast speed (about 21 deg/sec). Welch and
Bowne (1990) found that for plaid stimuli composed of two differently oriented moving gratings,
good speed discrimination of one of the component gratings was only possible when the
components segregated. Therefore, we used speed discrimination of the component speeds in our
display as an index of segregation. The observer was told in advance which component (fast or
slow) he/she was to discriminate. Stimuli were presented using a variant of the method of constant
stimuli, known as the single-stimulus method ( McKee & Welch, 1985). In each trial, one
cinematogram was presented and the observer's task was to determine whether the designated
component speed, in the current stimulus, moved faster or slower than the mean speed of the
stimulus set.

We tested several stimulus conditions. In the baseline condition, cited above, two sets of
spatially intermingled dots moving at a different speeds were presented. In the other two
conditions, dot speeds alternated between the two component speeds. The alternation of the dots'
speeds were either synchronous, so that at any instant only one speed was present, or
asynchronous so that both speeds were present in the display simultaneously. We measured
speed discrimination for both conditions, at four different alternation rates: 1, 2, 4, or 8
frames/alternation.

We found that when dots alternated their speeds synchronously, only one surface was seen
and speed discrimination of the component speed was very poor. This result was obtained for all
four alternation rates. However, when the dots alternated their speeds asynchronously at 4 or 8
frames/alternation, two twinkling transparent surfaces were seen (since each dot had a continuous
upward trajectory, the percept of twinkle must have arisen from the segregation of the two speeds
making up the trajectory). At these two alternation rates, speed discrimination for the components
was as precise as in the baseline condition. Note that individual dots changed their speeds in an
identical manner in both the synchronous and asynchronous conditions; these two condition are not
discriminable given the behavior of a single dot. These conditions differed only in the pattern of
speed alternation across dots.

We conclude that segmentation from speed information requires specific spatial-temporal

relationships between the two different speeds (e.g., both speeds must be simultaneously present).
In addition, when segmentation occurs, the visual system organizes speed information accordingly
to generate the signals used for speed discrimination.
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